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Chapter I 

Introduction 

The origin of cognition, intellect, and thought, the brain is often regarded as one of the most 

incredible feats of evolution. The complex morphologies of the cell types alone are enough to entice 

excitement and wonder in any would be observer. Neurons, the electrically excitable cells in the brain, 

extend highly ramified branches all interacting with thousands of other cells. This web of interactions is 

further complicated by glial cells such as astrocytes which themselves project thousands of branches 

to interact with neurons. It is through such circuit connectivity that our behaviors and consciousness 

arise. How these connections are made and maintained remains a major unresolved question in 

biology. A particular phenomenon of interest to me is the brain’s initial overproduction of connections 

during early development followed by elaborate remodeling to prune excess synapses. The aim of this 

dissertation was to identify the mechanisms involved with such circuit refinement during development 

with a particular focus on the disorder Fragile X syndrome, a disease characterized by inappropriately 

elevated connectivity due to a lack of remodeling. My goal has been to uncover treatment strategies 

and therapeutic targets to correct these mechanistic defects. To that end I utilized an insect model of 

the disease and revealed multiple disrupted pathways involved with refinement across two different 

model circuits. In my initial work I utilized a developmental proteomics screen to ascertain changes in 

proteins that could be contributing to circuit defects, identifying elevated expression of the ESCRT 

protein Shrub as a major contributing factor. In my second report, I sought to test for disrupted glial 

function in the removal of transient neurons demonstrating an elaborate neuron to glial communication 

pathway necessary for proper circuit development. These works highlight the importance of neural 

circuit remodeling and provide potential targets for pharmaceutical intervention. In the following 

introduction I examine neural development through circuit refinement, how this process fails in Fragile 

X syndrome, and Shrub/ESCRT contributions to pruning. 

 
Neural circuit remodeling 

 
The remodeling of brain neural circuits is essential for optimized function and requires both 

progressive and regressive events (Riccomagno and Kolodkin, 2015). Following an initial growth 

phase, synaptic connections are refined through pruning mechanisms that require cell-intrinsic and - 

extrinsic cues (Fig. 1.1). These remodeling events range from removing individual synapses through 

axon/dendrite retraction to complete apoptotic removal of neurons (Schuldiner and Yaron, 2015). 
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Together these varied strategies produce the end result of circuit refinement for optimized brain function 

and behavioral output. Disrupting remodeling causes circuit hyperconnectivity with inappropriate 

retention of weak or counter-productive synapses (Fig. 1.1), effectively “short-circuiting” brain 

pathways, which can negatively impact communication and cognition. The lack of circuit refinement is 

hypothesized to be a major contributing factor to neurological disease states ranging from 

schizophrenia to autism spectrum disorders (ASD), such as Fragile X syndrome (discussed in detail 

below). Interestingly, elevated synaptic pruning during adolescence is linked to early onset 

schizophrenia (Sellgren et al., 2019) and several later neurodegenerative processes also involve 

aberrant circuit remodeling (Krasniak and Ahmad, 2016). Therefore, studying neural circuit refinement 

will aid our understanding of neurodevelopmental diseases, cognitive disorders and the impairments 

that arise with aging. 

Figure 1.1: Neural circuit connectivity remodeling. Top, Graphical representation of synapse connectivity over 
time showing normal trajectory (solid purple line) and defective remodeling (dotted cyan line). Bottom, Cartoon 
representation of above graph showing normal pruning (purple neurons) and remodeling defect (cyan neurons). 
Different phases of connectivity labeled on graph. Color key to upper left in graph. 

 
 
Activity-dependent neural circuit remodeling 

Developmental neural circuit refinement is found throughout the nervous system across the 

animal kingdom, including both vertebrates and invertebrates. This remodeling can be generalized into 

two broad categories; activity-dependent (A-D) and stereotyped. A-D refinement involves both so-called 

“spontaneous activity” and initial environmental sensory input (Tessier and Broadie, 2009). These 

stimuli result in activity differentials between synaptic connections, often leading to retention of more 
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active synapses and removal of weaker connections. In the classic example vertebrate neuromuscular 

junction (NMJ), muscle endplates are initially innervated by multiple inputs from different motor 

neurons, but following birth weaker synapses are eliminated and more active synapse strengthened to 

result in a single neuron input per endplate (Darabid et al., 2013). Another classical example is work 

done by Hubel and Wiesel in the cat visual system. Following monocular deprivation, retinal ganglion 

cells (RGCs) will preferential innervate the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the open eye while inputs 

into the deprived eye will recede (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963). Elsewhere in the central nervous system 

(CNS), refinement of synapses between climbing fibers and Purkinje cells (PC) is a more recent 

example of A-D remodeling during early postnatal life (Carrillo et al., 2013). Invertebrates also 

experience A-D refinement of brain circuits during early critical periods. For example, in the Drosophila 

mushroom body (MB) learning/memory brain center, Kenyon cell (KC) synapses are pruned with the 

onset of sensory olfactory exposure, which fails under sensory deprivation conditions (Tessier and 

Broadie, 2008). Likewise, C. elegans GABAergic dorsal D (DD) neurons exhibit A-D circuit remodeling, 

which requires voltage-gated Ca2+ channel (UNC-2) signaling function (Miller-Fleming et al., 2016). 

These studies demonstrate A-D refinement is an essential way to fine tune circuits to fit their 

environment. 

 
Stereotyped circuit remodeling 

In contrast to A-D refinement, stereotyped remodeling does not rely on overt neural activity, but 

rather genetic programing to sculpt circuits in a temporally predictable fashion (Bagri et al., 2003). For 

example, the mouse hippocampus shows stereotyped pruning of infrapyramidal bundle (IPB) axons 

during the first postnatal month. The hippocampal-septal circuit medial tract is similarly pruned in an 

activity-independent mechanism (Low et al., 2008). This tract extends axons from the CA1 pyramidal 

cells to the medial septum where they then bifurcate and send projections to the lateral septum. The 

medial tract is then pruned leaving just the lateral connection. Stereotyped pruning is particularly well 

documented in Drosophila metamorphosis, where extensive restructuring of the entire nervous system 

occurs. For example, peripheral sensory dendritic arborization neurons (DA) have their dendritic arbor 

(but not axons) fragmented and then completely removed down to the cell body through ecdysone 

signaling (Williams et al., 2006). This process is regulated by local caspase activity, providing links to 

apoptosis mechanisms. The Giant Fiber (GF) escape circuit also exhibits stereotyped pruning during 

metamorphosis. In normally developing animals, GF axons extend bilaterally down into the thoracic 

ganglia, where each axon splits into 2-3 synaptic terminals (Borgen et al., 2017). However, during 

pupation these terminals are pruned to a single branch in a process requiring the ubiquitin ligase 

Highwire. Similarly in the central brain, MB gamma neurons initially extend a single process that 

bifurcates into lateral and vertical axon branches in the pupa. During metamorphosis, these two tracts 
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are dismantled to a specific branch point, removed, and then regrown as a single medial axon tract (Lai 

et al., 2016). This extensive remodeling process is also initiated by the steroid hormone ecdysone 

driving fragmentation, in the absence of externally-driven neuronal activity. 

 
Glial roles in neural circuit remodeling 

Neural circuit remodeling involves both intrinsic (e.g., gene expression) and extrinsic (e.g., cell- 

cell communication) mechanisms. Neuron-glial interactions are one such extrinsic mechanism. 

Interestingly, our understanding of glial cells has just begun despites their discovery well over 100 years 

ago (Fan and Agid, 2018). The term neuroglia was first coined in 1856 by Virchow and translates 

roughly to neuron glue, as glial cells were initially believed to simply play passive, supportive roles for 

neurons. Their first description came in the 1850s and 60s with the identification of Müller cells, and 

with the advent of new staining techniques such as the black reaction (Golgi stain) new types of glial 

became apparent, including radial glia. Much of the early work in glial biology relied on anatomical and 

histological analysis and eventually defined the three main glial subtypes astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, 

and microglia through such methods (Fan and Agid, 2018). Following the identification of the three 

major subtypes, physiological examination of glial cells began to stagnate and few major discoveries 

were made until more recently with the advent of new techniques in imaging and cell labeling. 

Recent years have seen an explosive resurrection of glial biology. Mounting evidence has now 

revealed that glia cells have extensive roles in remodeling through phagocytic activity and do not simply 

play a support role in the nervous system. Similarly to the immune system, phagocytic glia rely on 

secreted and externalized neuronal cues for proper engulfment (Wilton et al., 2019). Secreted “find me” 

and externalized “eat me” signals direct glia engulfment of unnecessary synapses, processes and 

whole neurons (Fig. 1.2). Several classes of glia mediate this function. For example, astrocytes are well 

documented for their engulfment action of synapses during development (Chung et al., 2013). Utilizing 

astrocyte expression analyses, two phagocytic receptors MEGF10 and MERTK were identified as being 

elevated during pruning events. Astrocytes purified from postnatal day 5 dorsal lateral geniculate 

nucleus (dLGN) actively engulfed synapses, but astrocyte engulfment is markedly reduced in the 

absence of MEGF10 or MERTK. Mutant dLGN neurons exhibit increased innervation by weak 

synapses similar ASDs. Satellite glial cell precursors (SGC) in dorsal root ganglia (DRG) are also 

involved in remodeling (Wu et al., 2009). In the DRG, ~50% of neurons undergo apoptosis and the vast 

majority of apoptotic nuclei are engulfed by SGC precursors, as confirmed through electron microscopy 

studies. This phagocytic function also requires MEGF10 and another engulfment receptor Jedi-1 via 

directly binding to cell corpses. Mutants exhibit reduced phagocytic engulfment, while receptor 

overexpression leads to ectopic engulfment. Microglia also have extensively documented roles in circuit 

remodeling (Schafer and Stevens, 2013; Schafer et al., 2012; Stevens et al., 2007). In visual system 
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RGCs, excessive dLGN synapses are pruned via spontaneous activity and phagocytosed by microglia 

(Schafer et al., 2012). This mechanism is impaired by tetrodotoxin-induced blockade of synaptic 

transmission. The mechanism also involves the compliment cascade, with neuronal C3/C1q promoting 

synapse removal via the microglial C3 receptor (CR3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.2: Neurons direct glia for phagocytic clearance during remodeling. Schematic of circuit remodeling 
through glial engulfment depicting progression from intact neuron to fragmented neuron over time. Neurons secrete 
glial attractant cues (cyan dots) to facilitate glial cell (green) engulfment. Figure key below images. 

 
In Drosophila, glia also sculpt circuits. In the periphery, NMJ boutons shed presynaptic 

membranes in an A-D mechanism, which are removed by glia via the engulfment receptor Draper 

(Drosophila MEGF10 and Jedi homolog; (Fuentes-Medel et al., 2009). Glia knockdown of Draper 

causes material to accumulate in the surrounding area. In the larval brain, glial cells clear apoptotic 

neurons in a Draper-dependent mechanism (McLaughlin et al., 2019). The neuronal Spätzle signaling 

ligand is secreted to direct and prime cortex glia for phagocytosis of dead neurons. In this process 

neuronal Spätzle activates glial Toll-6/FoxO/dSARM signaling to induce Draper expression for proper 

engulfment. In the developing adult brain, MB gamma neuron pruning during metamorphosis is 

mediated by glial phagocytosis (Awasaki et al., 2011; Hakim et al., 2014). Detailed time series 

demonstrate glial infiltration and engulfment concomitant with axon degeneration and clearance. 

Draper-dependent phagocytosis drives pruning by astrocyte-like glia (ALG; Drosophila astrocyte 

homologue; (Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 2014). CED-12 and ecdysone receptor signaling on ALG 

are required in this remodeling process, with ALG-targeted knockdowns preventing MB gamma 

pruning. Interestingly, the Fragile X syndrome model shows delayed removal of these neurons during 
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metamorphosis, demonstrating the importance of proper circuit remodeling (O’Connor et al., 2017). 

These collective data demonstrate the importance of neural circuit remodeling in the brain, and 

underscore the conservation of mechanism from invertebrates through mammals. Disrupting these 

processes contributes to neurodevelopmental disorders via connectivity errors, like those 

characterizing Fragile X syndrome, which I discuss in detail below. 

 
Fragile X Syndrome 

 
 
Overview 

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is an X-linked neurodevelopmental disorder caused by the loss or 

inactivation of the Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP) (Fu et al., 1991; Verkerk et al., 1991). 

FXS manifest a number of symptoms including learning and memory deficits, mild to severe intellectual 

disability (ID), attention deficit disorders, childhood seizures, elongated facial features, macroorchidism, 

and autism spectrum disorders (ASD) (Comery et al., 1997a; Doll and Broadie, 2015a; Hinton et al., 

1991b). The disease is estimated to affect ~1 in 4000 males and ~1 in 8000 females (Galvez et al., 

2003) and is often regarded as the most common monogenetic cause of ID and ASD and second only 

to Down syndrome as a genetic cause of ID. The vast majority of cases arise from a tri-nucleotide 

repeat expansion in the 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of the fragile x mental retardation 1 (FMR1) gene 

which then results in hypermethylation and subsequent gene silencing (Fu et al., 1991). Unaffected 

individuals typically contain a CGG repeat in the 3’ UTR equal to or less than 50 repeats, whereas FXS 

patients contain greater than 200 repetitive CGGs. Those that contain an intermediate expansion 

between 50 and 200 are considered to have a “pre-mutation condition.” Under these circumstances 

silencing does not occur, allowing elongated toxic transcripts to form causing Fragile X-Associated 

Primary Ovarian Insufficiency (FXPOI) and Fragile X-Associated Tremor/Ataxia Syndrome (FXTAS) 

(Doll and Broadie, 2014). The cause of the expansion is currently unknown, however, polymerase 

stalling/slipping during replication of the FMR1 gene is one proposed mechanism (Gerhardt et al., 

2014). Beyond the repeat expansion, several point mutations and deletions in the gene cause loss of 

function conditions resulting in similar symptoms to those with complete loss of FMRP (Coffee et al., 

2012; Feng et al., 1997). There are currently no known effective treatments for FXS. 

Though FXS was first described in the 1943 by Martin and Bell in a case study examining the 

pedigree of a sex linked mental defect (Martin and Bell, 1943), it wasn’t until 1991 that the FMR1 gene 

was discovered (Verkerk et al., 1991) and 1993 that the gene product FMRP was first characterized 

(Verheij et al., 1993). FMRP was initially described as an RNA binding protein, and contains 3 KH 

domains, 1 RGG box, and nuclear import and exports signals (Brown et al., 1998). Though enriched in 

the nervous system, FMRP has been found in all cell types where it resides primarily at the
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cell body in the cytosol (Doll and Broadie, 2015; Feng et al., 1997). FMRP can also been found in 

RNA/protein granules where it traffics along dendrites and into synaptic terminals (Darnell et al., 2011; 

Khayachi et al., 2018). FMRP expression has also been recently reported in multiple glial subtypes, 

including astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Pacey and Doering, 2007; Wang et al., 2004). The 

discovery of FMRP as an RNA binding protein, initiated an explosive search to identify specific targets 

and consensus sequence in hopes that these may provide areas for therapeutic intervention. Several 

large-scale screens isolating RNAs bound to FMRP generated enormous lists of putative targets, some 

approaching the 1000s (Ascano et al., 2012; Brown et al., 1998; Casingal et al., 2020; Darnell et al., 

2011; Maurin et al., 2018). One study even proclaimed FMRP can bind ~4% of total fetal brain 

transcripts, an absolutely staggering number (Ashley et al., 1993). These large lists of targets were 

further complicated by a surprising lack of overlap between studies. Nevertheless, mining through 

these screens has revealed insights into FMRP regulation of targets including both positive and 

negative translational regulation (Sears and Broadie, 2017; Zhang et al., 2001), coordinating location 

of transcripts (Goering et al., 2020), and activity dependent roles of FMRP in protein expression 

(Tessier and Broadie, 2008). Furthermore, no consensus sequence has been agreed upon despite 

several proposed. Although these varied RNA targets make the biology of FMRP quite interesting, it 

poses a challenge for identifying potential therapeutics. However, one phenotype that is consistently 

seen in human and animal models that can aid in pharmaceutical intervention is disrupted circuit 

development and remodeling. 

 
Fragile X syndrome: a case for defective circuit remodeling 

As many groups were identifying the molecular functions of FMRP, others were investigating the 

cellular manifestations of FXS. Several types of mental retardation have known gross neuropathological 

abnormalities leading researchers in the early 90’s to ponder whether this was also the case for FXS. 

Interestingly, examination of postmortem tissue from adult FXS patients revealed surprisingly normal 

looking brains with only minor differences reported (Hinton et al., 1991). However, using Golgi staining 

on the neocortex to analyze the structure of individual neurons revealed the increased occurrence of 

elongated, thin tortuous dendritic spines similar to those observed during early development before 

synaptic refinement (Hinton et al., 1991). During dendrite development, spines are typically long, thin, 

and occur at high density. Following development, spines are selectively removed and those that 

remain take on a stubby, mushroom shape. This initial work on postmortem human brains was the first 

to suggest defective remodeling in FXS and laid the foundation for continued studies in animal models. 

Early results in the mouse visual cortex, for example, mirrored those observed in human tissue (Comery 

et al., 1997). Both the density and length of dendritic spines on pyramidal neurons in adult mice were 

significantly elevated in FMRP null animals. Furthermore, spines consistently presented with an 
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immature, filopodial like morphology indicative of a pruning error. Similar results were obtained in 

another study in the mouse temporal and visual cortices (Irwin et al., 2001). Again, FXS mice had 

spines with immature morphologies compared with controls with a trend in elevated spine density 

alluding to a defect in remodeling during development. 

The above studies suggested synaptic pruning might be a common feature across brain regions 

and species. Pruning, however, had not been truly assessed and thus FMRP roles in this process 

remained to be demonstrated. A series of papers using model circuits with known pruning events, as 

well as developmental comparisons between young and adult mice set out to directly test for FXS 

defects in remodeling. Spiny stellate neurons of the somatosensory barrel cortex in the mouse undergo 

dendritic pruning during early development. Initially, neurons extend dendrites in all directions. 

Following development, dendrites projecting towards the barrel center (hollow) are maintained while 

those extending toward the inter-barrel region (septa) are removed between 10 and 30 days of age 

(Galvez et al., 2003). FMRP null mice consistently showed increased dendrites in the septa but no 

change in branches in the hollow suggesting an error with pruning not growth. A similar study using 

olfactory bulb mitral cells also reported defects with dendritic pruning. Mitral cells initially extend two 

primary dendrites into a glomerulus. As the animals age, one dendrite is removed so that a single 

primary dendrite innervates a single glomerulus. In FXS animals, however, this pruning fails to occur 

leaving both primary dendrites intact (Galvez et al., 2005). Finally, continued evidence for FXS pruning 

defects was shown by investigating dendritic spines in the primary somatosensory cortex in young (p25) 

and adult (p73-76) mice (Galvez and Greenough, 2005). In young mice of both control and FXS 

conditions, spines morphologies and densities were not different. Spines in both conditions presented 

immature morphologies, as expected. By adulthood, however, spine densities in controls receded and 

morphologies took on a more mature appearance of stubby and mushroom shaped. FXS animals by 

contrast retained their elevated density and immature morphology strongly implicating a pruning defect. 

Work in Drosophila complements that in mice and humans. Early work in the fly model similarly 

showed altered synaptic architecture. Overelaborated morphologies and excessive neurite branching 

can be observed across development in the central and peripheral nervous systems (Coffee et al., 

2012; Doll and Broadie, 2015; Gatto and Broadie, 2008; Lee et al., 2003; Siller and Broadie, 2011). 

Pigment dispersing factor tritocerebrum (PDF-Tri) neurons (discussed below and in chapter 3) undergo 

developmental pruning and are completely removed within the first 5 days post eclosion (Gatto and 

Broadie, 2011). This event fails in FMRP null flies with PDF-Tri neurons persisting well into maturity, 

up to 14 days post eclosion. Similarly, CCAP and bursicon neurons are transient cells that are pruned 

and removed shortly following eclosion in an FMRP dependent fashion with removal delayed in FMRP 

nulls (Gatto and Broadie, 2011). Mushroom body gamma neurons experience activity dependent 

developmental remodeling as discussed above. As flies approach eclosion, gamma neurons undergo 
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a period of expansion that is then refined at the onset of sensory exposure. FMRP nulls also experience 

this initial growth yet fail to refine branches suggesting a requirement in pruning and not growth (Tessier 

and Broadie, 2008). Moreover, increasing FMRP results in hyper pruning further demonstrating its role 

in remodeling. Interestingly, this FMRP function was activity dependent and restricted to an early use 

critical period similar to what is known for dendritic spine refinement in mammals. Finally, olfactory 

projection neurons (PN) require FMRP for activity dependent refinement (Doll et al., 2017). Upon odor 

exposure PNs undergo axonal branch retraction and bouton enlargement, while FMRP null PNs appear 

unresponsive showing no change in morphology. This affect is also restricted to an early life critical 

period, as animals at 7 days post eclosion in both controls and nulls showed no response to odor. 

Finally, glia are extensively documented for their roles in synaptic remodeling as discussed 

above (Wilton et al., 2019), yet FMRP studies have remained largely neuro-centric. Two reports, 

however, do provide evidence for FMRP requirements in glial dependent remodeling. In the CA1 

hippocampal synapses in the mouse model of FXS, researchers reported increased density of long 

immature spines in FXS animals via fluorescence microscopy (Jawaid et al., 2018). They went on the 

confirm this using 3-D reconstructions of electron micrographs seeing again an increased density of 

long, thin spines that also contained fewer active zones indicative of immature dendritic spines. 

Examination of astrocytes/synapse interactions in the reconstructions showed decreased presence of 

astrocyte processes at synaptic regions. Astrocytes have known roles in synapse refinement (Chung 

et al., 2013), and reduced astrocyte projections at synaptic regions suggest possible disruptions with 

pruning. Reduced astrocytes may also contribute to spine immaturity, as astrocytes are known to 

secrete pro-synaptogenic factors (Allen et al., 2012). Microglial were also assessed in this work, 

showing a lack of engulfed postsynaptic material and thus a lack of pruning. The second paper 

demonstrated phagocytic defects in the Drosophila model of FXS (O’Connor et al., 2017). Following 

axotomy in flies, neurons are engulfed by glia in a Draper dependent manner (Doherty et al., 2009). 

This is easily visualized by a robust increase in Draper expression at the site of engulfment. The Draper 

response in largely reduced and delayed in FMRP null animals. Furthermore, clearance of damaged 

neurons is delayed by almost 18hrs. This work also investigated a classical model of synaptic 

remodeling, stereotyped MB gamma neuron pruning during metamorphosis. This process depends on 

glial phagocytosis, and is delayed in FXS animals suggesting a defect in FMRP/glial dependent pruning. 

The above data strongly implicate defective synaptic remodeling in FXS patients and animal models. 

Identifying mechanisms of pruning that go awry in FXS is thus an important step toward understanding 

the pathology of the disease and development of treatments. 
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The ESCRT pathway in neural circuit development and remodeling 
 
 

The Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport (ESCRT) pathway was first described 

for its roles in the recycling and removal of cell surface molecules and subsequent intracellular organelle 

trafficking and eventual degradation (Katzmann et al., 2001). Foundational work in yeast revealed the 

basic molecular mechanism involved including the identification of all core components and their mode 

of interaction with membranes and cargos (Babst, 2005; Babst et al., 2002a, 2002b; Katzmann et al., 

2001; Teis et al., 2008). These and additional efforts have established ESCRT roles in protein 

removal from plasma membrane, membrane repair (Jimenez et al., 2014), cytokinesis (Carlton et al., 

2008), and neural circuit remodeling (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; 

Zhang et al., 2014). Despite this large body of work, investigations of ESCRT roles in the nervous 

system development remains limited, with the field still in its infancy. In the following section, I provide a 

brief overview of the canonical ESCRT pathway, followed by a description of known ESCRT functions in 

nervous system development. 

 
ESCRT overview: canonical pathway 

The canonical role of the ESCRT pathway is to traffic proteins through the endo-lysosomal 

system into the multivesicular body (MVB). MVBs are intracellular organelles that form via inward 

budding of endosomes and act as a storage space for cargo before fusing with lysosomes for 

degradation. This trafficking is achieved through the sequential action of four ESCRT complexes 

(ESCRT-0,I,II,III) and the AAA-ATPase Vps4 which acts to dismantle ECSRT-III (Babst, 2005; Babst 

et al., 2002a, 2002b; Katzmann et al., 2001; Teis et al., 2008). Surface molecules destined for 

internalization are first mono-ubiquitinated and then internalized via endocytosis into endosomes, 

where they are acted upon by the first complex, ESCRT-0 (Katzmann et al., 2001). Yeast ESCRT-0 is 

a heterodimer comprised of 2 proteins, Vps27 and Hse1 (Hrs and Stam1 in humans), containing both 

ubiquitin-binding domains (UBD) and a FYVE domain that interacts with phosphatidylinositol tri-

phosphate (PI3P) (Bilodeau et al., 2002; Burd and Emr, 1998; Hurley, 2015). ESCRT-0 is recruited to 

early endosomes via FYVE domain PI3P binding to associate with the target cargo via the UBDs. 

Vps27 then acts as a docking site for ESCRT-1 to recruit this complex to the endosome. Yeast 

ESCRT-I is a heterotetramer comprised of Vps23 (human Tsg101), -28, -37 and MVB12. Vps23 

interacts directly with ESCRT-0 and contains a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E3 variant (UEV) 

domain, which facilitates ESCRT-I recruitment to the ubiquitinated proteins corralled by ESCRT-0 

(Katzmann et al., 2001). Yeast ESCRT-II is also a heterotetramer comprised of Vps22, -36, and 2 

copies of Vps25 (human EAP30, -45, -20). Vps36 contains a gram like ubiquitin binding in eap45 

(GLUE) domain that facilitates endosome recruitment through its ability to interact with Vps28 of 
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ESCRT-I, PI3P and ubiquitin (Babst et al., 2002a). Vps25 recruits yeast ESCRT-III comprised of 

Vps20, -24, -2, and Snf7/Shrub (human CHMP6, -3, -2, -4). Interestingly, unlike the other complexes, 

ESCRT-III subunits exists as soluble monomers in the cytosol until recruited to membranes (Babst et 

al., 2002b; Teis et al., 2008). Individual ESCRT-III components are recruited sequentially starting with 

Vps20, which interacts with Vps25 of ESCRT-II. Vps20 acts as a nucleator for Snf7 monomers, which 

then form helical filaments causing inward budding of intraluminal vesicles (ILV). Vps24 terminates 

filament formation through recruitment of Vps2, facilitating Vps4 function to ultimately dismantle 

ESCRT-III and finalize MVB formation (Teis et al., 2008). 

 
ESCRTs in neurodevelopment and circuit remodeling 

The work in this dissertation centers specifically on ESCRT requirements in circuit development 

and remodeling and thus will be the focus of this section. To date the majority of ESCRT and nervous 

system studies have investigated neurodegenerative states, with a heavy focus on the ESCRT-III 

protein charged multivesicular body protein 2b (CHMP2b) and its roles in the development of 

frontotemporal dementia (FTD) during aging (Krasniak and Ahmad, 2016). Investigations into circuit 

development and remodeling by contrast remain relatively sparse with only 3 studies specifically 

identifying ESCRT requirements in neuron pruning beyond those in this dissertation (Issman-

Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014). I discuss these and others 

implicating ESCRTs in neurodevelopment below. 

The first indication of an ESCRT requirement for nervous system development came from 

work in Drosophila (Sweeney et al., 2006). Using a forward genetic screen to interrogate genes 

involved with dendritic morphology and development the authors identified the ESCRT-III protein 

Shrub (yeast Snf7, human CHMP4) as necessary for proper dendrite arborization during embryo 

development. Specifically mutations in Shrub caused increased fine dendritic processes in the sensory 

dendritic arborization (DA) neurons, a phenotype reminiscent of FXS. Due to lethality of Shrub 

mutants, clonal analysis and RNAi were employed to examine cell autonomous roles and later 

developmental time points. Reducing Shrub in different classes of DA neurons consistently resulted in 

elevated dendritic branches and termini. Furthermore, Shrub reductions also lead to ectopic axonal 

branching. Axon and dendritic defects were coupled with abnormally enlarged endocytic 

compartments. This work demonstrated an ESCRT requirement in nervous system development 

and suggested canonical ESCRT function in this role. More recent work has demonstrated a similar 

role for ESCRTs in dendrite development in mammalian cells (Vaccari et al., 2009). This work utilized 

an shRNA-based screen in cultured developing hippocampal cells to identify which ESCRTs were 

involved with dendrite morphogenesis. This study revealed all ESCRTs (0-III) and Vps4 were involved. 

Similarly to the Drosophila study above, this work also found endocytic errors concomitant with 
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dendritic morphology defects. Specifically the accumulation of ubiquitinated proteins was apparent 

along with defects in MVB formation. This work reported reductions in overall dendrite branching, 

however, did not examine the fine details of dendrite processes and thus could not evaluate ESCRT 

roles in dendritic spines or branching at higher resolution. The neural function of the ESCRT-III 

protein CHMP2b was initially identified for its role in progression of FTD (Lee et al., 2007; Skibinski et 

al., 2005). Recently, however, CHMP2b has been linked to dendritic spine maturation during 

development (Belly et al., 2010). Expressing the FTD causing allele in cultured hippocampal neurons 

increased the number of spines by ~64%. This perturbation also resulted in a ~40% reduction in spine 

diameter, resulting in spines appearing immature and filopodial like. Furthermore, the increase in 

immature appearing spines was accompanied by abnormally low numbers of mature mushroom 

shaped spines. Interestingly no change in overall arborization was reported. Similar results were 

obtained using RNAi against endogenous CHMP2b. Mutants also appeared to cause an increased 

punctate appearance of an endosomal marker though this was not formally quantified. These 

combined data implicate ESCRT involvement in the development of circuits, however, ESCRTs have 

known roles in remodeling and pruning as well. 

During metamorphosis in Drosophila the nervous system undergoes an elaborate restructuring, 

in which the vast majority of synapses, axons, and dendrites are removed then re-established. The 

stereotyped nature of this system has made it an attractive model to decipher mechanisms involved 

with circuit remodeling. Using this model, multiple groups have identified ESCRT requirements for 

pruning such as pruning of MB gamma neurons (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014). Mutations 

in ESCRT-0 proteins HRS and Stam1, as well as ESCRT-III Shrub all resulted in pruning defects. The 

authors further determined that down regulation of the receptor Patched (Ptc) was necessary for axon 

pruning suggesting canonical ESCRT function in this process. Similarly to this study, Zhang and 

colleagues utilized a large-scale RNAi screen to identify genes involved with dendrite pruning of the 

sensory DA neurons during metamorphosis revealing multiple components of the endosomal pathway 

and ESCRTs (Zhang et al., 2014). Reducing ESCRT-III Shrub or expressing a dominant negative VPS4 

prevented DA pruning. Defects in pruning occurred in parallel with enlarged endocytic compartments 

with accumulated ubiquitin suggesting mistrafficked proteins as a possible cause. To that end the 

authors identified the L1 type cell adhesion molecule Neuroglian (Nrg) as mistrafficked. Both Shrub and 

VPS4 loss of function caused accumulated Nrg on endosomes and recycling back to the cell surface. 

Furthermore, overexpressing Nrg was sufficient to block pruning while reducing Nrg caused precocious 

removal of dendrites. These two studies revealed canonical roles for ESCRTs in circuit remodeling, 

however, a more recent study uncovered a novel means of ESCRT dependent pruning of the sensory 

DA neurons (Loncle et al., 2015). During dendrite pruning of DA neurons, branches take on a 

fragmented appearance prior to removal presumed to be scission of neurites. To identify factors 
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involved with neurite fragmentation the authors performed an RNAi screen targeting various 

components of every ESCRT. This revealed requirements only for ESCRT-I and –III, while both 

ESCRT-0 and –II were dispensable. Furthermore, the protein Myopic (Mop) was needed and required 

direct interaction with Shrub. Finally, both Shrub and Mop were reported to localize to thinned neurites 

during pruning, presumed to be regions of fragmentation. These data suggest an ESCRT role in circuit 

development and remodeling via 2 mechanisms, 1) canonical ESCRT function in removing cell surface 

molecules and 2) local neurite fragmentation (Fig 1.3). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.3 Mechanisms of ESCRT-dependent neural circuit remodeling. Schematics of neurons undergoing 
remodeling. Left: Direct fragmentation mechanism. ESCRT-III Shrub is indicated as magenta coil pulling membranes 
together to induce process fragmentation. Right: Protein trafficking mechanism. A synapse between green and blue 
neurons undergoing remodeling, with a cell-surface protein (grey) endocytosed and incorporated into MVB via ESCRT- 
III Shrub (magenta coil). 

 
Drosophila as a model for neural circuit remodeling 

 
 

Drosophila is an excellent model to study nervous system remodeling. The ~10 day life cycle 

and arsenal of genetic tools makes investigating genetic and molecular mechanisms facile. The life 

stages are well documented from the embryo (~1 day), 3 larval instars (~4 days), pupal metamorphosis 

(~4 days) to eclose and reach sexual maturity within the first 8 hours of adult life. The genome is also 
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sequenced, revealing ~14000 protein coding regions spanning just 4 chromosomes. The reduced 

genome redundancy makes genetic manipulation and interpretation easier than in mammalian models. 

Binary transgenic systems (e.g. Gal4/UAS; (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) also allow targeted expression 

of RNAi lines, fluorescent reporters and rescue transgenes. Chemically inducible Gal4s (e.g. 

Geneswitch; Gatto and Broadie, 2008) and temperature-sensitive Gal80 (Gal4 inhibitor) further allow 

for tight temporal control of transgene expression (Doll et al., 2017). Newer binary transgenic systems 

(e.g. LexA/LexAOP, QF/QUAS; Riabinina and Potter, 2016) allow genetic manipulations in multiple cell 

types simultaneously. Critically, Drosophila shares ~75% of human disease-causing genes, making it 

a leading genetic model for inherited human diseases (Reiter et al., 2001). Importantly, the Drosophila 

nervous system is extremely well mapped, with detailed descriptions and 3-D electron micrograph 

reconstructions of embryo, larval and adult brains (Clements et al., 2020). In this thesis work, I focus of 

two brain circuits to examine FXS defects, which I discuss below. 

 
Projection neuron circuit 

The adult Drosophila brain olfactory circuitry is one of the best mapped systems both from an 

anatomical and molecular level. ~1300 olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) innervate specific antennal 

lobe (AL) synaptic glomeruli with segregation between specific odorant receptor populations (Golovin 

et al., 2019). OSNs receive sensory information from maxillary palps and antennas, then extend 

neurites and synapses onto projection neurons (PNs) that are defined by their specific AL glomerular 

innervation. OSN/PN synapses form in defined glomeruli which represent separate functional regions 

for olfactory processing. PNs extend axons dorsoventrally trough the inner antennocerebral tract (iATC) 

to the mushroom body (MB) calyx (Fig 1.4a). Within this MB olfactory learning and memory center, PNs 

synapse onto Kenyon cells (KCs) within synaptic microglomeruli consisting of PN presynaptic boutons 

surrounded by KC dendrites (Doll et al., 2017; Lee et al., 1999). This stereotyped connectivity revealed 

by a range of Gal4 lines makes PNs attractive candidates for neural circuit studies (Fig 1.4b). The 

unique and characteristic PN morphology also makes PNs easy to identify in electron microscopy 

studies (Fig 1.4c,d), facilitating ultrastructure examination. Furthermore, as discussed above, previous 

work showed altered connectivity of PNs in FRMP nulls and FMRP is known to be required for activity 

dependent pruning of Kenyon cells immediately upstream of PNs. These characteristics make the PN 

circuit ideal for investigating FXS circuit defects. 
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Figure 1.4 Projection neuron circuitry. A) Schematic of Drosophila brain (upper right quarter) showing 
projection neuron (PN) trajectories (green) innervating antennal lobe (AL) and mushroom body calyx 
(magenta). B) Confocal micrograph showing PN subset genetically labeled with membrane-tethered GFP in 
the calyx (magenta). C) Electron micrograph of calyx (magenta) with PN innervation (green). D) Electron 
micrograph of individual PN (green) bouton in the calyx. Abbreviations: iACT – inner antennocerebral tract ; 
AL- antennal lobe ; PN – projection neuron ; SV – synaptic vesicle ; AZ – active zone ; M – mitochondria. 
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PDF Circadian Clock Circuit 

Circuit remodeling can be achieved through regressive events at various levels of connectivity 

such as developmental removal of superfluous neurons. The pigment dispersing factor tritocerebrum 

(PDF-Tri) neurons provide a tractable model circuit for investigating molecular mechanisms involved in 

such circuit pruning. PDF-Tri neuron developmental trajectory and structure are well documented. PDF- 

Tri neurons were first described in 1997 (Helfrich-Förster, 1997), first appearing in PDF immunolabeling 

studies during mid-pupation and persisting through late pupation. Upon eclosion, PDF-Tri neurons 

undergo progressive loss beginning distally and moving proximally, and are completely gone by 5 days 

post-eclosion (Gatto and Broadie, 2011; Helfrich-Förster, 1997; Selcho et al., 2018). The anatomical 

details for these neurons have been completely described at both light and electron microscopic 

resolutions (Selcho et al., 2018). Two pairs of PDF-Tri neurons are positioned bilaterally along the brain 

midline with the soma located in the tritocerebrum just ventral to the AL (Fig 1.5). Processes extend 

ventrally into the sub-esophageal zone (SEZ), and dorsally through the medial bundle. Two separate 

tracts then project laterally towards the dorsal surface of the brain. Labeling against synaptic 

components reveals pre- and postsynaptic compartments along these processes with enrichment of 

presynaptic compartments located in the proximal regions (Selcho et al., 2018). Along with these 

neurons, PDF expressing ventral lateral neurons can be seen running from the optic lobes medially 

through the peripheral optic commissure (POC) and dorsally towards the MB. Three transgenic Gal4 

drivers are available for studying the PDF-Tri neurons, as well as a commercially available PDF 

antibody which labels these neurons beautifully (Fig 1.5). Furthermore, as discussed above, previous 

work demonstrated defective PDF-Tri clearance in FMRP null animals making this system perfect for 

investigating pruning defects in FXS. These tools also label the adult-persistent ventral lateral neurons 

(Fig 1.5), providing an excellent internal control. 

 
Concluding remarks 

 
It has been over 70 years since Leo Kanner first reported on the condition we now know 

as autism in a case study of 11 children (Kanner, 1943). He described the condition as differing 

“markedly and uniquely from anything reported” meriting a “detailed consideration of its fascinating 

peculiarities.” In the time since Kanner’s initial observations the prevalence of individuals on the autism 

spectrum has increased considerably and continues to rise. According to the Center for Disease 

Control, the number of children falling within the spectrum has increased in 2000 from 1 in 150 to 1 in 

68 in 2010 demanding identification of effective treatments. Circuit defects are a common feature 

across ASDs suggesting a probable cause of behavior defects. Therefore, understanding monogenetic 
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causes of autism such as FXS holds the promise of broadly applicable drug targets. This dissertation 

focused on probing the Drosophila FXS model to test how FMRP loss impedes synaptic remodeling in 

two different circuits identifying several possible targets for future therapies. 
 
 

 

Figure 1.5 PDF-Tri circuit. Top: Schematic of PDF neurons (purple). PDF-Tri neurons are 
indicated by arrow. Anatomical descriptions are indicated on image. Bottom: Confocal image of 
Drosophila brain labeled with anti-PDF (magenta). Anatomical descriptions are indicated. 
Abbreviations: PDF-Tri – peptide dispersing factor tritocerebrum ; SEZ- subesophageal zone ; 
MDBL – medial bundle ; POC – peripheral optic commissure ; LNVs – ventral lateral neurons. 
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Abstract 
 
 
The leading cause of heritable intellectual disability (ID) and autism spectrum disorders (ASD), Fragile 

X syndrome (FXS), is caused by loss of the mRNA-binding translational suppressor Fragile X Mental 

Retardation Protein (FMRP). In the Drosophila FXS disease model, we found FMRP binds shrub mRNA 

(human Chmp4) to repress Shrub expression, causing overexpression during the disease state early- 

use critical period. The FXS hallmark is synaptic overelaboration causing circuit hyperconnectivity. 

Testing innervation of a central brain learning/memory center, we found FMRP loss and Shrub 

overexpression similarly increase connectivity. The ESCRT-III core protein Shrub has a central role in 

endosome-to-multivesicular body membrane trafficking, with synaptic requirements resembling FMRP. 

Consistently, we found FMRP loss and Shrub overexpression similarly elevate endosomes and result 

in the arrested accumulation of enlarged intraluminal vesicles within synaptic boutons. Importantly, 

genetic correction of Shrub levels in the FXS model prevents synaptic membrane trafficking defects 

and strongly restores innervation. These results reveal a new molecular mechanism underpinning the 

FXS disease state. 
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Introduction 
 
 

During normal brain maturation, neurons extend excess axonal and dendritic processes in 

search of appropriate synaptic partners. Superfluous synapses are later selectively eliminated, with 

less active connections pruned away and more active connections strengthened and stabilized into 

maturity (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963). Such activity-dependent (A-D) synapse remodeling occurs 

predominantly during early-use critical periods (Doll and Broadie, 2014). This synaptic refinement is 

necessary to establish proper neural circuit architecture, optimize function and tune behavioral output. 

Defects in this mechanism are linked to intellectual disability (ID) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD), 

including the most common inherited form of Fragile X syndrome (FXS)(Bagni and Greenough, 2005; 

Doll and Broadie, 2014, 2015; Gatto and Broadie, 2009). Most FXS cases arise from trinucleotide 

repeat expansion in the 5’ UTR of the fragile x mental retardation 1 (fmr1) gene, leading to 

hypermethylation and transcriptional silencing of the Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP) gene 

product (Fu et al., 1991; Verkerk et al., 1991). FMRP functions as a selective mRNA-binding protein, 

predominantly acting to suppress translation (Gatto et al., 2014; Reeve et al., 2005; Tessier and 

Broadie, 2008; Zhang et al., 2001). Both FXS patients and animal disease models lacking FMRP exhibit 

an increased number of overelaborated, immature synapses (Comery et al., 1997; Hinton et al., 1991; 

Zhang et al., 2001). Identifying the molecular translation mechanisms resulting in these connectivity 

defects is of central importance in combating the disease condition. 

The Drosophila FXS model has proven invaluable for identifying molecular pathways 

underpinning synaptic impairments (Bolduc et al., 2008; Coffee et al., 2012; Friedman et al., 2013; Pan 

et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2001). Conserved phenotypes include synaptic overgrowth 

(Pan et al., 2004), loss of A-D synaptic refinement during critical periods (Doll and Broadie, 2015), and 

severe learning/memory deficits (Choi et al., 2011; Franco et al.). Importantly, impairments are fully 

rescued through transgenic introduction of human FMRP, proving evolutionarily conserved function 

(Coffee et al., 2012). To discover new FMRP targets, we performed a developmental proteomics screen 

for brain protein changes in the Drosophila FXS model (Tessier and Broadie, 2012). Our most exciting 

hit was the Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport III (ESCRT-III) core protein Shrub 

(yeast Snf7/Vps32, human CHMP4)(Babst et al., 2002b; Katoh et al., 2003; Sweeney et al., 2006). 

Importantly, recent Drosophila studies have shown key roles for the ESCRT pathway in neural 

mechanisms highly reminiscent of the FXS disease condition (Christ et al., 2017; Issman-Zecharya and 

Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014). In particular, shrub 

mutant neurons display process pruning impairments resulting in an excessive number of branched 

termini (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et 
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al., 2014), a hallmark phenotype characteristic of the Drosophila FXS model (Doll and Broadie, 2015; 

Pan et al., 2004; Reeve et al., 2005; Siller and Broadie, 2011). Taken together, these studies suggest 

a probable link between misregulation of the ESCRT-III core protein Shrub and neural circuit synaptic 

refinement defects in the FXS disease state. 

The ESCRT pathway was defined for its role in endosome-to-multivesicular body (MVB) 

membrane trafficking (Babst, 2005; Babst et al., 2002c, 2002b; Katzmann et al., 2001). It consists of 

four protein complexes (ESCRT-0,I,II,III) and the associated AAA-ATPase Vps4, together with 

numerous auxiliary proteins (Hurley, 2015). The ESCRT-III core protein Shrub drives reverse-topology 

membrane abscission budding of membrane away from the cytoplasm (Schöneberg et al., 2016). Shrub 

monomers polymerize head-to-tail, creating spiral, helical arrays on membranes causing inward 

curvature (Chiaruttini et al., 2015; McMillan et al.; Shen et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015). Importantly, 

unlike the other ESCRTs, ESCRT-III subunits exist as auto-inhibited monomers in the cytosol until 

recruited to membranes (Bajorek et al., 2009; Christ et al., 2017; Saksena et al., 2009; Teis et al., 

2008). As a result of sequential recruitment, relative protein stoichiometry is absolutely pivotal for proper 

ESCRT-III function (Aoyama et al., 2013; Arlt et al., 2011; Teis et al., 2008). Too much or too little 

ESCRT-III results in similar impaired function and membrane trafficking aberrations, often reported as 

increased, enlarged endocytic organelles due to blocked endosomal maturation (Arlt et al., 2011; Babst 

et al., 2002b; Sweeney et al., 2006; Teis et al., 2008). ESCRT-III also regulates plasma membrane 

remodeling (Scheffer et al., 2014) and synaptic connectivity (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; 

Loncle et al., 2015; Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014). These extensive studies suggest a link 

between misregulation of ESCRT-III core protein Shrub mediated membrane trafficking and synaptic 

refinement defects in the FXS condition. 

In the current study, we test the hypothesis that FMRP negatively regulates ESCRT-III Shrub to 

control both synaptic membrane trafficking and neural circuit connectivity. Using RNA 

immunoprecipitation (Cvetkovska et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2001) and brain Western blot assays 

(Reeve et al., 2005; Tessier and Broadie, 2008), we find FMRP binds shrub mRNA to negatively 

regulate Shrub protein levels during a defined early-use critical period immediately following eclosion. 

Since FMRP functions in an activity sensor mechanism to mediate the A-D translation of mRNA targets 

(Doll and Broadie, 2015), we use optogenetics to reveal that Shrub expression is positively upregulated 

by neural activity dependent on FMRP. Using well-defined olfactory projection neuron (PN) innervation 

of the central brain mushroom body (MB) learning/memory center (Jefferis et al., 2001; Lee et al., 1999) 

, we find that Shrub gain-of-function (GOF) closely phenocopies FMRP loss-of-function (LOF) synaptic 

errors with a combination of confocal and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies. We further 

find accumulated endocytic organelles with arrested membrane trafficking intermediates in both Shrub 

GOF and FMRP LOF synapses, consistent with previous reports of ESCRT-III defects (Babst et al., 
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2002c; Lee et al., 2007; Morawa et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2013). Finally, we strongly mitigate 

FMRP LOF membrane trafficking and synaptic connectivity defects through reducing Shrub levels in 

the FXS disease model. Together, these results link ESCRT-III membrane trafficking impairments at 

the synapse to synaptic connectivity defects as a new causative mechanism in the FXS disease state. 

 
Results 

 
 
FMRP binds shrub mRNA to negatively regulate expression during the A-D critical period 

Based on a developmental brain proteomics screen in the Drosophila FXS disease model, we 

identified a transient change in Shrub protein levels during the early-use critical period (Doll and 

Broadie, 2015; Tessier and Broadie, 2008, 2012). To test this candidate, we performed brain Western 

blots from staged animals during a defined window (0-3 hours post-eclosion; 3PE), established as the 

peak for FMRP-/activity-dependent refinement of the MB learning/memory center in the central brain 

(Doll and Broadie, 2015; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). Using well-characterized antibodies for Shrub 

(Hori et al., 2011; Loncle et al., 2015; Sweeney et al., 2006; Troost et al., 2012) and dFMRP (Coffee et 

al., 2012; Doll and Broadie, 2015; Gatto and Broadie, 2009; Zhang et al., 2001), we find brain Shrub 

levels to be consistently increased in the dfmr1 null mutants compared to w1118 genetic background 

controls (Fig. 2.1A). In quantified comparisons normalized to α-tubulin controls, Shrub levels are 

elevated ~45% in the FXS disease model brain compared to matched controls (p<0.01; Fig. 2.1B). To 

test the specificity of FMRP regulation on Shrub, we expressed wildtype FMRP in neurons under control 

of the elav-Gal4 driver in the dfmr1 null background (Fig. 2.1C). This FMRP rescue reduces Shrub 

protein to levels indistinguishable from controls. In quantified comparisons normalized to α-tubulin 

controls, Shrub levels are the same as transgenic driver alone controls (p>0.05; Fig. 2.1D). These 

results demonstrate a role for FMRP in limiting Shrub expression in neurons specifically during the 

early-use critical period. 

FMRP is an mRNA-binding protein (Brown et al., 1998b; Darnell et al., 2001; Zang et al., 2009), 

typically exerting regulatory suppression of translation via interaction with select targets (Darnell et al., 

2011; Reeve et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2001). To test if FMRP directly interacts with shrub mRNA, we 

employed RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) to assay FMRP-RNA binding in w1118 controls compared to 

dfmr1 nulls (Fig. 2.1E). In these assays, antibodies conjugated to magnetic beads immunoprecipitate 

bound mRNAs, which are reverse transcribed and probed using target-specific primers. Brain lysates 

prepared from newly eclosed animals (3PE) were incubated with specific anti-FMRP antibodies to test 

for shrub mRNA binding (Fig. 2.1E). As controls, we used a characterized futsch/map1b mRNA target 

of FMRP (positive control) and α-tubulin mRNA which does not bind FMRP (negative control)(Zhang et 

al., 2001). FMRP bound mRNAs were first purified with trizole and then reverse transcribed with RT- 
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PCR. In w1118 controls, there is strong enrichment for shrub mRNA bound to FMRP in the 

immunoprecipitation (IP) lanes (Fig. 2.1E). In contrast, dfmr1 null mutants lacking FMRP show no 

detectable shrub mRNA binding. These results are mirrored with the futsch mRNA positive control, but 

there is no enrichment for the α-tubulin mRNA negative control (Fig. 2.1E). These findings demonstrate 

FMRP directly interacts with shrub mRNA in the brain to suppress Shrub protein translation. 

FMRP functions in an activity sensor mechanism to mediate activity-dependent (A-D) changes 

in protein expression (Doll and Broadie, 2014, 2015; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). Upon neural 

stimulation, FMRP is dephosphorylated leading to release of bound, repressed mRNA targets and 

driving A-D translational upregulation, including its own transcript (Narayanan et al., 2007). To test the 

hypothesis of A-D Shrub elevation during the early-use window identified above, we used optogenetic 

manipulation to elevate neural activity (Fig. 2.1F). Staged animals expressing light-activated 

channelrhodopsin (UAS-ChR2(H134R)-mCherry) driven with elav-Gal4 were raised on food containing 

either 1) the essential cofactor all-trans retinal (ATR; experimental) or 2) ethanol vehicle only (EtOH; 

controls). Both sets of animals were then exposed to 5 Hz blue light pulses for the 2 hours immediately 

following eclosion. As above, brains were then dissected and probed with anti-Shrub and -dFMRP (Fig. 

2.1F). Compared to vehicle controls (EtOH), stimulated animals reared on ATR show a >50% increase 

in brain Shrub levels (p<0.01; Fig. 2.1F, left). There is also a slight but significant increase in FMRP 

levels (p<0.05). In dfmr1 null mutants, there is no change in brain Shrub levels with optogenetic 

stimulation (Fig. 2.1F, right), indicating that FMRP is absolutely required to regulate Shrub expression 

in an A-D mechanism during the early-use critical period. 

As the next step, we proceeded to test the contribution of elevated Shrub expression to the 

primary synaptic connectivity hallmark phenotypes characterizing the FXS disease state. In subsequent 

studies, Shrub is over-expressed in target neurons to generate a gain-of-function (GOF) condition 

mimicking the dfmr1 null phenotype (Fig. 2.1A,B). Brain Western blots at 3PE show UAS-shrub driven 

by elav-Gal4 elevates Shrub protein levels in neurons compared to the transgenic control (elav-Gal4/+), 

with no change in dFMRP protein levels (Fig. S1A). Quantified measurements show a significant 

increase in brain Shrub levels, comparable to the elevation characterizing the FXS disease model (Fig. 

S1B). To correct elevated Shrub levels, we use a shrub4 null heterozygous (shrub4/+) loss-of-function 

(LOF) condition (Sweeney et al., 2006). Brain Western blots show this mutant in the dfmr1 background 

(shrub4/+; dfmr1) significantly reduces brain Shrub levels compared to dfmr1 alone (Fig. S1C,D). 

Importantly, introducing shrub4/+ into animals lacking FMRP (shrub4/+; dfmr1.) completely restores 

normal brain Shrub levels (Fig. S1E). Quantified measurements show no significant difference in brain 

Shrub levels in the rescued mutant animals compared to genetic background controls (p>0.05; Fig. 

S1F). These Shrub manipulations will be compared to the FXS disease model in all subsequent 

experiments. 
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Figure 2.1: FMRP negatively regulates brain Shrub levels during the A-D critical period 
A) Brain Western blot comparing w1118 background control to dfmr150M null mutant at 0-3hr post eclosion (3PE). 
Proteins probed indicated on left, molecular weights on right. B) Dot plots of the normalized Shrub data points, with 
mean±SEM. C) Brain Western blot comparing driver control (elav-Gal4/+) to UAS-dFMRP rescue (elav-Gal4/+; UAS- 
dfmr19557-3, dfmr150M/ dfmr150M) at 3PE. Proteins probed indicated on left, molecular weights on right. D) Dot plots of 
normalized Shrub data points, with mean±SEM. E) RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) comparing w1118 control to dfmr150M 
null. RNAs probed indicated on left, molecular weights on right. F) Optogenetic control of Shrub in elav-Gal4/UAS- 
ChR2(H134R)-mCherry control animals (left) and elav-Gal4/UAS-ChR2(H134R)-mCherry ; dfmr150M mutants (right) 
reared on EtOH vehicle (not stimulated) or ATR (stimulated) food. Animals were illuminated with 5Hz blue light for 2hr, 
with brains tested by anti-Shrub Western blot. Dot plots of normalized Shrub data points, with mean±SEM. Statistics 
done with two tailed unpaired t-tests, indicated as P<0.01 (**) and P>0.05 (N.S.). 
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Shrub GOF phenocopies FMRP LOF synaptic overelaboration 
FMRP-deficient neurons display overelaborated synaptic connectivity in FXS patients and 

animal models (Comery et al., 1997; Gatto and Broadie, 2011; Hinton et al., 1991). To test the role of 

Shrub elevation on this hallmark phenotype, we assayed well-characterized olfactory projection neuron 

(PN) innervation of the central brain mushroom body (MB) calyx learning and memory center (Jefferis 

et al., 2001; Lee et al., 1999). We recently demonstrated PNs manifest FMRP- and activity-dependent 

critical period connectivity (Doll and Broadie, 2015, 2016). Using a new, highly-restricted Gal4 (Nrv3- 

Gal4)(Jenett et al., 2012) to drive a membrane marker (UAS-mCD8-GFP) in a small PN subset, MB 

calyx innervation was cross-compared between dfmr1 nulls and Shrub over-expression (shrubOE) in 

targeted neurons (Fig. 2.2). In transgenic controls (Nrv3-Gal4/+), there is a consistent pattern of MB 

calyx microglomeruli innervation (Fig. 2.2A, left). In sharp contrast, both dfmr1 LOF (middle) and 

targeted shrub GOF (right) cause increased PN innervation, with similar overelaborated and 

overextended MB calyx areas (Fig. 2.2A). In quantified comparisons, dfmr1 (1.55±0.17, n=22 

hemispheres, p<0.05) and shrubOE (1.7±0.17, n=28, p<0.001) have significantly increased PN 

innervation areas normalized to control (1.0±0.06, n=26), but no significant difference (p>0.05) with 

each other (Fig. 2.2B, left). Individual PN synaptic boutons also show similarly enlarged areas in both 

dfmr1 (9.17±0.43µm2, n=61 boutons, p<0.0001) and shrubOE (9.84±0.38µm2, n=70, p<0.0001) 

compared to controls (6.45±0.43µm2, n=47). Once again, PN-targeted shrubOE phenocopies the FXS 

disease model (p>0.05; Fig. 2B, middle). Importantly, MB calyx area is indistinguishable between 

genotypes, showing mutant defects map specifically to increased PN innervation (Fig. 2.2B, right). 

In examining innervation patterns, it is apparent that dfmr1 null and shrubOE PNs extend into MB 

calyx regions not innervated in controls (Fig. 2.2A). Similar connectivity defects have been reported 

previously in the Drosophila FXS disease model, for example in central brain circadian clock neurons 

(Gatto and Broadie, 2009). To test the role of Shrub elevation on this dfmr1 phenotype, we did Sholl 

analyses on the spatial extent of MB calyx innervation (Fig. 2.2C). A series of 2µm concentric rings 

centered on the calyx centroid was superimposed on each Nrv3-Gal4>UAS-mCD8-GFP image, with 

GFP-positive areas from each ring quantified (Fig. 2.2C). Compared to transgenic controls (Nrv3- 

Gal4/+), both dfmr1 and shrubOE exhibit similar striking expansion of innervation areas, which reach far 

further from the MB calyx centroid (Fig. 2.2D). In controls, innervation area peaks around 30µm2 at 8µm 

from the MB center (dotted red line). In contrast, both dfmr1 null and PN-targeted shrubOE exhibit similar 

higher levels of innervation (40-50µm2) for further distances from the calyx centroid (8-12µm; Fig. 2.2D). 

Innervation areas surpassed controls in dfmr1 LOF and shrubOE GOF in all rings between 6 and 16µm, 

with the largest differences at 8µm (dfmr1, p<0.01; shrubOE, p<0.05), 10µm (dfmr1, p<0.001; shrubOE, 

p<0.001), 12µm (dfmr1, p<0.001; shrubOE, p<0.001) and 14µm (dfmr1, p<0.05; shrubOE, p<0.01). 
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Importantly, there is no significant difference between dfmr1 and shrubOE in any ring (Fig. 2.2D). Taken 

together, these results show PN-targeted shrubOE phenocopies FXS model overelaboration of MB calyx 

innervation, including increased area, enlarged synaptic boutons and expanded spatial ramification. 

These results suggest elevated Shrub levels drive FXS synaptic connectivity errors. Since the 

mechanistic consequences of Shrub GOF are unknown, we next examined Shrub function in PN 

synaptic terminals. 

 

Figure 2.2: FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF similarly increase projection neuron innervation 
A) Representative confocal images of central brain mushroom body calyx in transgenic control (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; 
Nrv3-Gal4/+), the dfmr1 null mutant (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; Nrv3-Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M) and shrub over-expression 
(shrubOE) GOF line (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; Nrv3-Gal4/UAS-Shrub). PN axons (green) in calyx (Brp labeled, magenta) at 
3PE. B) Quantification of mushroom body calyx innervation area (left), single projection neuron bouton area (middle) 
and total calyx area (right) in dot plots showing all data points with mean±SEM indicated for all three genotypes. C) 
Sholl analysis of PN innervation of the mushroom body calyx based on centered 2µm concentric rings. D) Quantification 
of innervation area per ring for the above three genotypes. Red dotted line indicates maximum control innervation. 
Statistics done with one way ANOVA with the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s multiple comparison test post 
hoc indicated as P>0.05 (N.S.), P<0.05 (*), P<0.01 (**), P<0.001 (***) and P<0.0001 (****). 
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Shrub GOF phenocopies FMRP LOF synaptic membrane trafficking defects 
The ESCRT-III core component Shrub (yeast Snf7/Vps32, human CHMP4) has conserved 

functions in the membrane trafficking (Babst et al., 2002b; Hori et al., 2011; Katoh et al., 2003). 

Disruptions in this mechanism result in aberrant, enlarged endocytic organelles (Sweeney et al., 2006) 

with associated neurological defects (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; 

Zhang et al., 2014). Importantly, Shrub LOF and GOF similarly disrupt membrane trafficking (Teis et 

al., 2008), suggesting Shrub elevation in the FXS disease state could impair membrane trafficking to 

cause synaptic connectivity defects. The small GTPase Rab5 is commonly used to label endosomes 

(Schneider et al., 2013; Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014), and often presents as aberrant, 

enlarged punctae in shrub mutants (Fig. 2.3A). We used this marker to test how dfmr1 LOF and shrubOE 

GOF might affect endosomes in PN synaptic terminals. During normal membrane trafficking, 

internalized vesicles fuse into endosomes that are subsequently acted upon by ESCRTs to form a 

multivesicular body (MVB; Fig. 2.3A, top); however, ESCRT defects result in impaired maturation 

(bottom). We hypothesized Shrub GOF and FMRP LOF similarly disrupt progression through this 

pathway to cause an increase in enlarged Rab5-positive endosomes. To test this hypothesis, dissected 

brains from newly-eclosed animals (3PE) with GFP-marked PNs (Nrv3-Gal4>UAS-mCD8-GFP) were 

labeled for Rab5 (Fig. 2.3B). Single optic slices (<0.5µm) of PN synaptic boutons were assayed for 

endosomes. Compared to transgenic controls (Nrv3-Gal4/+), both dfmr1 nulls and PN-targeted shrubOE 

show a striking increase in Rab5-positive endosome number in PN boutons within the calyx (Fig. 2.3B). 

This suggests a similar endocytic membrane trafficking defect. 

Using the Rab5 endosomal marker in quantified comparisons, both dfmr1 null mutants 

(0.1±0.03µm2, n=23 boutons, p<0.001) and PN-targeted shrubOE GOF (0.04±0.01µm2, n=29, p<0.01) 

show highly significant increases in the number of endosomes per synaptic bouton area compared to 

controls (Fig. 2.3C). Importantly, FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF show no significant difference (p>0.05), 

and are indistinguishable from each other (Fig. 2.3C). A number of studies report an increase in Rab5- 

positive endosomal size resulting from ESCRT defects (Loncle et al., 2015; Sweeney et al., 2006; 

Zhang et al., 2014). It should be noted that Rab5-positive endosomes in control PN boutons are typically 

too small to be resolved with light microscopy, and only become readily detectable when aberrantly 

enlarged in dfmr1 LOF and shrub GOF conditions (Fig. 2.3B). Comparing the frequency of detectable 

Rab5-positive synaptic endosomes across genotypes, <5% of control synaptic boutons contain any 

measurable endosomes, whereas >50% of both dfmr1 null and shrubOE boutons have large endosomes 

(Fig. 2.3D). These findings suggest that small, dynamic endosomes predominate in control boutons, 

but that more aberrantly enlarged endosomes characterize both dfmr1 LOF and shrub GOF boutons 

(Fig. 2.3D), consistent with a local membrane trafficking defect within the synapse. However, these 
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synaptic organelles are at the edge of light microscopy resolution, particularly in control brains, so we 

next turned to transmission electron microscopy for a more detailed examination of PN synapse 

structure and membrane trafficking changes due to Shrub elevation in the FXS disease state. 

Figure 2.3: FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF similarly increase PN synaptic endosomes 
A) Schematic of ESCRT trafficking of Rab5-positive endosomes. Top: Normally functioning ESCRT in which 
endocytosis leads to endosomes and subsequent multivesicular body (MVB) formation. Bottom: Defective ESCRT 
in which trafficking is arrested leading to Rab5-positive enlarged endosomes. B) Representative confocal images 
of single PN synaptic boutons (green) labeled with anti-Rab5 (magenta) comparing the transgenic control (top: UAS- 
mCD8::GFP/+; Nrv3-Gal4/+), dfmr1 null mutant (middle: UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; Nrv3-Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M) and 
shrubOE (bottom: UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; Nrv3-Gal4/UAS-Shrub). The right column shows heat maps of Rab5 labeling, 
with the range indicated below. C) Quantification dot plots showing data points with mean±SEM of the above three 
genotypes displaying Rab5 puncta per synaptic bouton area. D) Quantification of the bouton frequency with 0 or ≥1 
Rab5-positive punctae. Statistics done with one way ANOVA with the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s 
multiple comparison test post hoc indicated as P>0.05 (N.S.), P<0.01 (**) and P<0.001 (***). 

 

Shrub GOF phenocopies FMRP LOF synaptic ultrastructural deficits 

Our lab and others have characterized ultrastructure abnormalities in FMRP-deficient synaptic 

boutons (Pan et al., 2004, 2008, 2008; Scharkowski et al.), albeit never with a focus on PN innervation 
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of the MB calyx. To determine whether increased Shrub levels might affect synaptic ultrastructure in 

the FXS disease state, we used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to compare dfmr1 null and 

shrubOE PN synaptic boutons (Fig. 2.4). The MB calyx (CA) is located in the posteriodorsal brain region, 

revealed in light microscopy by dense labeling of the presynaptic marker bruchpilot (purple), with PN 

axons (green) entering through the inner antennocerebral tract (iACT; Fig. 2.4A). PN synaptic boutons 

are easily identified as the largest varicosities (arrows) in the calyx. For TEM studies, acutely dissected 

brains (3PE) embedded in epoxy resin were oriented with the microtome sectional plane progressing 

from dorsal to ventral (Fig. 2.4A, rhombus). Electron micrographs reveal the MB calyx as an oval, fan- 

shaped nucleus 40-50µm in cross-sectional diameter (Fig. 2.4B; pseudo-colored purple), encapsulated 

on three sides by Kenyon cell (KC) somata (blue). Just posterior to the MB calyx, the iATC is an easily 

identifiable TEM landmark with longitudinal projections bending into the base of the MB calyx (Fig. 

2.4B; pseudo-colored green). PN synaptic boutons can be seen extending off the iACT into the calyx 

(green varicosities). Comparing the dfmr1 null mutant to matched control, there are no detectable 

differences in the gross MB calyx architecture, including iATC placement, KC cell bodies and calyx size 

(Fig. 2.4B). 

Comparison of low magnification TEM images of dfmr1 nulls and controls shows a striking 

difference in PN boutons in the MB calyx (Fig. 2.4B). In controls, synaptic boutons are difficult to 

discriminate at low magnification, whereas dfmr1 mutants display obvious, enlarged boutons, 

consistent with published FXS reports(Pan et al., 2004). To test whether Shrub GOF has similar effects, 

we examined shrubOE PN boutons in parallel at high magnification (Fig. 2.4C). Synaptic boutons were 

defined as large varicosities (red dotted line) completely surrounded by the smaller Kenyon cell (KC) 

dendritic profiles to form the MB calyx microglomeruli. PN boutons in controls and both mutant 

conditions contain stereotypical synaptic architecture, including clearly defined synaptic vesicle (SV) 

pools, multiple mitochondria (M) and active zones with electron-dense t-bars (yellow arrows). There 

are no apparent differences in any of these parameters (Fig. 2.4C). However, control boutons are much 

smaller compared to both dfmr1 LOF nulls and shrubOE GOF animals (Fig. 2.4C). Quantitative analyses 

show dfmr1 null (14.49±0.59µm2, n=61 boutons, p<0.01) and shrubOE (15.51±0.62µm2, n=65, 

p<0.0001) boutons both exhibit significantly increased areas compared to controls (11.21±0.07µm2, 

n=39; Fig. 4D). Importantly, there is no significant difference between dfmr1 and shrubOE (p>0.05), with 

both showing an indistinguishable synaptic bouton enlargement (Fig. 2.4C,D). These results are 

consistent with increased Shrub levels driving FXS synaptic ultrastructure errors, and suggest 

membrane trafficking impairment within the synaptic termini as the causative mechanism. 
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Figure 2.4: FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF similarly alter PN synaptic ultrastructure 
A) Confocal image stack of the mushroom body calyx showing sectioning strategy; white arrows (PN boutons), rhombus 
(sectional plane) and red arrow (sectional direction). PNs are labeled with UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; Nrv3-Gal4/+ (green) in 
the MB calyx (magenta). Abbreviations: inner antennocerebral tract (iACT), calyx (CA), dorsal (D) and ventral (V). B) 
Low magnification (1450X) transmission electron micrographs of w1118 genetic background control (left) and dfmr150M 
null mutant (right) during 3PE. Both images are pseudo-colored as in (A): iACT axons and PN boutons (green), calyx 
(magenta), and Kenyon cells (KC, blue). C) Representative PN synaptic bouton electron micrographs comparing 
transgenic control (elav-Gal4/+), dfmr1 null (elav-Gal4/+; dfmr150M) and shrub over-expression (shrubOE) GOF (elav- 
Gal4/+; UAS-Shrub/+). The dotted red lines depict the PN bouton borders; active zone t-bars are shown by yellow 
arrows, synaptic vesicles pools (SV), mitochondria (M), Kenyon cell (KC). D) Dot plot showing PN bouton area 
quantification for the above three genotypes, with mean±SEM. Statistics done with one way ANOVA with the Kruskal- 
Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s multiple comparison test post hoc indicated as P>0.05 (N.S.), P<0.01 (**) and P<0.0001 
(****). 
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Shrub GOF phenocopies FMRP LOF synaptic membrane trafficking errors 
To more precisely investigate defects in synaptic membrane trafficking, TEM was next used to 

analyze ultrastructural changes in PN synaptic bouton organelles. We hypothesized that FMRP LOF 

and Shrub GOF would cause enlarged, trafficking-arrested endosomes, consistent with Shrub 

requirements in other contexts (Babst et al., 2002b; Sweeney et al., 2006). For TEM, we defined 

endosomes as vacuole organelles with a single membrane and 0.01µm2 minimum area. Such synaptic 

organelles are present in all genotypes analyzed (Fig. 2.5A; pseudo-colored purple and insets), with 

control boutons displaying a low density that never exceeds 0.25µm2 in area (top). In stark contrast, 

dfmr1 null and shrubOE boutons both present increased numbers of these organelles, with greatly 

inflated areas (Fig. 2.5A; middle and bottom). Quantification reveals significantly increased numbers 

per bouton in dfmr1 null (0.19±0.02, n=61 boutons, p<0.05) and shrubOE (0.25±0.02, n=65, p<0.0001) 

compared to controls (0.12±0.02, n=40; Fig. 2.5B). Importantly, there is no significant difference 

(p>0.05) between FMRP LOF and 

Shrub GOF boutons (Fig. 2.5B). In the 

size of these compartments, there is 

highly significantly increased areas in 

both dfmr1 (0.07±0.008µm2, n=156 

endosomes, p<0.0001) and shrubOE 

(0.05±0.007µm2,    n=237,    p<0.0001) 

compared to controls (0.02±0.004µm2, 

n=46; Fig. 2.5C). Once again, there is 

no    significant    difference    (p>0.05) 

between FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF 
Figure 2.5: FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF 
similarly increase PN synaptic endosomic 
vacuoles 
A) Representative electron micrographs of 
projection neuron synaptic boutons in the MB 
calyx comparing transgenic control (elav- 
Gal4/+), dfmr1 null mutant (elav-Gal4/+; 
dfmr150M) and shrub over-expression (shrubOE) 
GOF (elav-Gal4/+; UAS-Shrub/+). Typical 
endosomic vacuole examples are pseudo- 
colored (magenta), with insets showing 
enlarged organelle (red box in main image). Dot 
plot quantification of endosomes per bouton 
area (B) and endosome area (C) for all three 
genotypes, comparing mean±SEM. Statistics 
done with one way ANOVA with the Kruskal- 
Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s multiple 
comparison test post hoc indicated as P>0.05 
(N.S.), P<0.05 (*) and P<0.0001 (****). 
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boutons (Fig. 2.5C). These results are consistent with an ESCRT-III defect and suggest elevated Shrub 

in the FXS disease state disrupts endocytic membrane trafficking within synaptic terminals. 

During multivesicular body (MVB) formation, Shrub spiraled filaments drive membrane budding 

away from the cytosol, leading to formation of an intraluminal vesicle (ILV; Fig. 2.6A) (Babst et al., 

2002b; McMillan et al.; Schöneberg et al., 2016; Teis et al., 2008). Shrub GOF can disrupt this process 

by overwhelming membrane trafficking with run-away filament formation (Teis et al., 2008), due to an 

imbalance of ESCRT-III subunit stoichiometry. We hypothesized Shrub GOF would impair ILV 

formation, resulting in big luminal vesicles (BLV; Fig. 2.6A). Consistently, just such arrested trafficking 

organelles characterize both dfmr1 null and shrubOE synaptic boutons (Fig. 2.6B). These aberrant 

compartments occur in the mutants only, and are not found in control boutons. In controls, ILVs are 

small, highly regular in size and never exceed 0.008µm2 (Fig. 2.6B, top), whereas dfmr1 and shrubOE 

BLVs are larger, display a greater variation in size and can be 10X larger at nearly 0.08µm2 (Fig. 2.6B; 

middle and bottom). In quantified comparisons, BLV areas in dfmr1 null (0.019±0.007µm2; p<0.05) and 

shrubOE (0.02±0.007µm2; p<0.01) PN boutons are both significantly larger than ILV areas in controls 

(0.007±0.001µm2; Fig. 2.6C). Importantly, BLVs are indistinguishable between FMRP LOF and Shrub 

GOF (p>0.05; Fig. 2.6B,C). These results suggest elevated Shrub levels in the FXS disease state 

impair ILV formation and arrest membrane trafficking in synaptic boutons. The phenocopy of FMRP 

LOF and Shrub GOF defects is compelling, but to test causation we next corrected Shrub levels in the 

FXS condition and then assayed synaptic and membrane trafficking defects. 
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Figure 2.6: FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF similarly arrest ILV formation in synaptic boutons 
A) Schematic depicting how increased Shrub levels impact ILV formation. Top: Proper Shrub levels form spiral protein 
filaments (blue) that are capped by Vps24 (red octagon) leading to small interluminal vesicle (ILV) formation within 
MVBs. Bottom: Excessive Shrub levels result in unrestrained filaments (blue), not correctly capped, leading to big 
luminal vesicle (BLV) formation. B) Representative electron micrographs comparing ILV organelles in transgenic 
controls (elav-Gal4/+) to enlarged BLV organelles characterizing both the dfmr1 null mutant (elav-Gal4/+; dfmr150M) 
and shrub over-expression (shrubOE) GPF (elav-Gal4/+; UAS-Shrub/+). C) Quantification dot plot of luminal vesicle 
areas in all three genotypes, showing mean±SEM. Statistics done with one way ANOVA with the Kruskal-Wallis test 
followed by a Dunn’s multiple comparison test post hoc indicated as P>0.05 (N.S.), P<0.05 (*) and P<0.01 (**). 
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Correcting Shrub levels in the FXS disease model mitigates synaptic errors 
The above results show FMRP LOF and 

Shrub GOF similarly cause overelaborated PN 

synaptic innervation of the central brain MB 

learning/memory center (Figs. 2.2 and 2.4), as 

well as defective endosomal membrane 

trafficking within PN synaptic boutons (Figs. 2.3, 

2.5 and 2.6). We therefore hypothesized that 

FMRP-dependent Shrub suppression controls 

synaptic membrane trafficking to limit synaptic 

connectivity, with Shrub elevation due to FMRP 

loss causing the synaptic hyper-connectivity 

errors characterizing the FXS disease state. This 

hypothesis predicts that reducing Shrub levels 

towards normal in the dfmr1 null mutant 

background should alleviate both FXS 

membrane trafficking defects and synaptic 

connectivity impairments. To test this hypothesis, 

we introduced a heterozygous shrub null allele 

(shrub4/+)(Sweeney et al., 2006) into dfmr1 

homozygous null animals. As previously, PNs 

plasma membranes were labeled with GFP 

(shrub4/ UAS-mCD8-GFP; dfmr150M, Nrv3- 

Gal4/dfmr150M) to assay phenotypes specifically 
within PN synaptic terminals. Under the same 

conditions, we compared the corrected shrub4/+ 

heterozygous condition to both the genetic 

background (positive control) and FXS disease 

model (negative control). Representative 

confocal light microscopy images and quantified 

results for PN synaptic connectivity are shown in 

Figure 2.7, and similar TEM data for synaptic 

membrane trafficking are shown in Figure 2.8. 

Figure 2.7: Shrub correction in dfmr1 null mutants 
restores PN innervation of MB calyx 
A) Representative confocal images of PN innervation of the 
MB calyx comparing transgenic control (UAS-mCD8::GFP/- 
+; Nrv3-Gal4/+), dfmr1 null mutant (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; 
Nrv3-Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M) and shrub4 null heterozygote 
(shrub4/+) in the dfmr1 homozygous null background (UAS- 
mCD8::GFP/shrub4; Nrv3-Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M). PN 
(green) in the calyx, with anti-FMRP labeled (magenta). B) 
Quantification dot plot of MB innervation area showing 
mean±SEM in the above three genotypes. Statistics done 
with one way ANOVA with the Kruskal-Wallis test followed 
by a Dunn’s multiple comparison test post hoc indicated as 
P>0.05 (N.S.), P<0.05 (*) and P<0.0001 (****). 
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We first assayed PN innervation, again employing Nrv3-Gal4>UAS-mCD8-GFP labeling 

immediately post-eclosion (3PE; Fig. 2.7A). Consistent with above results, transgenic controls (Nrv3- 

Gal4/+) display stereotyped innervation of the MB calyx, remaining constricted to a small subset of the 

total calycle region (Fig. 2.7A, top), and dfmr1 null mutants exhibit obviously increased PN elaboration 

with spatially expanded innervation (Fig. 2.7A, middle). Consistent with our hypothesis, removing a 

single copy of shrub in the dfmr1 null mutant background (shrub4/+; dfmr1/dfmr1) is sufficient to strongly 

ameliorate the excessive PN innervation characterizing the FXS model (Fig. 2.7A, bottom). FMRP 

labeling in both dfmr1 alone and with shrub4/+ confirms the complete loss of FMRP in both genotypes 

compared to the control (Fig. 2.7A, middle column). With Shrub correction, PN innervation of MB calyx 

is more restricted in both area and spatial domain, more closely resembling the controls than dfmr1 

nulls (Fig. 2.7A). Consistent with these observations, removal of one copy of shrub in the dfmr1 null 

background significantly reduces the PN innervation area within the MB calyx (1.3±0.1; p<0.05) 

compared to dfmr1 alone (1.6±0.1; p<0.0001 vs. control), as normalized to control (Fig. 2.7B). 

Importantly, no significant difference (p>0.05) remains between shrub4/+; dfmr1/dfmr1 and controls 

(1.0±0.03; Fig. 2.7B). These results clearly demonstrate that increased Shrub levels strongly contribute 

to FXS synaptic connectivity errors. We next wanted to test roles of FMRP-dependent Shrub elevation 

in synaptic ultrastructure and membrane trafficking defects. 

We assayed PN synaptic boutons using TEM immediately post-eclosion (3PE; Fig. 2.8A). 

Consistent with above results, transgenic control (Nrv3-Gal4/+) boutons are much smaller than dfmr1 

null boutons (left vs. middle). In contrast, Shrub correction reduces the bouton size (right). In 

quantitative comparisons, removing a single copy of shrub significantly reduces bouton area 

(12.48±0.65µm2, n=62 boutons, p<0.01) relative to dfmr1 nulls (15.99±0.76µm2, n=76; Fig. 2.8B). 

Importantly, no significant difference (p>0.05) remains between shrub4/+; dfmr1/dfmr1 and controls 

(Fig. 2.8B). Finally, we tested whether correcting Shrub in the dfmr1 background affects endocytic 

membrane trafficking at the synapse. Consistent with above results, control boutons contain low 

numbers of small endosomes, whereas boutons lacking FMRP show more, larger organelles (Fig. 2.8A, 

left and middle; pseudo-colored). Consistent with our hypothesis, correcting Shrub levels reduces the 

number of these compartments (right). When organelles per synaptic bouton area is quantified, both 

the controls (0.08±0.01µm2, n=72 boutons, p<0.001) and shrub4/+; dfmr1/dfmr1 (0.08±0.0.1µm2, n=62, 

p<0.0001) are significantly reduced compared to dfmr1 alone (0.16±0.02µm2, n=76; Fig. 2.8C). The 

control and Shrub correction conditions are identical, with no differences persisting (Fig. 2.8C). These 

results indicate the endocytic membrane trafficking errors in dfmr1 null LOF synaptic boutons result 

from increased levels of Shrub. Collectively, the above findings strongly indicate that loss of FMRP- 

dependent Shrub regulation resulting in over-expression heavily impairs synaptic membrane trafficking 

to drive the synaptic hyper connectivity errors characterizing the FXS disease state. 
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Figure 2.8: Shrub correction in dfmr1 prevents PN synaptic bouton ultrastructure defects 
A) Representative electron micrographs comparing synaptic PN ultrastructure between the transgenic control (Nrv3- 
Gal4/+), dfmr1 null mutant (Nrv3-Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M) and shrub4 null heterozygote (shrub4/+) in dfmr1 
homozygous null background (shrub4/+; Nrv3-Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M). Dotted red lines depict PN synaptic bouton 
borders and red arrows indicate endosomic vacuoles, pseudo-colored (magenta). Quantification as dot plot for B) 
bouton area and C) endosome number per bouton area for the above genotypes. Statistics done with one way ANOVA 
with the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s multiple comparison test post hoc indicated as P>0.05 (N.S.), P<0.05 
(*), P<0.01 (**), P<0.001 (***) and P<0.0001 (****). 

 
Discussion 

 
 

Using a brain developmental proteomics screen in the Drosophila FXS model, we set out to find 

molecular players underlying synaptic connectivity errors (Comery et al., 1997; Hinton et al., 1991; 

Patel et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2001). Here, we pursued a top candidate, the ESCRT-III protein Shrub 

(yeast Snf7, human CHMP4), a key component in select membrane trafficking mechanisms (Babst et 

al., 2002b; Sweeney et al., 2006; Teis et al., 2008). FMRP binds target transcripts to repress protein 
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translation (Gatto et al., 2014; Reeve et al., 2005; Tessier and Broadie, 2008; Zhang et al., 2001), and 

we show here that FMRP binds shrub mRNA to limit Shrub protein levels specifically during the early- 

use critical period. This time window of initial sensory input closely following eclosion is delineated by 

peak FMRP expression levels and a transient requirement for FMRP in activity-dependent refinement 

mechanisms (Doll and Broadie, 2015; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). FMRP mediates activity-dependent 

synaptic connectivity changes as an activity sensor regulating translation downstream of sensory input 

(Doll and Broadie, 2014). This FMRP function relies on phosphorylation, with sensory input activity 

driving dephosphorylation to remove translational inhibition (Narayanan et al., 2007), and a FMRP 

phosphomimetic restoring protein levels and correcting synaptic connectivity errors in the Drosophila 

FXS model (Coffee et al., 2012). Using transient optogenetic stimulation immediately following eclosion, 

we show here that Shrub expression in neurons is acutely upregulated in an FMRP-dependent 

mechanism by activity during the early-use critical period, suggesting FMRP exerts translational 

repression of Shrub in this activity-dependent mechanism. 

FMRP function in regulating synaptic connectivity is well established, with null mutants 

displaying increased complexity of both pre- and postsynaptic compartments (Comery et al., 1997; Doll 

and Broadie, 2015; Pan et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2014). We show here that FMRP similarly limits 

olfactory projection neuron (PN) innervation of the mushroom body (MB) calyx, a key input into a central 

brain learning and memory center (Jefferis et al., 2002; Lee et al., 1999). Consistently, the ESCRT 

pathway also controls synaptic connectivity (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 

2015; Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014). Specifically, the ESCRT-III core component Shrub 

has critical roles shaping the architecture of Drosophila peripheral and central neurons. Loss-of-function 

(LOF) shrub mutations cause dendritic arbor overelaboration highly reminiscent of the Drosophila FXS 

disease model (Sweeney et al., 2006). Critically, gain-of-function (GOF) in shrub homologs mimics LOF 

defects (Teis et al., 2008), predicting that shrub GOF in the FXS state should have similar 

consequences. Consistently, we show here that PN-targeted shrubOE closely phenocopies dfmr1 null 

defects of over-elaborated and over-extended innervation within the MB calyx. This parallel extends 

down to the level of individual PN synaptic boutons, which are similarly enlarged in both FMRP LOF 

and Shub GOF conditions, closely resembling the synaptic expansion characterizing other FXS model 

circuits (Pan et al., 2008; Scharkowski et al.; Siller and Broadie, 2011). These findings link Shrub 

function driving membrane trafficking to synaptic remodeling defects, strongly suggesting that elevated 

Shrub levels could be contributing to FXS connectivity errors. 

Membrane from the cell surface of developing neurons is in a state of constant flux via endocytic 

budding and exocytic fusion, which requires tightly-regulated trafficking through the endomembrane 

organelle system (Winkle and Gupton, 2016). The proper balance of membrane addition and retrieval 

is therefore essential for the surface remodeling that occurs during synaptic connectivity changes. For 
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example, regulated endocytosis is required for dendritic arbor development of Drosophila sensory 

neurons, where endocytic membrane trafficking precedes synaptic reorganization (Kanamori et al., 

2015). Interfering with this membrane retrieval mechanism either through 1) blocking endocytosis (e.g. 

dynamin mutants) or 2) perturbing endosomic maturation (e.g. ESCRT pathway mutants) causes 

improper circuit wiring (Christ et al., 2017; Loncle et al., 2015; Sakuma et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). 

Together with connectivity errors, the common membrane trafficking phenotype observed is the 

presence of irregular endocytic organelle compartments, visualized with endosomal markers such as 

Rab5 (Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014). Specifically, mutations in ESCRT machinery such as 

Shrub result in the accumulation of enlarged endosomal organelles (Loncle et al., 2015; Sweeney et 

al., 2006). We show here that consistent endomembrane trafficking defects with accumulated, greatly 

enlarged Rab5-positive endosomes occur in both dfmr1 null LOF and shrubOE GOF synaptic boutons. 

These arrested endosomes are rarely observed in controls, suggesting that synaptic membrane 

trafficking errors due to Shrub over-expression characterize the FXS disease state. 

Our synaptic ultrastructure studies consistently reveal accumulation of enlarged vacuoles in PN 

boutons, which are presumed to be arrested endosomes. Enlarged endosomes arise from impaired 

membrane trafficking flux, causing endosomes to swell as membrane accumulates (Teis et al., 2008; 

Zhang et al., 2014). These findings suggest a bottleneck in synaptic membrane trafficking as a result 

of increased Shrub levels in the FXS condition, leading to an accumulation of arrested intermediates. 

We hypothesize this trafficking defect contributes to PN synapse errors in the FXS disease state. 

Indeed, Drosophila PN axons exhibit endosome clustering and fusion prior to MVB formation, with 

disruptions in this membrane traffic causing phenotypes similar to those reported here (Sakuma et al., 

2014). Our results support the conclusion that membrane trafficking is abnormal in the FXS disease 

state due to heightened Shrub levels. Although our results point to a endocytic membrane trafficking 

defect as causative, a study of ESCRT functions in synaptic remodeling suggest that while endosomal 

defects occur in all ESCRT pathway mutants, they may not be sufficient to explain synaptic errors 

(Loncle et al., 2015). This work revealed a second ESCRT module of Shrub acting locally at the plasma 

membrane to directly induce neural process fragmentation. We see no evidence of this mechanism in 

the MB calyx, but it is possible that this direct plasma membrane impairment contributes to synaptic 

defects in the FXS disease state. 

In this study we focus attention on early adult brain PNs to demonstrate FMRP-mediated Shrub 

regulation modulates critical period synaptic connectivity. However, FMRP and Shrub act in other 

neuron types (e.g. sensory and motor neurons) and during various developmental periods (e.g. embryo 

and larva)(Lee et al., 2003; Sweeney et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2014, 2001). Thus, FMRP may regulate 

Shrub in multiple neuronal classes at different times. To date, no other published work links FMRP and 

Shrub. However, a recent study demonstrates FMRP regulates synaptic pruning of MB neurons 
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(downstream of PNs) during metamorphosis (O’Connor et al., 2017), a process where Shrub has a 

pivotal role (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014). Likewise, 

the well-studied neuromuscular junction NMJ) model synapse shows A-D modulation (Vonhoff and 

Keshishian, 2017), with established roles for FMRP (Coffee et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2001) and Shrub 

(Sweeney et al., 2006) modulating connectivity during embryonic and larval development. These 

examples suggest possible overlaps in developing neurons, but what about mature neurons? Following 

the critical period when synaptic connectivity is refined, FMRP expression markedly decreases (Tessier 

and Broadie, 2008), and some mature neurons do not display the overelaborated architecture 

characterizing dfmr1 null mutants during development (Doll and Broadie, 2015). This implies a 

restricted role for FMRP at maturity, although Shrub is required for membrane traffic throughout life. 

Indeed, our results indicate a transient FMRP regulation of Shrub translation during critical period 

development. Thus, FMRP-Shrub interactions may be restricted to neuronal development stages. 

Previous investigations linking membrane trafficking defects to synaptic connectivity errors focus 

on LOF mutants (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014), yet 

our findings show similar phenotypes from Shrub GOF. This duality may be explained by ESCRT-III 

subunit stoichiometry in assembled function. Unlike other ESCRTs, ESCRT-III components exist as 

auto-inhibited monomers that assemble sequentially on the membrane upon activation (Teis et al., 

2008), with the relative abundance of ESCRT-III subunits paramount to membrane trafficking functions. 

Indeed, yeast studies demonstrate that increased levels of the Shrub homolog Snf7 strongly hamper 

ESCRT-III function, resulting in endosomal trafficking defects similar to LOF mutants (Teis et al., 2008). 

The rationale is that Shrub/Snf7 continues to form protein filaments unless capped by Vps24, a critical 

checkpoint step that allows membrane trafficking to proceed forward (Teis et al., 2008). When 

Shrub/Snf7 is in stoichiometric excess, capping does not occur properly and filaments fail to stop 

polymerizing, resulting in impaired membrane trafficking. We show here that aberrantly enlarged 

intraluminal vesicle organelles (BLV compartments) occur only in FMRP LOF and Shrub GOF synaptic 

boutons, consistent with unrestrained Shrub filament formation at trafficking endosomes. Given 

arrested BLV compartments characterize both dfmr1 null and shrubOE boutons, we propose a 

membrane trafficking impairment underlies synaptic connectivity defects in the FXS disease state. 

Our work suggests a cell-autonomous role for FMRP in suppressing Shrub translation to regulate 

synaptic refinement within the neuron. However, we do not preclude the possibility of intercellular 

signaling and, indeed, FMRP is well known to regulate intercellular signaling in the Drosophila FXS 

model (Friedman et al., 2013; Siller and Broadie, 2011). Moreover, ESCRT-III membrane trafficking is 

also well known to regulate the presentation of cell surface proteins involved in intercellular signaling 

(Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014). In this context, glia are known to sculpt connectivity during 

development, with glial phagocytosis synaptic pruning conserved from insects to mammals (Chung et 
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al., 2013; Paolicelli et al., 2011; Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 2014; Zhan et al., 2014). A recent 

Drosophila study demonstrated that FMRP loss causes reduced glial phagocytosis during metamorphic 

neuronal pruning (O’Connor et al., 2017). It is possible that a similar mechanism occurs during the later, 

activity-dependent refinement. This mechanism could involve two steps; 1) Shrub-dependent, cell- 

autonomous synapse marking, and 2) consequent pruning via glial engulfment. Studies suggest Shrub- 

dependent processes act upstream of glial synapse elimination, and may be required for glial activation 

(Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2014). Although beyond the 

scope of the current study, it is interesting to speculate that elevated Shrub levels in the FXS condition 

could disrupt cell-autonomous synapse tagging, preventing glial engulfment. Future studies will probe 

connections between Shrub membrane trafficking and glia in the FXS disease state. 

We demonstrate here that lack of FMRP-mediated Shrub regulation strongly contributes to FXS 

synaptic defects. However, we note that Shrub is only a piece of the puzzle. FMRP regulates many 

neural transcripts (Darnell et al., 2011), although the scope of this regulation remains indeterminate, 

and a number of these targets are established to play roles in synaptic connectivity. Validated targets 

like Microtubule Associated Protein 1B (Drosophila Futsch) control the cytoskeleton during synaptic 

outgrowth (Zhang et al., 2001), while others such as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) modulate trans- 

synaptic signaling (Siller and Broadie, 2011). Whether these targets act in the same, parallel or distinct 

pathways in the FXS context is entirely unknown. However, it is interesting to envision a coupled 

mechanism in which they work together to manifest disease impairments. For example, extracellular 

MMPs could control information relay at synapses via surface receptors that are impacted by Shrub- 

mediated membrane trafficking supported by cytoskeletal changes regulated by Futsch. Sculpting 

synapses could thereby require appropriate extracellular, membrane and cytoskeletal remodeling in a 

linked cascade. This linkage could potentially explain why manipulating individual FMRP targets can 

rescue FXS synaptic connectivity phenotypes. Investigations involving modulating multiple targets in 

combination in the disease model background will be required to dissect the complex interactions 

between FMRP targets. 

This study reveals for the first time a link between ESCRT-III membrane trafficking and FXS 

synaptic connectivity defects. Correcting Shrub levels prevents synaptic membrane trafficking defects 

and mitigates synaptic connectivity errors. Our results suggest FMRP directly negatively regulates 

Shrub translation to control Shrub-dependent synaptic membrane traffic driving synaptic refinement. 

ESCRT-III has been similarly implicated in other neurological disorders. For example, mutations in the 

human ESCRT-III component CHMP2B are linked to frontotemporal dementia (FTD), with defects in 

endocytic membrane trafficking similar to those reported here(Lee et al., 2007). However, FTD causes 

neurodegeneration, seemingly at the opposite end of the neurological spectrum from synaptic 

overgrowth. However, our study and others have focused on neurodevelopment, while FTD occurs in 
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aging neurons. This raises the interesting possibility that disrupting the same membrane trafficking 

pathway could lead to opposite effects depending on age, underscoring the importance of 

developmental timing in studying neurological disorders. Future studies are required to dissect how 

Shrub-dependent membrane trafficking errors underlie synaptic connectivity defects in the FXS disease 

state. However, our current results clearly implicate increased Shrub levels in innervation abnormalities 

in the Drosophila FXS model brain learning and memory center, promising novel avenues for FXS 

therapeutic intervention. 

 
Methods 

 
 
Drosophila genetics 

Stocks were reared on standard cornmeal/agar/molasses food at 25°C on a 12h light:dark cycle. All 

lines were generated with standard genetic crosses schemes with the following starter stocks: (1) w1118 

genetic background control, 2) dfmr150M/TM6TbGFP null allele(Zhang et al., 2001), 3) UAS-9557-3 

dfmr1 transgene (Zhang et al., 2001), 4) shrub4/Cyo null allele(Sweeney et al., 2006), 5) UAS-shrub 

transgene (Sweeney et al., 2006), 6) elav-Gal4/Cyo pan-neuronal driver (Bloomington stock # 8765), 

7) Nrv3-Gal4 selective projection neuron driver (Janelia FlyLight Collection R54F05)(Jenett et al., 

2012), 8) UAS-ChR2(H134R)-mCherry channelrhodopsin transgene(Doll and Broadie, 2015), and 9) 

UAS-mCD8-GFP membrane marker (Doll and Broadie, 2015). w1118 was used as genetic background 

control. Transgenic controls used were elav-Gal4/+ and Nrv3-Gal4/+. All genotypes were run in parallel 

for each experimental replicate. 

 
Western blots 

The brains of staged animals were dissected on ice in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) containing 1X 

Roche complete EDTA free protease inhibitor (Roche 04 693 123 001) and immediately snap-frozen 

on dry ice. Samples were homogenized in lysate buffer containing 1X LDS (NuPAGE LDS Sample 

Buffer 4X Life Technologies NP0007), 1X ΣPI, 1X PMSF and 1.3% BME in ddH20, and then incubated 

at 4oC for 30 mins with rotation. Lysates were spun down at 16000g for 10 mins at 4oC, and supernatant 

was then heated for 10 mins at 70oC followed by a 10 min 16000g centrifugation. Lysate from 4 brains 

was loaded into 4-12% Bis-Tris gels with MES running buffer, and run for 10 mins at 100V followed by 

a shift to 150V until the dye ran off. Samples were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes overnight 

(O/N) at 4oC using 1X NuPAGE transfer buffer (novex NP0006-1), supplemented with 20% methanol 

(MeOH). Membranes were rinsed with ddH20 and then blocked in 5% powdered milk in Tris buffered 

saline (TBS: 150mM NaCL, 5Mm KCl, 25mM Tris) for 2h at room temperature (RT) with rotation. 

Membranes were incubated in primary antibody diluted in 5% powdered milk in TBS with 0.1% Tween- 
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20 (TBS-T) O/N at 4oC with rotation. Blots were then washed 6X 5 mins in 5% powdered milk in TBS- 

T at RT with rotation followed by a 2h incubation with secondary antibody diluted in wash buffer. 

Membranes were washed as above then imaged using a Li-Cor Odyssey machine. Protein bands were 

analyzed using Image Studio software normalized to loading controls, then presented as percent of 

control. Primary antibodies used were: rabbit anti-Shrub (1:10000), a gift from Fen Biao Gao (Sweeney 

et al., 2006), mouse anti-dFMRP (1:3000) (Sigma F4554) and mouse anti-α-tubulin (1:5000) (DHSB 

12G10). Secondary antibodies used were: Alexaflour 680 goat anti-rabbit and -mouse (1:10000). 

 
RNA immunoprecipitation 
RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) was done as previously described (Cvetkovska et al., 2013; Zhang et 

al., 2001), with minor changes. Staged animals were decapitated and the heads snap-frozen on dry ice 

in nuclease free tubes. 100 heads per genotype were homogenized with a pestle in 600µl lysis buffer 

(20mM hepes, 100mM NaCl, 2.5mM EDTA, 0.05% Triton X, 5% glycerol, 1X SigmaFast Protease 

inhibitor, 120U/ml RNAse inhibitor). The lysate was incubated for 30 mins at 4oC with rotation, and then 

spun at 12,000g for 10 mins at 4oC. The supernatant was transferred to prechilled tubes containing 

non-conjugated DynaBeads (Invitrogen 10003D), and allowed to preclear for 30 mins at 4oC with 

rotation. DynaBeads were conjugated to monoclonal mouse anti-dFMRP (Sigma F4554) according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol, and precleared lysate (200µl) was added to the antibody-bead slurry (80µl) 

O/N at 4oC with rotation. The beads were then separated from supernatant and washed 3X with 500µl 

fresh lysis buffer vortexing with 500µl TRIzole (ambion 15596026). Chloroform (100µl) was added and 

samples were vortexed for 30 sesc and then incubated for 2 mins. Samples were then centrifuged at 

16000g for 10 mins at 4oC. The upper aqueous layer was transferred to prechilled tubes, and glycogen 

(1µl) then 2-propanol (250µl) added and incubated for 10 mins at RT with rotation. Samples were then 

spun at 16000g for 10 mins at 4oC, the supernatant removed and the pellet washed 3X with 75% EtOH 

(500µl), followed by centrifugation at 16000g for 10 mins at 4oC. EtOH was then removed and pellets 

air-dried for 10 mins. ddH20 (20µl) was added and mRNA reverse transcribed with a SuperScript Vilo 

kit (Invitrogen 11754-050) according to manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was amplified with HotSart Taq 

(New England BioLabs M0495S) using a touchdown PCR protocol. Amplified cDNA was separated on 

a 0.8% agarose gel and visualized with SyberSafe DNA stain (Invitrogen S33102). Gels were run at 

150V for 1h. PCR primers used: shrub forward primer GTTTCTTCGGGAAGATGTTCGG, shrub 

reverse primer CTGATGGGCTCTCTTGAGGG, futsch/map1b forward primer 

CAGTTTCACCCGCCACCG, futsch/map1b reverse primer GCACGTTGCTGTTGTTTAGGC, α-tubulin 

forward primer CTGTGGTCGATGAGGTCCG α-tubulin reverse primer GCGTAGGTCACCAGAGGG. 
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Optogenetic stimulation 
Optogenetic experiments were performed as previously described (Doll and Broadie, 2015). Briefly, 

staged animals expressing channelrhodopsin (UAS-ChR2(H134R)-mCherry) under the elav-Gal4 pan- 

neuronal driver were fed from hatching on standard food supplemented with either 10µl EtOH vehicle 

(in 10ml volume; control) or with 10µM all-trans retinol (ATR), an essential cofactor (Doll and Broadie, 

2015). Immediately following eclosion, animals were placed in 30mm petri dishes with pleated 

Whatman paper saturated with vehicle control or ATR in a 20% sucrose solution. Sealed petri dishes 

were placed in a LED exposure chamber with two Luxeon Rebel Endor Star 3X 15-Watt LED arrays 

(470nm blue light, LED Supply). At 15V, the LED arrays generate ~100µW/cm2 at a working distance 

of 2cm. Animals were exposed to 5Hz pulses of blue light for 2h and subsequently processed for 

Western blotting as described above. 

 
Immunocytochemistry imaging 
Staged animal brains were labeled and imaged as previously reported (Gatto and Broadie, 2009), with 

slight variation. Briefly, brains were dissected in cold PBS and immediately fixed using 4% 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) + 4% sucrose + Triton-X in PBS (PBST) for 30 mins at RT with rotation. 

Samples were then rinsed 3X with PBS and blocked for 2h in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) + 0.5% 

normal goat serum (NGS) or without NGS if depending on secondary used in PBST at RT with rotation. 

Samples were incubated in primary antibody at 4oC O/N with rotation, washed 3X 20 mins in PBST at 

RT with rotation, and then incubated with secondary antibody for 4h at RT with rotation. Antibodies 

were diluted in 0.2% BSA with or without 0.1% NGS depending on secondary in PBST. Primary 

antibodies used were: rabbit anti-GFP (1:2000) (Abcam 290), FitC conjugated goat anti-GFP (1:500) 

(Abcam 6662), rat anti-mCD8 (1:100) (eBioscience), mouse anti-Brp (1:100) (DHSB nc82), rabbit anti- 

Shrub (1:1000) (Sweeney et al., 2006), and rabbit anti-Rab5 (1:200), a gift from Fengwei Yu (Zhang et 

al., 2014). Secondary antibodies used were: AlexaFluor 568 goat anti-mouse, AlexaFluor 488 goat anti- 

rabbit and -rat, AlexaFluor 488 donkey anti-rat and -goat, and AlexaFluor 568 donkey anti-rabbit (all 

1:250). Labeled brains were mounted in Flouromount (EMS 17984-25) with posterior up. Images were 

acquired on a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta confocal microscope using Plan Neofluar 40X oil immersion 

objectives with a numerical aperture of 1.3. 

 
Electron microscopy 
Electron microscopy was done as previously reported (Pan et al., 2004), with slight variations. 

Dissected brains from staged animals were immediately fixed in 2.5% gluteraldehyde (GTA) in 0.1M 

sodium cacodylate (SC) buffer (pH 7.4) O/N at 4oC. Samples were then washed 3X 20mins with 0.1M 
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SC buffer at RT followed by a final wash in 0.1M SC buffer O/N at 4oC. Samples were fixed with 1% 

osmium tetroxide in 0.1M SC buffer in glass tubes for 1hr at RT, and then washed 3X 20mins with 0.1m 

SC buffer. Samples were treated with 2% uranyl acetate (UA) in ddH20 for 2hr at RT covered, followed 

by 3X 20min washes in ddH20. Samples were then placed through an EtOH dehydration series (30, 50, 

70 90, 95, 2X 100%) for 10min each at RT. Propylene oxide (PO) was used as a transitional solvent: 

50/50 EtOH/PO, 2X 100 PO for 10 min each, 75/50 PO/Epon-812 resin for 30 mins, 50/50 PO/Epon- 

812 for 1hr, and 50/50 PO/Epon-812 O/N at RT. Fresh Epon-812 was then allowed to infiltrate tissue 

for 2hr, 4hr and O/N at RT. Flat block molds were half filled with Embed-812 resin and heated at 60oC 

for 4hr or until resin reached a tacky consistency. Samples were placed in blocks oriented anterior up 

and dorsal forward. Blocks were filled with resin and polymerized for 48hr at 60oC. Thick sections 

(500nm) were made using a Leica Ultracut UCT microtome until the dorsal most region of the brain 

was reached. Thick sections were continued for another 40µm. Thin sections (65nm) were then taken 

and collected on formvar-coated slotted grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences) at 10 sections per grid. 

PN boutons were chosen at random from within each MB calyx. Only 1 section per grid was imaged, 

with at least 5 grids (~3µm) between each grid examined. Images were acquired using a Philips CM10 

transmission electron microscopy at 80kV. 

 
Analysis statistics 
All measurements were done using ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). For area measurements (Figs. 

2B,C and 7) images were processed with the despeckle tool and threshold signals then selected using 

the wand tool in ImageJ. Rab5 studies (Fig. 3) were performed on single optical slices, with boutons 

selected at random and outlined with the free hand tool in ImageJ. All genotypes were run in parallel at 

the same time and under the same conditions for each replicate. All statistical analysis was performed 

using Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Data from two group comparisons were analyzed 

with a two-tailed unpaired t-test. Data from three or more comparisons were analyzed with one-way 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a Dunn’s multiple comparison 

test, comparing each mean to every other column. In figures, significant levels are shown as p>0.05 

(not significant; N.S.), p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**),p <0.001 (***) and p<0.0001 (****). 
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Abstract 
 
 
Glia engulf and phagocytose neurons during neural circuit developmental remodeling. Disrupting this 

pruning process contributes to Fragile X syndrome (FXS), a leading cause of intellectual disability and 

autism spectrum disorder in mammals. Utilizing a Drosophila FXS model central brain circuit, we 

identify two glial classes responsible for Draper-dependent elimination of developmentally transient 

PDF-Tri neurons. We find that neuronal Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP) drives insulin 

receptor activation in glia, promotes glial Draper engulfment receptor expression, and negatively 

regulates membrane-molding ESCRT-III Shrub function during PDF-Tri neuron clearance during 

neurodevelopment in Drosophila. In this context, we demonstrate genetic interactions between FMRP 

and insulin receptor signaling, FMRP and Draper, and FMRP and Shrub in PDF-Tri neuron elimination. 

We show that FMRP is required within neurons, not glia, for glial engulfment, indicating FMRP- 

dependent neuron-to-glia signaling mediates neuronal clearance. We conclude neuronal FMRP drives 

glial insulin receptor activation to facilitate Draper- and Shrub-dependent neuronal clearance during 

neurodevelopment in Drosophila. 
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Introduction 
 
 

Glial phagocytosis during neural circuit refinement and remodeling occurs from the level of 

individual synapses through whole neurons (Hilu-Dadia and Kurant, 2020; Kurant, 2011; Wilton et al., 

2019). A classic example at the peripheral mammalian neuromuscular junction (NMJ) involves glial 

engulfment to remove excess synapses (Darabid et al., 2013), and similar glial phagocytic activity at 

the Drosophila NMJ removes shed synaptic material (Fuentes-Medel et al., 2009). Centrally, in the 

developing mammalian retinal geniculate system, glia engulf superfluous axons (Schafer et al., 2012; 

Stevens et al., 2007), and similar glial phagocytic activity in the developing Drosophila brain mushroom 

body prunes unneeded axons (Awasaki and Ito, 2004; Awasaki et al., 2006; Hakim et al., 2014; Watts 

et al., 2004). Importantly, glia can remove entire neurons from neural circuits during developmental 

remodeling. For example, glia phagocytose neurons in the developing mammalian dorsal root ganglia 

(Wu et al., 2009), and similar glial phagocytic activity occurs within the developing Drosophila nervous 

system (Cantera and Trujillo-Cenoz, 1996; Hilu-Dadia et al., 2018; Shklyar et al., 2014; Sonnenfeld and 

Jacobs, 1995; Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 2014). It is through such glial elimination that the 

developing brain sculpts the neural circuitry, facilitating optimized function and behavioral output. 

Disruptions in glial phagocytosis lead to inefficient connectivity and inappropriate neurons in neural 

circuits, which is associated with numerous neurological disease states (Comery et al., 1997; Derecki 

et al., 2012; Hinton et al., 1991; Sellgren et al., 2019; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). Given the high 

conservation of glial engulfment processes, Drosophila disease models are emerging as a fruitful 

avenue to gain genetic and molecular insights into developmental glial phagocytosis mechanisms. 

A prevalent neurodevelopmental disorder is Fragile X syndrome (FXS), the most common 

heritable intellectual disability (ID) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD)(Doll and Broadie, 2014; Sears 

and Broadie, 2017; Specchia et al., 2019). Recent reports reveal glial defects across the range of FXS 

animal models. Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein (FMRP) knockout mice show defects in glial 

engulfment of hippocampal synapses (Jawaid et al., 2018). Similarly, Drosophila FMRP nulls display 

defective glial pruning of mushroom body neurons during metamorphosis, and delayed glial clearance 

of injured/damaged neurons (O’Connor et al., 2017). Our own work has also suggested putative links 

to defective glial phagocytic clearance. We discovered that the central brain circuit peptide dispersing 

factor tritocerebral (PDF-Tri) neurons, which are normally developmentally transient and eliminated 

from the circuitry following adult eclosion, fail to prune in Drosophila FMRP mutants and inappropriately 

persist into maturity (Gatto and Broadie, 2011). More recently, we discovered that the endosomal 

sorting complex required for transport III (ESCRT-III) conserved core component Shrub (human 

Chmp4) is elevated in the Drosophila FXS model, causing disrupted circuit remodeling with 
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inappropriate axonal branching (Vita and Broadie, 2017). Shrub/Chmp4 is known to pinch neuronal 

membranes to fragment their processes during neuronal clearance (Loncle et al., 2015). Based on 

these combined studies, we hypothesized glial phagocytic defects in the Drosophila FXS disease 

model. 

Drosophila has conserved glial phagocytic machinery (Freeman, 2015; Hilu-Dadia and Kurant, 

2020; Wilton et al., 2019; Yildirim et al., 2019). For example, the engulfment receptor Draper(Freeman 

et al., 2003) (mammalian Megf10/Jedi) has an essential conserved role in glial phagocytosis. In 

Drosophila, Draper mediates glial clearance of central neurons in early development (Hilu-Dadia and 

Kurant, 2020; Kurant et al., 2008; McLaughlin et al., 2019; Shklyar et al., 2014), during glial-dependent 

remodeling of brain circuits during metamorphosis (Awasaki et al., 2006; Hilu-Dadia et al., 2018; 

Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 2014), and also during the elimination of axotomy damaged neurons 

following adult eclosion (Lu et al., 2017; MacDonald et al., 2006; Winfree et al., 2017). Draper activation 

initiates a conserved signaling cascade driving the internalization and degradation of phagocytosed 

material, including Ced-6, Ced-12, Drk and Src42a proteins (Awasaki et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2014; 

Ziegenfuss et al., 2008, 2012). Proper glial engulfment requires identifying phagocytosis targets via 

extracellular cues presented by the neurons to glial receptors. Recent Drosophila work has identified 

insulin-like signaling as a critical cue driving glial phagocytosis following axotomy (Musashe et al., 

2016). Neurons to be phagocytized secrete insulin-like peptides from dense core vesicles, which leads 

to phosphorylation (activation) of insulin receptors on glia. Insulin signaling drives Draper upregulation 

in an Akt/Stat92e-dependent mechanism, resulting in glial clearance of neurons (Musashe et al., 2016). 

Although insulin signaling has thus been demonstrated for glial responses to brain injury, it remains to 

be tested whether this mechanism also mediates glial phagocytosis during normal neural circuit 

developmental remodeling. 

In the current study, we focus on developmental remodeling of the Drosophila central brain PDF- 

Tri neurons (Helfrich-Förster, 1997; Selcho et al., 2018). These neurons are normally developmentally 

transient and eliminated over a several day period following eclosion, but fail to be removed in the 

Drosophila FXS model (Gatto and Broadie, 2011). We discover a role for the glial engulfment receptor 

Draper driving the Dynamin-dependent phagocytic clearance of PDF-Tri neurons during remodeling. 

We establish a link between FMRP and Draper, with FMRP promoting Draper expression. We show 

FMRP loss results in reduced Draper levels, while Draper restoration in FMRP null animals mitigates 

glial clearance defects in the FXS disease model. We find FMRP is required only in neurons, not glia, 

and acts to regulate intercellular signaling that activates glial insulin receptors to initiate the 

developmental elimination of PDF-Tri neurons. For the phagocytosis mechanism, we show FMRP- 

dependent regulation of membrane-molding ESCRT-III Shrub is required, with correction of Shrub 

levels reducing the inappropriate PDF-Tri neuron retention in the FXS disease model. Taken together, 
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these results reveal a FMRP-dependent neuron-to-glia intercellular signaling pathway triggering glial 

phagocytic developmental remodeling of central brain neural circuitry, suggesting putative therapeutic 

targets for the FXS neurodevelopmental disorder. 

 
Results 

 
 
PDF-Tri neurons are eliminated during circuit developmental remodeling 

Development remodeling of brain circuitry requires mechanisms to ensure targeted removal of 

selected neurons. We focus here on peptide dispersing factor tritocerebrum (PDF-Tri) neurons, which 

are pruned following adult eclosion (Gatto and Broadie, 2011; Helfrich-Förster, 1997; Selcho et al., 

2018). To examine these transient PDF-Tri neurons, PDF-Gal4 driven membrane-tethered GFP 

(mCD8::GFP) is co-labeled with anti-PDF (Fig. 3.1)(Golovin et al., 2019; Selcho et al., 2018). PDF-Tri 

neurons consist of 1-2 pairs of somata bilaterally positioned in the tritocerebrum on the anterior face of 

the brain, in close proximity to the esophagus (Fig. 3.1a)(Selcho et al., 2018). PDF-Tri processes extend 

posteriorly and ventrally into the subesophageal zone (SEZ), dorsally through the medial bundle 

(MDBL), and into the superior medial protocerebrum near the dorsal brain surface (Fig. 3.1a). The 

highly ramified dendritic arbors and axonal projections of PDF-Tri neurons project throughout the SEZ 

just dorsal to, and surrounding, the esophageal foramen (Fig. 3.1a). As PDF-Tri processes project 

toward the posterior surface through the MBDL, two linearized branching tracks extend laterally toward 

the dorsal side of the brain (Fig. 3.1a). In addition to these developmentally-transient PDF-Tri neurons, 

PDF expression also occurs in the adjacent adult-persistent ventral lateral neurons (LNvs; Fig. 3.1b). 

These persistent PDF+ neurons are not the focus of this work, but serve as valuable internal controls 

for brain labeling and orientation. 

Following adult eclosion, the extensive PDF-Tri neuron network is eliminated over a period of 

several days (Fig. 3.1b,c)(Gatto and Broadie, 2011; Helfrich-Förster, 1997; Selcho et al., 2018). In 

newly-eclosed adults (0 days post-eclosion; DPE), PDF-Tri neurons are consistently present along the 

brain central midline (Fig. 3.1b,c; left). Dense PDF+ projections occur in the SEZ and surrounding the 

esophageal foramen. Two days later (2 DPE), extensive removal of the PDF-Tri circuitry is underway, 

with disassembly/process loss following a dorsal to ventral gradient (Fig. 3.1b,c; middle), as reported 

previously (Helfrich-Förster, 1997). Higher magnification reveals a fragmented appearance of the 

mCD8::GFP membrane marker, indicating active remodeling and process elimination during this time 

window (Fig. 3.1c, middle). GFP perdurance lasts slightly longer than anti-PDF labeling. Finally by 5 
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Figure 3.1: Central brain PDF-Tri neurons 
are transient and eliminated following 
development 
a. Central brain PDF-Tri neurons in a newly- 
eclosed adult Drosophila co-labeled for PDF- 
Gal4 driven UAS-mCD8::GFP (PDF>GFP, 
green, left), anti-PDF (magenta, middle) and 
merged (right). The dorsal (D) – ventral (V) 
orientation is indicated, with the PDF-Tri 
neuron soma (asterisk) dorsal to the 
subesophageal zone (SEZ) and axons 
projecting via the median bundle (arrows). 
Scale bar: 10µm. b. PDF-Tri neuron clearance 
shown in days post eclosion (DPE) at 25oC. 
Low magnification whole brain images are co- 
labeled for both membrane marker PDF>GFP 
(green) and anti-PDF (magenta), as above in 
panel a, with the developmentally-transient 
central PDF-Tri neurons and adult-persisting 
ventral lateral neurons (LNVs). Scale bar: 
50µm. c. High magnification images of the 
PDF-Tri neurons (boxed central brain region in 
panel b). The timing sequence shows 
progressive elimination of the PDF-Tri neurons 
over the first 5 days of post-eclosion 
development. Scale bar: 12µm. Images are 
representative of three independent 
experiments. 

 
DPE, the PDF-Tri neurons are typically 

completely absent from the brain, with 

only occasional sparse processes 

remaining (Fig. 3.1b,c; right). 

Importantly, both the PDF-Gal4 driven 

mCD8::GFP and anti-PDF labeling of 

the PDF-Tri neurons have completely 

disappeared with a similar time course, 

indicating total elimination of the 

developmentally-transient PDF-Tri 

neurons by 5 DPE (Fig. 3.1b,c; right). 

The other PDF+ clock circuitry persists 

unaffected. Thus, the PDF-Tri neuron system is ideally suited for studying the mechanisms of neural 

circuit developmental remodeling via neuron elimination. 

 
Draper-dependent glial phagocytosis mediates PDF-Tri neuron elimination 

Glia are the major phagocytes within the brain, recognizing neurons to be phagocytosed by 

activation of glial engulfment receptors, such as Drosophila Draper-I (human Megf10/Jedi)(Wilton et 
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al., 2019). Upon phagocytosis initiation, glial cells proceed to engulf both neuronal processes and 

somata via Draper-dependent endocytic mechanisms. The well-studied GTPase “pinchase” Dynamin, 

first characterized as Drosophila Shibire, is essential for the glial phagocytotic engulfment of neurons 

during this clearance process (Awasaki and Ito, 2004; Hakim et al., 2014; Ziegenfuss et al., 2012). To 

test whether glia mediate the PDF-Tri neuron elimination, glial phagocytosis was conditionally blocked 

with a temperature-sensitive shibire (shibirets) allele acting as a dominant negative driven with a pan- 

glial Gal4 (repo-Gal4). Staged animals were raised at the permissive temperature (18oC) through late 

pupation, and then shifted to the shibirets non-permissive temperature (30oC) just prior to adult eclosion. 

To test whether Draper is necessary for PDF-Tri neuron elimination, both draper global null mutants 

(draperΔ5) and a characterized draper-RNAi targeted only to glia with repo-Gal4 were assayed 

(MacDonald et al., 2006). Staged control and mutant animals were imaged to test for PDF-Tri neuron 

clearance with anti-PDF labeling at 2 DPE (shibirets) and 5 DPE (draperΔ5 and draper-RNAi) when 

neurons are normally absent. Representative images and quantified results are summarized in 

Figure 3.2. 

Glia-targeted shibirets blockade of phagocytosis causes PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects (Fig. 

3.2a). Compared to controls lacking neurons (left panel), PDF-Tri neurons persist in mutants along the 

entire central brain midline (right panel, arrows). Like early development stages in controls (Fig. 3.1), 

glia-targeted shibirets results in highest density PDF-Tri processes within the ventral SEZ (Fig. 3.2a, 

lower arrows), compared to dorsal projections (upper arrows). Note animals were reared at higher 

temperature (30oC) to block Dynamin function, and therefore PDF-Tri neuron elimination is accelerated, 

with controls lacking PDF-Tri neurons by 2 DPE (Fig. 3.2a). To quantify PDF-Tri neuron clearance, two 

measurements were made; 1) total PDF-Tri neuron area, and 2) number of PDF+ puncta in the central 

brain (Fig. 3.2a, right). In these quantified comparisons, both PDF-Tri area (Mann-Whitney, p=0.0006, 

63.52±17.21 n=18 control, 412.3±95.91 n=19 glial shibirets) and PDF+ puncta number (t-test, p<0.0001, 

12.42±2.012 n=19 control, 47.15±6.34 n=20 glial shibirets) were significantly elevated in mutant animals 

compared with the matched controls (Fig. 3.2a, right). Taking these results together, we conclude that 

Dynamin-dependent phagocytosis by glial cells that can be conditionally blocked with the temperature- 

sensitive, dominant negative shibirets is required for PDF-Tri neuron elimination. 

We next tested Draper glial engulfment receptor involvement in PDF-Tri neuron clearance. In 

draper null mutants (draperΔ5), PDF-Tri neurons are retained at maturity compared to loss in controls 

(Fig. 3.2b). Similar to glial shibirets phagocytosis blockade, PDF-Tri neurons are clearly present in 

draper nulls across the ventral-dorsal axis (Fig. 3.2b, arrows). PDF+ processes are most prominent in 

the SEZ and less robustly in the dorsal brain (Fig. 3.2b). Quantification reveals draper nulls have 

significantly increased PDF-Tri neuron area (t-test, p<0.0001, 183.1±26.78 n=21 control, 631±71.56 

n=23 draper) and PDF+ puncta (Mann-Whitney, p<0.0001, 28.36±4.385 n=22 control, 60.26±3.661 
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n=23 draper; Fig. 3.2b, right). A glial-specific role was tested via repo-Gal4 targeted draper-RNAi, which 

causes PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects (Fig. 3.2c). PDF-Tri processes are prominent in SEZ and 

surrounding esophageal foramen (arrows). The repo-Gal4>draper-RNAi appears slightly weaker than 

the null, likely reflecting incomplete Draper knockdown. Glial-specific Draper knockdown causes 

significantly more PDF-Tri neuron area (t-test, p<0.0001, 58.24±14.41 n=16 control, 602.03±78.46 

n=17 draper-RNAi) and PDF+ puncta (t-test, p<0.0001, 8±2.04 n=15 control, 48.24±4.746 n=17 draper- 

RNAi; Fig. 3.2c). These results demonstrate glial Draper-mediated phagocytosis is necessary for PDF- 

Tri neuron clearance. 

We next used terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) to assay 

for PDF-Tri neuron apoptosis (Gatto and Broadie, 2011) in control versus draper null mutants. Brains 

were labeled at 0 DPE, when PDF-Tri neurons are still present in controls. In both controls and draper 

null animals, the vast majority of PDF-Tri neurons are TUNEL+ (Supplemental Fig. 2a, arrows). 

Quantification shows no difference in PDF-Tri neuron number (Mann-Whitney, p=0.763, 0.878±0.0551 

n=15 control, 0.875±0.0897 n=12 draper) or the percentage of TUNEL+ neurons (Mann-Whitney, 

p=0.227, 2.333±0.1260 n=15 control, 2.000±0.213 n=12 draper; Supplemental Fig. 2b), indicating 

normal cell death occurs without Draper function. We examined candidate cell death markers 

suggested to mark dying cells as Draper ligands. Phosphatidylserine (PS) and Pretaporter are both 

externalized on apoptotic cells to function as putative Draper ligands (Kuraishi et al., 2009). PDF-Tri 

neurons were labeled for surface expression of both markers in detergent-free conditions using 

Annexin-V (PS) and anti-Pretaporter, respectively. There is no detectable co-localization with PDF-Tri 

neurons (Supplemental Fig. 3a,b). Together, these results show an uncharacterized Draper-dependent 

mechanism mediates glial phagocytosis of PDF-Tri neurons. 
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Figure 3.2: Central PDF-Tri neuron elimination requires Draper-dependent glial clearance 
a. Whole brains labeled with anti-PDF in transgenic glial driver control (repo-QF/+, left) and with dominant-negative 
shibirets expressed in glia (repo-QF>shibirets, right). PDF-Tri neurons (arrows) absent in controls, but persist when glial 
phagocytosis is blocked. Brains at 2 DPE, raised at 30oC. Right: Graphs showing central PDF-Tri area (left) and PDF+ 
puncta (right) in the two genotypes. Area: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0006, 63.52±17.21 n=18 control, 412.3±95.91 
n=19 glial shibirets. Puncta: Two-sided t-test, p<0.0001, 12.42±2.012 n=19 control, 47.15±6.34 n=20 glial shibirets. b. 
Brains labeled with anti-PDF in genetic background control (w1118) and draper null (draper∆5). PDF-Tri neurons absent 
in controls, but persist when Draper activity is blocked. Brains at 5 DPE, raised at 25oC. Right: Graphs show anti-PDF 
area (right) and PDF+ puncta (left). Area: Two-sided t-test, p<0.0001, 183.1±26.78 n=21 control, 631±71.56 n=23 
draper. Puncta: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p<0.0001, 28.36±4.385 n=22 control, 60.26±3.661 n=23 draper. c. PDF- 
labeled brains in transgenic control (repo-Gal4/+) and with draper-RNAi in glia (repo-Gal4>draper-RNAi). Right: Graphs 
show anti-PDF area (right) and puncta (left). Area: Two-sided t-test, p<0.0001, 58.24±14.41 n=16 control, 
602.03±78.46 n=17 draper-RNAi. Puncta: Two-sided t-test, p<0.0001, 8±2.04 n=15 control, 48.24±4.746 n=17 draper- 
RNAi. Scatter plot graphs show mean ± SEM. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance shown for p<0.001 
(***) and p<0.0001 (****). Scale bar: 50µm. Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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Ensheathing and cortex glia are the major phagocytes of PDF-Tri neuron clearance 
Drosophila has five defined CNS glial classes; blood brain barrier perineurial/subperineural glia, 

cortex glia enveloping neural soma, ensheathing glia compartmentalizing neuropiles, and astrocyte- 

like glia interacting with synapses (Freeman, 2015; Kremer et al., 2017). We sought to identify the glial 

class responsible for PDF-Tri neuron clearance. Cortex, ensheathing and astrocyte-like glia are all 

implicated as primary phagocytes in various contexts and developmental periods (Doherty et al., 2009; 

Hakim et al., 2014; McLaughlin et al., 2019; Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 2014). We therefore 

focused on these three classes as the candidates. Selective drivers were used for the astrocyte-like 

(R86E01-Gal4), ensheathing (R56F03-Gal4) and cortex (R54H02-Gal4) glia (Fig. 3.3a)(Jenett et al., 

2012; Kremer et al., 2017). Combining mCD8::GFP under control of each driver generates distinctive 

brain localization and cellular morphology for each glial class (Fig. 3.3a). Astrocyte-like glial (ALG) 

exhibit a highly ramified and tufted appearance infiltrating central neuropiles (Fig. 3.3a, left). 

Ensheathing glia (EG) prominently define and surround each brain neuropile (Fig. 3.3a, middle). Cortex 

glia (CG) are found superficially in the brain surrounding neural cell bodies (Fig. 3.3a, right). Using each 

Gal4 driver to target draper-RNAi, PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects were assayed with anti-PDF 

labeling at 5 DPE, when the neurons have been eliminated in controls. Representative images and 

quantified results are summarized in Figure 3.3. 

With ALG-driven draper-RNAi, PDF-Tri neurons are eliminated normally, similar to controls (Fig. 

3.3b). No statistical difference occurs with ALG knockdown (Area: t-test, p=0.0622, 52.55±10.6 n=13 

control, 136.3±35.71 n=18 draper-RNAi; Puncta: t-test, p=0.214, 11.29±2.471 n=14 control, 

17.78±4.068 n=18 draper-RNAi; Fig. 3.3b, right). In contrast, EG-driven draper-RNAi has a strong effect 

on PDF-Tri neuron clearance (Fig. 3.3c). PDF+ processes are easily identified at esophageal foramen 

and traversing the MBDL (Fig. 3.3c, arrows). Quantification reveals significantly increased PDF-Tri area 

and PDF+ puncta (Area: t-test, p=0.0003, 33.65±10.14 n=16 control, 230.8±48.787 n=15 draper-RNAi; 

Puncta: Mann-Whitney, p=0.0003, 7.176±1.867 n=17 control, 26.38±3.936 n=16 draper-RNAi; Fig. 

3.3c, right). CG-driven draper-RNAi also causes PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects. PDF+ processes 

again occur prominently in the SEZ (Fig. 3.3d, arrows). CG knockdown results in significantly more 

PDF-Tri area and PDF+ puncta (Area: t-test, p=0.0008, 65.11±23.33 n=12 control, 199±25.09 n=12 

draper-RNAi; Puncta: Mann-Whitney, p=0.0039, 10.25±3.148 n=12 control, 22.29±2.653 n=14 draper- 

RNAi; Fig. 3.3d, right). These results indicate both ensheathing and cortex glia phagocytose PDF-Tri 

neurons. 

To test glial class contributions, PDF-Tri neuron clearance was assayed in proximal SEZ and 

distal MDBL regions (Fig. 3.4). CG driven draper-RNAi causes retention in SEZ, but not in MDBL (Fig. 

3.4a, left). Quantification shows significantly more PDF area in SEZ compared to MDBL (Mann- 
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Whitney, p=0.0006, 26.61±17.89 n=7 MDBL, 94.62±13.93 n=8 SEZ) and more PDF+ puncta (Mann- 

Whitney, p=0.0079, 4.28±2.643 n=7 MDBL, 18.88±3.573 n=8 SEZ; Fig 3.4b). Compared to driver 

control (R54H02-Gal4/+), CG driven draper-RNAi results in significantly more PDF area (Mann- 

Whitney, p=0.0003, 5.236±2.481 n=7 control, 94.62±13.93 n=8 draper-RNAi) and PDF+ puncta (Mann- 

Whitney, p=0.0020, 2.429±1.232 n=7 control, 18.88±3.573 n=8 draper-RNAi) only in SEZ 

(Supplemental Fig. 4). In contrast, EG driven draper-RNAi results in PDF-Tri neuron retention in both 

SEZ and MDBL (Fig. 3.4a, right). Compared to driver control (R56F03-Gal4/+), EG driven draper-RNAi 

causes significant more PDF area (Mann-Whitney, p=0.0034, 13.19±11.31 n=8 control, 58.98±13.89 

n=8 draper-RNAi) and puncta (Mann-Whitney, p=0.0006, 1.25±0.9955 n=8 control, 13.88±2.642 n=8 

draper-RNAi) in SEZ and MDBL(Area: t-test, p=0.0059, 6.738±4.501 n=8 control, 33.33±6.844 n=8 

draper-RNAi; Puncta: Mann-Whitney, p=0.00373, 3.625±2.464 n=8 control, 12.00±2.360 n=8 draper- 

RNAi) (Supplemental Fig. 4), suggesting a CG/EG glial interaction driving the clearance of PDF-Tri 

neurons. 

We next sought to determine whether the CG or EG class is responsible for removal of PDF-Tri 

somata. Brains were co-labeled with anti-PDF and anti-Draq5 (nuclear stain) with both CG and EG 

driven draper-RNAi to assay for PDF-Tri cell body retention (Fig. 3.4c,d). CG driver controls rarely show 

PDF/Draq5 co-localization at 5 DPE (Fig. 3.4c, top panel). In contrast, CG driving draper-RNAi 

consistently causes retained PDF-Tri cell bodies (Fig. 3.4c, lower panel, arrows). In quantified 

comparisons, CG driven draper-RNAi results in significantly more PDF-Tri neuron somata per brain 

compared to driver controls (Mann-Whitney, p=0.0009, 0.2308±0.1662 n=13 control, 1.643±0.3249 

n=14 draper-RNAi) (Fig. 3.4c, right). However, examination of EG driven draper-RNAi reveals no 

detectable affect on PDF-Tri neuron cell body removal, with co-localization between PDF and Draq5 

almost never observed in either controls or EG>draper-RNAi (Fig. 3.4d). Quantification demonstrates 

no significant difference in the number of PDF-Tri neuron somata per brain (Mann-Whitney, p=0.1567, 

0.000±0.000 n=16 control, 0.1818±0.1220 n=11 draper-RNAi; Fig. 4d, right). These results suggest the 

CG and EG glia work cooperatively to completely remove PDF-Tri neurons, with the CG class acting 

specifically on cell bodies and proximal processes while the EG class facilitates clearance more distally. 
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Figure 3.3: Central PDF-Tri neuron elimination requires both ensheathing and cortex glia 
a. Brains expressing membrane-tethered mCD8::GFP in glial classes; 1) astrocyte-like glia (ALG, R86E01- 
Gal4>mCD8::GFP, left), 2) ensheathing glia (EG, R56F03-Gal4>mCD8::GFP, middle) and 3) cortex glia (CG, 
R54H02-Gal4>mCD8::GFP, right). Images are representative of three independent experiments. b. 5 DPE brains 
labeled with anti-PDF in ALG driver control (R86E01-Gal4/+) and expressing draper-RNAi (R86E0-Gal4>draper- 
RNAi). Right: Graphs show anti-PDF area (left) and puncta (right). Area: Two-sided t-test, p=0.0622, 52.55±10.6 
n=13 control, 136.3±35.71 n=18 draper-RNAi. Puncta: Two-sided t-test, p=0.214, 11.29±2.471 n=14 control, 
17.78±4.068 n=18 draper-RNAi. c. EG driver control (R56F03-Gal4/+) and draper-RNAi (R56F03-Gal4>draper- 
RNAi). PDF-Tri neurons (arrows) absent in controls, but persist with Draper activity blocked. Right: Graphs show 
area (left) and puncta (right). Area: Two-sided t-test, p=0.0003, 33.65±10.14 n=16 control, 230.8±48.787 n=15 
draper-RNAi; Puncta: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0003, 7.176±1.867 n=17 control, 26.38±3.936 n=16 draper- 
RNAi. d. CG driver control (R54H02-Gal4/+) and draper-RNAi (R54H02-Gal4>draper-RNAi). Right: Graphs show 
area (left) and puncta (right). Area: Two-sided t-test, p=0.0008, 65.11±23.33 n=12 control, 199±25.09 n=12 draper- 
RNAi; Puncta: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0039, 10.25±3.148 n=12 control, 22.29±2.653 n=14 draper-RNAi. 
Scatter plot graphs: mean ± SEM. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance: p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.), 
p<0.01 (**), p<0.001 (***) and p<0.0001 (****). Scale bar: 50µm. Source data for this figure are provided in Source 
Data file. 
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Figure 3.4: Cortex and ensheathing glia clear PDF-Tri neurons in spatially restricted domains 
a. Brain midline labeled with anti-PDF at 5 DPE with cortex glia driven draper-RNAi (CG, R54H02-Gal4>draper-RNAi, 

left) or ensheathing glia driven draper-RNAi (EG, R56F03-Gal4>draper-RNAi, right). Boxed regions are the distal 
medial bundle (MDBL) or proximal subesophageal zone (SEZ). Scale bar: 25µm. Images are representative of two 
independent experiments. b. Quantification of anti-PDF area (top) or puncta (bottom) comparing MDBL and SEZ with 
CG>draper-RNAi (left, black/grey) and EG>draper-RNAi (right, blue/light blue). Area: CG> draper-RNAi, Two-sided 
Mann-Whitney, p=0.0006, 26.61±17.89 n=7 MDBL, 94.62±13.93 n=8 SEZ. EG> draper-RNAi, Two-sided t-test, 
p=0.1084, 33.33±6.844 n=8 MDBL, 59.89±13.89 n=8 SEZ. Puncta: CG> draper-RNAi, Two-sided Mann-Whitney, 
p=0.0079, 4.28±2.643 n=7 MDBL, 18.88±3.573 n=8 SEZ. EG> draper-RNAi, Two-sided t-test, p=0.6049, 12.00±2.360 
n=8 MDBL, 13.88±2.642 n=8 SEZ. c. Brain slices from 5 DPE control (CG, R54H02-Gal4/+, top) and draper-RNAi (CG, 
R54H02-Gal4>draper-RNAi) labeled with anti-PDF (green, left), nuclear anti-Draq5 (magenta, middle) and merge (left). 
Arrows indicate co-localized ant-PDF and -Draq5 (PDF-Tri soma). Arrowhead indicates PDF-Tri neuron slightly out of 
plane. Right: Quantification of PDF-Tri neuron cell bodies per brain. Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0009, 
0.2308±0.1662 n=13 control, 1.643±0.3249 n=14 draper-RNAi. d. Brain slices from 5 DPE control (EG, R56F03-Gal4/+, 
top) and draper-RNAi (EG, R56F03-Gal4>draper-RNAi) labeled with anti-PDF (green, left), nuclear anti-Draq5 
(magenta, middle) and merge (left). Scale bar: 25µm. Right: Quantification of PDF-Tri neuron cell bodies per brain. 
Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.1567, 0.000±0.000 n=16 control, 0.1818±0.1220 n=11 draper-RNAi. Scatter plots show 
mean ± SEM. Box and whisker plots show quartiles with max and min values, with plus sign indicating the mean. 
Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance: p>0.05 (not significant N.S.), p<0.01 (**) and p<0.001 (***). Source 
data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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FMRP and Draper interact together to mediate PDF-Tri neuron elimination 
We next set forth to identify triggering mechanisms for Draper-dependent glial engulfment during 

PDF-Tri neuron phagocytosis. Earlier work demonstrates that Fragile X Mental Retardation Protein 

(FMRP) is essential for PDF-Tri neuron elimination (Gatto and Broadie, 2011). In the FXS disease 

model lacking FMRP (dfmr1 null mutants), PDF-Tri neurons are retained at maturity (14 DPE) in 

multiple null alleles, with the defect fully rescued by re-introduction of wildtype FMRP (Gatto and 

Broadie, 2011). We therefore tested whether FMRP and Draper interact in the glial phagocytosis 

mechanism. To test for interaction, non-allelic complementation testing was performed by combining 

the two null mutants in trans-heterozygous combination (draperΔ5/dfmr150M)(Zhang et al., 2001). Trans- 

heterozygotes were compared to the two individual heterozygotes, as well as the two homozygous null 

mutants. If a clearance defect is observed only in trans-heterozygotes, similar to the null mutants but 

with no effect in the individual heterozygotes, the non-allelic non-complementation indicates the two 

gene products interact within the same process (Hawley and Gilliland, 2006; Kopke et al., 2020). As 

above, we assayed for brain PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects via anti-PDF labeling at 5 DPE, when 

the neurons have been totally eliminated in the controls. A summary of these analyses in shown in 

Figure 3.5. 

Compared to controls (w1118), null heterozygotes (draperΔ5/+, dfmr150M/+) show no defects in PDF- 

Tri neuron clearance (Fig. 3.5a, top), with no significant difference (Kruskal-Wallis, p>0.9999; Area: 

94.75±25.94 n=25 control, 25.60±7.212 n=19 draperΔ5/+, 66.16±19.78 n=19 dfmr150M/+; Puncta: 

15.15±3.3 n=27 control, 8.091±1.931 n=22 draperΔ5/+, 9.667±3.067 n=18 dfmr150M/+; Fig. 3.5b,c). Both 

homozygous nulls display prominent PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects (Fig. 3.5a, bottom, arrows), 

with significantly increased PDF area (Kruskal-Wallis; p=0.0068 94.75±25.94 n=25 control vs. 

417.2±84.86 n=20 dfmr1, p<0.0001 94.75±25.94 n=25 control vs. 553.2±69.81 n=16 draper; Fig. 3.5b) 

and elevated PDF+ puncta (Kruskal-Wallis, p=0.176 15.15±3.3 n=27 control vs. 30.65±4.944 n=18 

dfmr1, p=0.0003 15.15±3.3 n=27 control vs 45.81±5.443 n=16 draper; Fig. 3.5c). Trans-heterozygotes 

(draperΔ5/dfmr150M) closely mirror this PDF-Tri neuron retention (Fig. 3.5a, bottom right, arrows), with 

both PDF area and PDF+ puncta significantly elevated (Area: Kruskal-Wallis, p=0.0020, 94.75±25.94 

n=25 control, 438±69.81 n=31 dfmr1/draper; Puncta: Kruskal-Wallis, p=0.0155, 15.15±3.3 n=27 

control, 32.68±4.069 n=31 dfmr1/draper; Fig. 3.5b,c). These results indicate a genetic interaction 

between FMRP and Draper in PDF-Tri neuron clearance. 
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Figure 3.5: FMRP and Draper genetically interact to drive central PDF-Tri neuron elimination 
a. Whole brains (5 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF in all controls (top row); genetic background control (w1118), dfmr1 null 
heterozygote control (w1118; dfmr150M/+) and draper null heterozygote control (w1118; draper∆5/+). All three controls lack 
the central brain PDF-Tri neurons. The bottom row shows the three experimental genetic conditions; the dfmr1 
homozygous null mutant (w1118; dfmr150M), the draper homozygous null mutant (w1118; draper∆5) and the dfmr1/draper 
null trans-heterozygote (w1118; dfmr150M/draper∆5). All three genotypes exhibit persistent PDF-Tri neurons (arrows). 
Scale bar: 50µm. Images are representative of three independent experiments. b. Quantification of anti-PDF area for 
the central PDF-Tri neurons in all six genotypes. Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test, p>0.9999, 
94.75±25.94 n=25 control, 25.60±7.212 n=19 draperΔ5/+, 66.16±19.78 n=19 dfmr150M/+, p=0.0068 94.75±25.94 n=25 
control vs. 417.2±84.86 n=20 dfmr1, p<0.0001 94.75±25.94 n=25 control vs. 553.2±69.81 n=16 draper, p=0.0020, 
94.75±25.94 n=25 control, 438±69.81 n=31 dfmr1/draper. c. Quantification of anti-PDF puncta number for the central 
PDF-Tri neurons in all six genotypes. Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test, p>0.9999, 15.15±3.3 
n=27 control, 8.091±1.931 n=22 draperΔ5/+, 9.667±3.067 n=18 dfmr150M/+, p=0.176 15.15±3.3 n=27 control vs. 
30.65±4.944 n=18 dfmr1, p=0.0003 15.15±3.3 n=27 control vs 45.81±5.443 n=16 draper, p=0.0155, 15.15±3.3 n=27 
control, 32.68±4.069 n=31 dfmr1/draper. The scatter plot graphs show mean ± SEM. Sample size is n=number of 
animals. Significance shown for p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.), p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**) and p<0.001 (***). Source data for 
this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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FMRP promotes Draper-I expression to mediate PDF-Tri neuron clearance 
FMRP is an mRNA-binding translational regulator (Darnell et al., 2011; Sears et al., 2019), so 

we next assayed whether FMRP impacts Draper levels. Western blots from control (w1118) and dfmr1 

null (dfmr150M) brain lysates at 0 DPE were analyzed using a well-characterized Draper antibody 

recognizing all three isoforms (Drpr-I, -II, -III)(Logan et al., 2012). In controls, there is a Drpr-I band at 

the predicted molecular weight (Fig. 3.6a, top), with a second band representing both Drpr-II and -III 

(Fig. 3.6a, bottom), which are too close in size to distinguish, consistent with previous reports (Logan 

et al., 2012). In dfmr1 null brains, Drpr-I levels are clearly and consistently reduced, while Drpr-II/III 

appears identical to controls (Fig. 3.6a, Supplemental Fig. 5). Quantified comparisons normalized to α- 

Tubulin show a significant decrease in Drpr-I (t-test, p=0.0001, 1.000±0.03750 n=9 control, 

0.7156±0.04221 n=9 dfmr1), but no detectable change in Drpr-II/III (t-test, p=0.9076, 1.000±0.06112 

n=9 control, 0.9908±0.04875 n=9 dfmr1; Fig. 3.6a, right). To complement Draper studies, the same 

analysis was performed on numerous other components of the glial engulfment pathway (e.g. Ced-12, 

Ced-6, Src42a, Drk; Fig. 3.6b, Supplemental Fig. 6) using characterized antibodies for each protein 

(Awasaki et al., 2006; Geisbrecht et al., 2008; Moressis et al., 2009; Shindo et al., 2008). No detectable 

changes occur for any of these other pathway components in dfmr1 null brains compared to controls 

(Fig. 3.6b). Therefore, in this pathway only Draper-I appears impacted by FMRP loss. 

With Draper-I required for glial phagocytosis (Logan et al., 2012), dfmr1 null reduced Draper-I 

levels suggest a mechanistic impairment predicting restored Draper-I should prevent PDF-Tri clearance 

defects. To test this hypothesis, UAS-Drpr-I was targeted to glia with repo-Gal4 in the dfmr1 null. As 

above, 5 DPE control brains show complete loss of PDF-Tri neurons (Fig. 3.6c, left) and dfmr1 nulls 

retain neurons (Fig. 3.6c, middle), with significantly more PDF+ area and puncta (ANOVA, p<0.0001; 

Area: 14.1±6.406 n=17 control, 560.6±89.03 n=22 dfmr1; Puncta: 3.0±5.347 p=18 control, 44.95±5.211 

n=22 dfmr1; Fig. 3.6c, right). In contrast, dfmr1 nulls with glial-targeted Drpr-I exhibit greatly restored 

PDF-Tri neuron clearance, with only sparse PDF+ process labeling (Fig. 3.6c, right panel, arrow). 

Quantification shows glial-targeted Drpr-I in dfmr1 significantly reduces PDF area and PDF+ puncta 

(Area: ANOVA, p=0.0002, 560.6±89.03 n=22 dfmr1, 187.4±37.5 n=17 UAS-Drpr-I; Puncta: ANOVA, 

p=0.00272, 44.95±5.211 n=22 dfmr1, 28.67±4.981 n=21 UAS-Drpr-I; Fig. 3.6c, right). There is no 

significant difference in PDF-Tri neuron area compared to driver control (ANOVA, p=0.152, 14.1±6.406 

n=17 control, 187.4±37.5 n=17 UAS-Drpr-I), although PDF+ puncta remain elevated (ANOVA, 

p=0.0006, 3.0±5.347 n=18 control, 28.67±4.981 n=21 UAS-Drpr-I; Fig. 3.6c, right). These results show 

loss of glial Draper-I impairs PDF-Tri neuron clearance in the FXS model. 
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Figure 3.6: FMRP positively regulates Draper-I levels to drive PDF-Tri neuron elimination 
a. Representative anti-Draper Western blot of whole brain lysates (2 brains per lane, 0 DPE) for control (w1118) and 
dfmr1 null (w1118; dfmr150M). All bands labeled on the left: Draper-I (Drpr-I, top), Draper-II/III (Drpr-II/III, middle) and 
α-tubulin (bottom). Molecular weights listed on right (~kDa). Right: Graphs showing Draper-I (left) and Draper-II/III 
(right) levels normalized to α-tubulin in both genotypes. Drpr-I: Two-sided t-test, p=0.0001, 1.000±0.03750 n=9 
control, 0.7156±0.04221 n=9 dfmr1. Drpr-II/III: Two-sided t-test, p=0.9076, 1.000±0.06112 n=9 control, 
0.9908±0.04875 n=9 dfmr1. Sample size is n= number of independent protein extractions (2 brains/extraction). b. 
Representative Western blots for glial engulfment proteins in control and dfmr1 null. Labels listed left, and weights 
on right. Images are representative of two independent experiments (see supplemental figure 5). c. Whole brains 
(5 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF in transgenic glial driver control (repo-Gal4/+), dfmr1 null with glial driver (dfmr150M, 
repo-Gal4/dfmr150M) and driving UAS-Draper-I (UAS-Drpr-I/+; dfmr150M, repo-Gal4/dfmr150M). Scale bar: 50µm. 
Right: Quantification of anti-PDF area (left) and puncta (right). ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison 
test. Area: p<0.0001, 14.1±6.406 n=17 control, 560.6±89.03 n=22 dfmr1; p=0.152, 14.1±6.406 n=17 control, 
187.4±37.5 n=17 UAS-Drpr-I; p=0.0002, 560.6±89.03 n=22 dfmr1, 187.4±37.5 n=17 UAS-Drpr-I. Puncta: 3.0±5.347 
p=18 control, 44.95±5.211 n=22 dfmr1; p=0.0006, 3.0±5.347 n=18 control, 28.67±4.981 n=21 UAS-Drpr-I; 
p=0.00272, 44.95±5.211 n=22 dfmr1, 28.67±4.981 n=21 UAS-Drpr-I. Sample size is n=number of animals. Scatter 
plots show mean ± SEM. Significance: p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.), p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**), p<0.001 (***), p<0.0001 
(****). Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 

 

FMRP acts specifically within neurons for PDF-Tri neuron elimination 
FMRP is classically reported to act in neurons, although more recent accounts demonstrate glial 

functions (Cheng et al., 2016; Doll et al., 2020; Gholizadeh et al., 2015). To test FMRP requirements in 

PDF-Tri neuron clearance, dfmr1-RNAi (Sears et al., 2019) was targeted to glia (repo-Gal4) or neurons 

(elav-Gal4; Fig. 3.7). Control and RNAi brains were imaged at 5 DPE, when neurons are normally 

absent. Driving dfmr1-RNAi in glia has no effect on PDF-Tri neuron clearance, with the neurons absent 

in repo>dfmr1-RNAi brains (Fig. 3.7a). Quantification shows no change in PDF area or PDF+ puncta 

(Area: Mann-Whitney, p=0.5700, 98.62±32.84 n=15 control, 38.84±16.17 n=12 dfmr1-RNAi; Puncta: t- 

test, p=0.2650, 14.79±4.432 n=14 control, 9.063±2.676 n=16 dfmr1-RNAi; Fig. 3.7a, right). In sharp 

contrast, driving dfmr1-RNAi in neurons replicates the dfmr1 null PDF-Tri neuron clearance defect, with 

PDF-Tri neurons persisting along the entire brain midline (Fig. 3.7b, arrows). Quantification shows PDF- 

Tri neuron area and PDF+ puncta both significantly increased (Area: t-test, p=0.0105, 108.1±40.93 
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n=11 control, 303.7±51.3 n=16 dfmr1-RNAi; Puncta: t-test, p=0.0018, 11.91±3.706 n=11 control, 

36.38±5.169 n=16 dfmr1-RNAi; Fig. 3.7b, right). These results show that FMRP is required specifically 

within neurons, and not in glia, for the developmental elimination of PDF-Tri neurons, indicating that 

FMRP must regulate neuron-to-glia communication to drive Draper-dependent glial phagocytic 

clearance. 

Figure 3.7: FMRP is required specifically within neurons for PDF-Tri neuron elimination 
a. Whole brains (5 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF in transgenic glial driver control (repo-Gal4/+, top) and expressing 
dfmr1-RNAi targeted to glia (repo-Gal4>dfmr1-RNAi35200, bottom). Both genotypes exhibit a lack of PDF-Tri neurons 
in the central brain. Right: Graphs showing central PDF-Tri area (left) and PDF+ puncta (right) in the two genotypes. 
Area: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.5700, 98.62±32.84 n=15 control, 38.84±16.17 n=12 dfmr1-RNAi; Puncta: Two- 
sided t-test, p=0.2650, 14.79±4.432 n=14 control, 9.063±2.676 n=16 dfmr1-RNAi. b. Brains (5 DPE) labeled with anti- 
PDF in the transgenic neuron driver control (elav-Gal4/+, top) and expressing dfmr1-RNAi targeted to neurons (elav- 
Gal4>dfmr1-RNAi35200, bottom). The PDF-Tri neurons are absent in controls, but persist when FMRP function is 
removed in neurons (arrows). Right: Graphs showing anti-PDF area (left) and PDF+ puncta (right) in the two 
genotypes. Area: Two-sided t-test, p=0.0105, 108.1±40.93 n=11 control, 303.7±51.3 n=16 dfmr1-RNAi; Puncta: Two- 
sided t-test, p=0.0018, 11.91±3.706 n=11 control, 36.38±5.169 n=16 dfmr1-RNAi. Scatter plot graphs show mean ± 
SEM. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance shown for p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.), p<0.05 (*) and 
p<0.01 (**). Scale bar: 50µm. Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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FMRP acts via glial insulin receptor activation to mediate PDF-Tri neuron clearance 
Glia identify neurons to be cleared via extracellular cues (Wilton et al., 2019), with insulin 

receptor (InR) signaling involved in Drosophila brain (Musashe et al., 2016). Compared to 5 DPE 

controls, InRE19(HR) mutants (Yamamoto et al., 2020) retain PDF-Tri neurons (Fig. 3.8a). Quantification 

shows significantly increased PDF area (t-test, p=0.0002, 39.84±10.94 n=19 control, 168.4±28.86 n=19 

InRE19(HR)) and PDF+ puncta (Mann-Whitney, p<0.0001, 6.563±1.891 n=16 control, 41.00±6.841 n=19 

InRE19(HR); Fig. 3.8b). To test an FMRP/InR signaling intersection, we used a phosphorylated insulin 

receptor (InRP) antibody readout (Musashe et al., 2016). In controls, prominent InRP signaling occurs 

in repo-Gal4 driven mCD8::GFP marked glial processes (Fig. 3.9a, top) and a pair of adjacent cell 

bodies (arrows). To verify these glia, brains were triple labeled with repo-Gal4 driven mCD8::GFP, anti- 

Repo and anti-InRP. Co-localization occurs between all 3 labels (Supplemental Fig. 7a). In dfmr1 null 

mutants, activated InRP signaling in glia is reduced (Fig. 3.9a, bottom). Quantification shows InRP 

intensity significantly decreased in dfmr1 null glia (t-test, p=0.0054, 1.00±0.0815 n=12 control, 

0.694±0.0521 n=11 dfmr1; Fig. 3.9c). CG or EG driven mCD8::GFP glia co-labeled with InRP reveals 

prominent co-localization with EG and sparser co-localization with CG (Supplemental Fig. 7b,c). 

Together, these results suggest InR signaling drives EG/CG glia-dependent PDF-Tri neuron clearance. 

We hypothesized that FMRP-dependent neuron-to-glia insulin signaling mediates PDF-Tri 

neuron clearance, and predicted increasing glia InR activation in dfmr1 null mutants should prevent 

phagocytosis defects. To test this idea, a constitutively activated insulin receptor (InRCA)(Musashe et 

al., 2016) was driven with repo-Gal4 in dfmr1 nulls. 5 DPE controls exhibit PDF-Tri neuron elimination 

and dfmr1 nulls retain PDF-Tri neurons (Fig. 3.9b). Quantification shows dfmr1 nulls have significantly 

elevated PDF area (ANOVA, p=0.0011, 18.18±9.959 n=7 control, 952.3±211.9 n=10 dfmr1) and PDF+ 

puncta (ANOVA, p<0.0001, 3.286±1.686 n=7 control, 62.6±7.524 n=10 dfmr1; Fig. 3.9d,e). In contrast, 

glial-targeted InRCA in dfmr1 nulls restores PDF-Tri neuron clearance, with the neurons mostly 

eliminated and only weak remnant PDF+ processes persisting (Fig. 3.9b, right). Quantification shows 

PDF area significantly reduced compared to dfmr1 nulls (ANOVA, p=0.0197, 352.8±105.9 n=10 InRCA, 

952.3±211.9 n=10 dfmr1), with no significant difference to controls (ANOVA, p=0.3183, 18.18±9.858 

n=7 control, 352.8±105.9 n=10 InRCA; Fig. 3.9d). PDF+ puncta are also significantly reduced 

compared to dfmr1 nulls (ANOVA, p=0.0054, 32.9±6.28 n=10 InRCA, 62.6±7.524 n=10 dfmr1), albeit 

still slightly elevated compared to controls (ANOVA, p=0.0118, 3.286±1.686 n=7 control, 32.9±6.28 

n=10 InRCA; Fig. 3.9e). These results suggest neuronal FMRP drives glial InR activation for Draper- 

dependent phagocytosis of PDF-Tri neurons. 
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Figure 3.8: Insulin receptor signaling drives developmental clearance of PDF-Tri neurons 
a. Whole brains (5 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF in the control (w; InRwildtype(HR), right) and the insulin receptor (InR) 
mutant (w; InRE19(HR), left). The PDF+ adult-persistent ventral lateral neurons (LNvs) within the lateral brain optic 
lobes serve as valuable internal controls for both brain labeling and orientation. The developmentally transient PDF- 
Tri neurons along the central brain midline are absent in the matched genetic background controls, but persist when 
the InR signaling function is eliminated (arrows). Scale bar: 50µm. b. Quantification of anti-PDF area (left) and PDF+ 
puncta (right) in the two genotypes. Area: Two-sided t-test, p=0.0002, 39.84±10.94 n=19 control, 168.4±28.86 n=19 
InRE19(HR). Puncta: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p<0.0001, 6.563±1.891 n=16 control, 41.00±6.841 n=19 InRE19(HR). 
Scatter plot graphs show mean ± SEM. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance: p<0.001 (***) and 
p<0.0001 (****). Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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Figure 3.9: FMRP drives glial insulin receptor activation to mediate PDF-Tri neuron clearance 
a. Central brains (2 DPE) co-labeled for glial mCD8::GFP (left), anti-phosphorylated insulin receptor (InRP, middle) and 

merge (right) in the control (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; repo-Gal4/+) and dfmr1 null (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; dfmr150M, repo- 
Gal4/dfmr150M). White outline indicates glial area used for InRP measurements; arrows indicate glial cell bodies. Range 
indicator bar for InRP intensity level below. Scale bar: 10µm. b. Whole brains (5 DPE) anti-PDF labeled in glial driver 
control (repo-Gal4/+), dfmr1 null with driver (dfmr150M, repo-Gal4/dfmr150M) and InRCA targeted to glia (UAS-InRdel/+; 
dfmr150M, repo-Gal4/dfmr150M). PDF-Tri neurons (arrows) in dfmr1 null. Scale bar: 50µm. c. Quantification of normalized 
InRP levels from panel a. Two-sided t-test, p=0.0054, 1.00±0.0815 n=12 control, 0.694±0.0521 n=11 dfmr1. d. 
Quantification of the PDF-Tri area from panel b. ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test, p=0.0011, 
18.18±9.959 n=7 control, 952.3±211.9 n=10 dfmr1; p=0.3183, 18.18±9.858 n=7 control, 352.8±105.9 n=10 InRCA; 
=0.0197, 352.8±105.9 n=10 InRCA, 952.3±211.9 n=10 dfmr1. e. Quantification of PDF+ puncta from panel b. ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test, p<0.0001, 3.286±1.686 n=7 control, 62.6±7.524 n=10 dfmr1; p=0.0118, 
3.286±1.686 n=7 control, 32.9±6.28 n=10 InRCA; p=0.0054, 32.9±6.28 n=10 InRCA, 62.6±7.524 n=10 dfmr1. Scatter 
plot graphs show mean ± SEM. Sample sized is n=number of animals. Significance shown for p>0.05 (not significant, 
N.S.), p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**) and p<0.0001 (****). Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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FMRP regulates ESCRT-III Shrub for PDF-Tri neuron fragmentation and clearance 
FMRP negatively regulates endosomal sorting complex required for transport III (ESCRT-III) 

core component Shrub/Chmp4 (Vita and Broadie, 2017), which constricts neuronal membranes to drive 

fragmentation (Loncle et al., 2015). Importantly, Shrub/Chmp4 loss and overexpression cause similar 

phenotypes (Babst et al., 2002b; Teis et al., 2008). Consistently, Shrub overexpression in PDF-Tri 

neurons (PDF-Gal4>UAS-shrub) results in significant retention (Area: t-test, p=0.0.0248, 26.85±8.134 

n=14 control, 84.22±18.34 n=23 UAS-shrub; Puncta: Mann-Whitney, p=0.0384, 3.769±0.7775 n=13 

control, 26.39±6.579 n=23 UAS-shrub; Supplemental Fig. 8b,c). Activated Shrub assembles in helical 

arrays appearing as fluorescent puncta (Raab et al., 2016; Shen et al., 2014). Such Shrub puncta are 

clearly apparent in PDF-Tri neurons at 2 DPE, indicating Shrub is active during glial developmental 

clearance (Fig. 3.10a, top, arrows). High magnification inspection of all individual Z-stack slices reveals 

Shrub puncta localized to areas of apparent PDF-Tri neuron fragmentation (Fig. 3.10a, bottom, arrows). 

To confirm these observations, we repeated studies with PDF-Gal4 driven mCD8::GFP in PDF-Tri 

neuron membranes co-labeled with anti-Shrub. Again, Shrub puncta occur at areas of apparent PDF- 

Tri neuron fragmentation (Supplemental Fig. 8a, arrows). These results suggest a Shrub role in the 

fragmentation of the PDF-Tri neurons, as a prerequisite for glial engulfment and phagocytic clearance 

during developmental remodeling. 

To test this hypothesis, we reduced Shrub (shrub4/+)(Sweeney et al., 2006) in dfmr1 null 

mutants, restoring dfmr1 Shrub levels to wildtype levels, as previously demonstrated (Vita and Broadie, 

2017). As above, 5 DPE control animals lack PDF-Tri neurons and dfmr1 nulls show elevated PDF-Tri 

neuron area (ANOVA, p=0.044, 152±35.45 n=15 control, 632±151.5 n=16 dfmr1) and PDF+ puncta 

(ANOVA, p=0.009, 26.88±5.612 n=16 control, 58.5±8.231 n=16 dfmr1; Fig. 3.10b). In contrast, Shrub 

reduction results in strong restoration of PDF-Tri neuron clearance (Fig. 3.10b, bottom), with loss of 

PDF-Tri neurons and reduced PDF+ processes (arrow). Quantification shows PDF-Tri neuron area and 

PDF+ puncta both no longer significantly different from control (Area: ANOVA, p=0.2524, 152±35.45 

n=15 control, 375.6±70.16 n=18 shrub; Puncta: ANOVA, p=0.1698, 26.88±5.612 n=16 control, 

45.06±7.075 n=18 shrub; Fig. 3.10b), but also not different from dfmr1 null (Area: ANOVA, p=0.1570, 

632±151.5 n=16 dfmr1, 375.6±70.16 n=18 shrub; Puncta: ANOVA, p=0.3720, 58.5±8.231 n=16 dfmr1, 

45.06±7.075 n=18 shrub; Fig. 3.10b). These results indicate that Shrub facilitates PDF-Tri neuron 

clearance, but may not be absolutely required for glial phagocytosis. Taken together, these findings 

suggest that ESCRT-III-dependent neural fragmentation facilitates clearance of PDF-Tri neurons during 

developmental remodeling of the PDF circuit. 

Axotomy causes insulin-like release for glial InR signaling to drive neuronal clearance (Musashe 

et al., 2016). We hypothesized Shrub-dependent fragmentation has a similar role in removal of transient 
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Figure 3.10: FMRP and ESCRT-III Shrub 
interact to drive central PDF-Tri neuron 
elimination 
a. Brain slices showing the central PDF-Tri 
region (2 DPE), co-labeled with anti-Shrub (red, 
left) and anti-PDF (cyan, middle), with merged 
image (right). Arrows indicate PDF-Tri neuron 
localized Shrub puncta. Lower row: Higher 
magnification images of boxed inset from the 
upper panels. Scale bars: 10µm (upper), 2µm 
(lower). Images are representative of two 
independent experiments. b. Whole brains (5 
DPE) labeled with anti-PDF in genetic 
background control (w1118), dfmr1 homozygous 
null mutant (w1118; dfmr150M) and heterozygote 
null shrub/+ in the dfmr1 homozygous null 
mutant (w1118; shrub4/+; dfmr150M). PDF-Tri 
neurons absent in control and persistent in 
dfmr1 nulls (arrows) are partially eliminated 
when one copy of the ESCRT-III core 
component Shrub is removed (bottom). Scale 
bar 50µm. Right: Graphs show the anti-PDF 
area (top) and puncta (bottom) for all 3 
genotypes. Area: ANOVA followed by Tukey’s 
multiple comparison test, p=0.044, 152±35.45 
n=15 control, 632±151.5 n=16 dfmr1; p=0.2524, 
152±35.45 n=15 control, 375.6±70.16 n=18 
shrub; p=0.1570, 632±151.5 n=16 dfmr1, 
375.6±70.16 n=18 shrub. Puncta: ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test, 
p=0.009, 26.88±5.612 n=16 control, 58.5±8.231 
n=16 dfmr1; p=0.1698, 26.88±5.612 n=16 
control, 45.06±7.075 n=18 shrub; p=0.3720, 
58.5±8.231 n=16 dfmr1, 45.06±7.075 n=18 
shrub. The scatter plots show mean ± SEM. 
Sample size is n=number of animals. 
Significance shown for p>0.05 (not significant, 
N.S.) and p<0.01 (**). Source data for this figure 
are provided in Source Data file. 

 

neurons. To test this idea, shrub4/+; 

dfmr1 nulls were assayed for glial InRP 

activation (Supplemental Fig. 9). Glial 

InRP signaling is much reduced in dfmr1 

mutants (Kruskal-Wallis, p=0.0030, 

1.00±0.1200 n=8 control, 

0.3246±0.04922 n=7 dfmr1; 

Supplemental Fig. 9a,b), but reducing 

Shrub    level    mitigates    the    defect 

(Supplemental Fig. 9a, bottom), with InRP levels no longer different from controls (Kruskal-Wallis, 

p=0.5309, 1.00±0.1200 n=8 control, 0.7064±0.1076 n=9 shrub) or dfmr1 nulls (Kruskal-Wallis, 

p=0.1138, 0.3246±0.04922 n=7 dfmr1, 0.7064±0.1076 n=9 shrub; Supplemental Fig. 9b). To confirm 
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this interaction, downstream Draper-I induction was tested in brain lysate Western blots (Supplemental 

Fig. 10a). Null dfmr1 mutants have a significant decrease in Draper-I, but no change in Draper-II/III 

(Draper-I: Kruskal-Wallis, p=0.0160, 1.00±0.1162 n=7 control, 0.8227±0.03697 n=6 dfmr1; 

Supplemental Fig. 10b). Reducing Shrub levels in dfmr1 nulls blocks this change, with Draper-I no 

longer different from controls (Kruskal-Wallis, p=0.6266, 1.00±0.1162 n=7 control, 0.9295±0.03188 n=8 

shrub; p=0.2870, 0.8227±0.03697 n=6 dfmr1, 0.9295±0.03188 n=8 shrub; Supplemental Fig. 10b). 

These findings indicate FMRP-dependent Shrub regulation modulates the glial InR activation and 

Draper-I induction driving PDF-Tri neuron clearance. 

 
Discussion 

 
 

Developmental remodeling of neural circuitry is a key strategy employed to prune redundant, 

inappropriate or interfering neurons in order to optimize connectivity (Wilton et al., 2019). In the 

Drosophila brain, the PDF-Tri neurons have critical developmental roles, but are eliminated from the 

adult circuitry (Gatto and Broadie, 2011; Helfrich-Förster, 1997; Selcho et al., 2018). Clearance occurs 

rapidly, over a few days, and can be imaged at single-cell resolution (Figure 3.1), making this brain 

circuit a powerful model to dissect remodeling mechanisms. Using conditional blockade of Dynamin 

function (Awasaki and Ito, 2004; Hakim et al., 2014; Ziegenfuss et al., 2012), combined with both global 

and glia-targeted genetic removal of Draper receptor function (Doherty et al., 2009; Freeman et al., 

2003; McLaughlin et al., 2019), we discover that glial phagocytosis is essential for PDF-Tri neuron 

elimination (Figure 3.2). Of the five known Drosophila brain glial classes (Freeman, 2015; Kremer et 

al., 2017), we establish that cortex and ensheathing glia work cooperatively to mediate PDF-Tri neuron 

clearance (Figures 3.3,3.4). The cortex glia envelop somata (Freeman, 2015; Kremer et al., 2017) and 

ensheathing glia compartmentalize deep processes (Freeman, 2015; Kremer et al., 2017), and we find 

they act together to remove PDF-Tri neurons extending nearly the entire ventral-dorsal and anterior- 

posterior brain axes. Similarly, vCrz neurons are phagocytosed by multiple glial classes, with 

cortex/ensheathing glia for somata and astrocytes for processes (Tasdemir-Yilmaz and Freeman, 

2014). This work establishes the PDF-Tri neurons as a model for uncovering the mechanism of glia- 

dependent developmental clearance of neurons in a precisely-mapped neural circuit. 

Dynamin has well-established roles in glial phagocytosis, acting to constrict inward budding 

membrane to drive fission (Awasaki and Ito, 2004; Hakim et al., 2014; Ziegenfuss et al., 2012). 

Dominant-negative shibirets blockade of Dynamin function has been widely used to test Drosophila glial 

engulfment and phagocytosis roles in early development and following brain injury (Awasaki and Ito, 

2004; Hakim et al., 2014; Ziegenfuss et al., 2012). The current study adds Dynamin-dependent glial 

phagocytosis roles during critical period remodeling in late-stage circuit refinement in a healthy brain. 
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Draper likewise has well-established roles in glial phagocytosis in both mammals and Drosophila 

(Kurant et al., 2008; Wilton et al., 2019; Winfree et al., 2017). In Drosophila, Draper has been 

extensively studied in the context of neuronal injury, with the receptor binding to cellular debris and/or 

neural ligands activating a well-characterized signaling cascade leading to Dynamin-dependent 

internalization (Freeman, 2015). The current study adds to this field by establishing Draper as essential 

for glial phagocytosis during circuit remodeling in the healthy developing brain. Our results show that 

glial-specific Draper function is required for the post-eclosion elimination of PDF-Tri neurons, indicating 

a mechanism exists for these neurons to signal Draper-dependent glial phagocytosis. Disrupting this 

clearance leads to aberrantly persisting neurons and impaired neural circuit remodeling, defects which 

have been suggested to contribute to neurodevelopmental disease states like Fragile X syndrome 

(FXS)(Comery et al., 1997; Doll and Broadie, 2014; Jawaid et al., 2018; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). 

FXS patients and disease models are characterized by defective neural circuit pruning, with 

overelaborated axons, dendritic arbors and supernumerary neurons (Comery et al., 1997; Doll and 

Broadie, 2014; Jawaid et al., 2018; Tessier and Broadie, 2008). In the Drosophila FXS model, PDF-Tri 

neurons are not pruned, but rather maintained into adulthood to remain integrated in the mature circuitry 

(Gatto and Broadie, 2008). We find here a link between FMRP loss and Draper loss in the glial 

phagocytic elimination of the PDF-Tri neurons, with genetic interaction indicating they operate in the 

same pathway (Figure 3.5). Such non-allelic complementation is the best evidence of an in vivo 

connection, but does not necessitate cell-autonomous interaction. We discover that dfmr1 mutants 

have lower Draper-I levels, and that glia-targeted Draper-I expression effectively restores PDF-Tri 

neuron clearance (Figure 3.6). Draper-II/III are not altered, consistent with Draper-I function in active 

engulfment, and Draper-II function in phagocytosis cessation (Logan et al., 2012). Consistently, the 

Drosophila FXS model also shows reduced Draper-I induction following injury, delaying glial phagocytic 

response (O’Connor et al., 2017c). We find FMRP is required in neurons, not glia, to drive the glial 

phagocytosis of PDF-Tri neurons (Figure 3.7). Thus, FMRP is not functioning as a draper mRNA- 

binding translational regulator (Darnell et al., 2011), but rather in its capacity as a known regulator of 

intercellular signaling (Dear et al., 2017; Friedman et al., 2013). This discovery reveals a FMRP- 

dependent neuron-to-glia signaling pathway. 

Neuron-to-glia insulin receptor (InR) signaling promotes glial phagocytosis of neurons, acting via 

Stat92e to elevate Draper levels during axotomy (Musashe et al., 2016). We show here that InR 

signaling mediates developmental pruning, suggesting a broad role for InR signaling in neuronal 

clearance. Neurons secrete insulin-like peptides (Ilp) that activate glial InRs to induce Draper-1 

(Musashe et al., 2016). We discover here that InR signaling drives PDF-Tri neuron elimination, with 

glial InRs similarly activated during the critical developmental window (Figures 3.8,3.9). We find glial 

InR activation reduced in the FXS model, consistent with known FMRP roles in insulin signaling (Pardo 
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et al., 2017). We show neuronal FMRP drives glial InR activation to signal phagocytic clearance of 

PDF-Tri neurons, and that activating glial InR signaling in the FXS model restores neuronal clearance 

(Figure 3.9). These findings are consistent with previous work showing InR phosphorylation triggers 

glial phagocytosis (Musashe et al., 2016). This work shows a role for glial InR activation only in the 

clearance of injury-damaged neurons, whereas we find glial InR signaling necessary for normal circuit 

remodeling within the healthy brain as well. Our results appear at odds with previous work indicating 

an elevation of insulin-like signaling in the Drosophila FXS model brain (Monyak et al., 2017). However, 

the previous study focused only on maturity, whereas we show a down-regulation in glial InR signaling 

during developmental remodeling. 

FMRP impacts insulin-like signaling in multiple disease models. FMRP KO mice exhibit less 

insulin growth factor 2 (IGF2) in the hippocampus, with IGF2 treatment improving learning/memory 

deficits(Pardo et al., 2017). Similar results in other mouse autism models indicate IGF2 ameliorates a 

number of cognitive and social interaction impairments (Steinmetz et al., 2018). Drosophila has 8 Ilps, 

with some Ilps (e.g. Ilp6) reported to be IGF-like with activities similar to mammalian IGF (Nässel et al., 

2015). FMRP likely controls Ilp release via dense core vesicle (DCV) exocytosis in neurons. During 

Drosophila axotomy experiments, severed axons release IIp-containing DCVs, which in turn interact 

with glial insulin receptors to promote the phagocytic clearance of damaged neurons (Musashe et al., 

2016). Drosophila lacking FMRP display a delayed Draper glial response to injury (O’Connor et al., 

2017), and FMRP-dependent Ilp release from neurons likely acts upstream of this clearance 

mechanism. Consistently, a recent report showed impaired DCV release in FXS model mice, based on 

stimulated synaptoneurosomes from FMRP KO mice exhibiting reduced peptide secretion (Annangudi 

et al., 2010). Given FMRP null neurons exhibit reduced DCV release of neuropeptides, we suggest 

FMRP similarly facilitates Ilp-containing DCV release. Future work will test this intriguing mechanism, 

and identify the specific llps directing glial phagocytosis of PDF-Tri neurons during brain circuit 

developmental remodeling. 

FMRP acts as a negative translational regulator of conserved ESCRT-III core component 

Shrub/Chmp4 during Drosophila brain circuit remodeling (Vita and Broadie, 2017). Shrub has 

characterized roles in circuit pruning, acting locally on neural branches to drive process fragmentation 

prior to glial clearance (Loncle et al., 2015). We show here that Shrub is present during PDF-Tri neuron 

clearance, appearing in concentrated puncta at neuronal fragmentation sites (Figure 3.10). Activated 

Shrub monomers organize into helical arrays that deform the plasma membrane, constricting 

processes to fragment neurons (Loncle et al., 2015; Shen et al., 2014). Consistent with several previous 

studies (Babst et al., 2002b; Teis et al., 2008), Shrub overexpression phenocopies loss-of-function to 

impair PDF-Tri neuron developmental clearance. We find genetic reduction of Shrub in the FXS model 

has the positive effect of reducing PDF-Tri neuron clearance defects (Figure 3.10). Our results indicate 
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Shrub likely acts to fragment PDF-Tri neurons to facilitate glial phagocytosis. In addition, Shrub also 

acts to stimulate InR signaling and Draper-I induction in glia, similar to the stimulated Ilp release during 

axotomy studies (Musashe et al., 2016). In conclusion, we present a pathway of developmental 

remodeling of brain circuitry, in which neuronal FMRP drives neuron-to-glial insulin signaling for Draper- 

and Shrub-dependent glial phagocytosis of developmentally transient neurons. 

 
Methods 

 
 
Drosophila genetics 
Animals were housed at 25oC with a 12 hr light:dark cycle on standard cornmeal, agar and molasses 

food media. For conditional studies with temperature-sensitive (ts) shibirets mutants (Awasaki and Ito, 

2004; Hakim et al., 2014; Ziegenfuss et al., 2012), animals were raised at 18oC with 12 hr light:dark 

cycle until pharate pupal day 4 (D4), then transferred to 30oC for 2 days before analyses. All lines were 

generated from the following stocks via either recombination or genetic crossing: 1) w1118 (Gatto and 

Broadie, 2008); 2) y,w;pin1/cyo;repo-QF2/Tm6,tb (BDSC#66477); 3) QUAS-shibirets (BDSC#30012); 

4) wg,sp/ cyo,draper∆5/Tm6,Sb,Tb (MacDonald et al., 2006); 5) repo-Gal4/Tm3,Sb (BDSC#7415); 6) 

y,w; UAS-draper-RNAi/cyo (MacDonald et al., 2006); 7) w1118; R86E01-Gal4 (BDSC#45914); 8) w1118; 

R56F03-Gal4; (BDSC#39157); 9) w1118; R54H02-Gal4 (BDSC#45784); 10) w1118; 

dfmr150M/Tm6,Tb,GFP (Zhang et al., 2001); 11) y,w; UAS-Draper-I (BDSC#67035); 12) w1118; PDF- 

Gal4(Gatto and Broadie, 2011); 13) w1118; UAS-mCD8::GFP (Golovin et al., 2019); 14) w1118 ; elav-Gal4 

(Vita and Broadie, 2017); 15) y,w; UAS-dfmr1-RNAi (BDSC#35200); 16) y,w; UAS-InRDel 

(BDSC#8248); 17) w1118; shrub4/cyo (Sweeney et al., 2006); 18) w1118; UAS-shrub (Sweeney et al., 

2006); 19) w1118; InRE19(HR) (Yamamoto et al., 2020); and 20) w1118; InRWildType(HR )(Yamamoto et al., 

2020). 

 
Confocal imaging 
Immunohistochemistry was performed as follows. Brains from staged animals were dissected in 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) + 4% sucrose in PBS (pH 

7.4) for 30 mins at room temperature (RT) with end-over-end rotation. The preparations were then 

washed 3X in PBST (0.2% Triton-X 100 in PBS), followed by 2 hrs blocking (1% bovine serum albumin 

(BSA) + 0.5% normal goat serum (NGS) in PBST) at RT, with rotation as above. Preparations were 

then incubated overnight with primary antibodies diluted in 0.2% BSA, 0.1% NGS in PBST at 4oC, with 

rotation as above. Preparations were washed 3X for 20 mins at RT with rotation in PBST, then 

incubated in secondary antibodies for 4 hrs at RT, with rotation as above. Preparations were then 

washed as above with an additional final wash in PBS for 20 mins. Preparations were mounted in 
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Fluoromount (EMS 17984-25) under a glass coverslip (No. 1.5H, Carl Zeiss), with double-sided tape to 

act as a spacer between brain and coverslip. Slides were sealed with clear nail polish. For nuclear 

labeling (Fig. 4c,d), brains were incubated in Draq5 (Abcam, AB108410, 1:250) in PBS for 30 mins at 

RT after the final PBS wash above, and then mounted in 75% glycerol in PBS. Slides were imaged 

using a 510 META laser-scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) with 20X air or 40X oil-immersion 

objectives. All images were collected at 1072x1072 resolution with optical slice thickness set via 

optimization function on Zen software. Image parameters were kept constant within replicates. Primary 

antibodies used: rabbit anti-GFP (Abcam290, 1:1000), chicken anti-GFP (Abcam, AB13970), mouse 

anti-Repo (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank (DSHB), 8D12, 1:500), mouse anti-PDF (DSHB, 

PDF C7, 1:5), mouse anti-Draper (DSHB, Draper 8A1, 1:500), rabbit anti-phospho-InR β (Cell 

Signaling, Tyr1146, 1:1000), and rabbit anti-Shrub (1:500; a generous gift from Fen-Bioa Gao, UMass 

Medical, USA)(Sweeney et al., 2006). Secondary antibodies used: AlexaFlour 488 goat anti-rabbit, 

AlexaFlour 488 goat anti-mouse, AlexaFlour 568 goat anti-mouse, AlexaFlour 633 goat anti-mouse, 

AlexaFlour 568 goat anti-rabbit, and AlexaFlour 488 goat anti-chicken. All secondaries were used at 

1:250. For PDF-Tri neuron analyses, ImageJ software was used to generate max intensity projections 

from 10 slices entirely encompassing the neurons. Images were processed 3X with the despeckle tool, 

cropped to identical height/width, binarized via threshold adjustment, and then measured using the 

particle analyzer plugin. For InRP analyses, ROIs were selected using the ImageJ freehand tool to trace 

labeled glia at the subesophageal foramen. Intensity measurements were made from 10 slices in a Z- 

stack, then averaged for each brain. Measurements were normalized to controls for cross-comparisons 

between trials. All image analyses were performed blind. 

 
TUNEL studies 

Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) was used to assay for 

apoptosis (Bohère et al., 2018). Experiments were carried out according to the manufacturer 

instructions (Roche, 12156792910), with slight modifications. Staged brains were prepared through 

secondary antibody labeling as above. Brains were then incubated at a 1:100 mix with 10% Triton-X 

100 and sodium citrate at 65oC for 30 mins. Brains were then washed 3X with PBS, followed by 

incubation with 45µl of labeling solution for 30 mins at 35oC. 5µl of the enzyme was then added, and 

preparations were allowed to incubate for 2 hrs at 35oC. Following incubation, brains were washed 3X 

in PBS, then mounted in Fluoromount and imaged as above. 

 
Annexin V and Pretaporter 
Annexin V was used to assay for externalized phosphatidylserine (PS)(Kuraishi et al., 2009). Brains 

were processed through fixation as above, then labeled with Annexin V according to the manufacturer 
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instructions (BD Pharmingen, 556547). Brains were then secondarily fixed with 4% PFA in the Annexin 

V binding buffer for 30 mins at RT then processed as above and probed with anti-PDF. For Pretaporter 

labeling, brains were fixed as above then blocked for 1 hr at RT with 1% BSA in detergent-free PBS. 

Brains were then incubated with rat anti-Pretaporter (1:250, a generous gift from Yoshinobu Nakanishi, 

Kanazawa University, Japan)(Kuraishi et al., 2009) for 2 hrs at room temperature in 1% BSA in PBS. 

Brains were then washed for 20 mins in PBS, followed by secondary fixation in 4% PFA + 4% sucrose 

in PBS for 30 mins at RT. After secondary fixation, brains were processed as above and probed with 

anti-PDF. 

 
Western blots 
Western blots were performed as follows. Two staged brains per extraction were dissected in PBS with 

protease inhibitor tablets (Roche Diagnostics, 04693132001). Samples in RIPA buffer (150 µM sodium 

chloride, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 50 µM Tris) were immediately flash- 

frozen on dry ice and stored at -80oC for <1 week. Samples were thawed on ice and then sonicated for 

20 secs (Sonifier, Branson, setting 90% duty, output 2), vortexed for 5 secs (Standard Mini Vortexer, 

VMR Scientific Products, speed 4), and centrifuged for 10 mins at 11750xg. Lysate (12 µl) was 

transferred to tubes with NuPage LDS buffer (4 µl, Invitrogen, NP007) and 2-mercaptoethanol (0.8 µl, 

Sigma-Aldrich, M7154), then vortexed as above. Samples were incubated at RT for 20 mins, then boiled 

at 100oC for 10 mins, followed by centrifugation at 16000xg for 10 mins. Equal volumes of lysate were 

loaded into precast 4-12% Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen, NP0336) with NuPage MES running buffer 

(Invitrogen, NP002). NuPage antioxidant (Invitrogen, NP0005) was added to the middle chamber to 

ensure 2-mercaptoethanol entered gels. Samples were run at constant 100 V for 10 mins, then at 

constant 150 V until dye exited. Samples were then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes 

(PROTRAN, NBA085C001EA) overnight at 4oC in NuPage transfer buffer supplemented with 20% 

methanol with constant 30 mA. Following transfer, membranes were rinsed with deionized water and 

air dried for 1 hr. Membranes were then blocked with 2% powdered milk in PBS-T (0.1% Tween-20, 

150 mm NaCl, 5 mm KCl, 25 mm Tris, pH 7.6) for 1 hr at RT with rotation. Membranes were then 

incubated in primary antibodies diluted in 2% powdered milk in PBS-T overnight at 4oC with rotation, 

then washed 6X for 5 mins in PBS-T at RT. Secondary antibodies were then applied in 2% milk in PBS- 

T for 1 hr at RT with rotation, followed by 6X 5 min PBS-T washes, then imaged using an Odyssey 

imager (LI-COR Biosciences). Intensity measurements were taken with Li-Cor Image Studio Lite and 

then normalized to the α-tubulin control. Primary antibodies used: rabbit anti-□□-tubulin (Abcam, 

AB52866, 1:20000), mouse anti-Draper (DSHB, Draper 8A1, 1:500), goat anti-Ced-12 (1:1500, gift from 

Erika Geisbrecht, Kansas State University, USA)(Geisbrecht et al., 2008), rat anti-Ced-6 (1:250, gift 
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from Takeshi Awasaki, Kyorin University, Japan)(Awasaki et al., 2006), chicken anti-Src42a (1:500, gift 

from Shigeo Hayashi, Riken, Japan)(Shindo et al., 2008), and rabbit anti-Drk (1:2000, gift from 

Efthimios Skoulakis, Biomedical Sciences Research Center Alexander Fleming, Greece)(Moressis et 

al., 2009). Secondary antibodies used: AlexaFlour 800 goat anti-mouse, AlexaFlour 680 donkey anti- 

goat, AlexaFlour 680 goat anti-rat, AlexaFlour 790 goat anti-chicken and AlexaFlour 680 goat anti- 

rabbit, all at a dilution of 1:10000. For stripping/reprobing, blots were washed 5 mins at RT with 

deionized water, followed by 5 mins in 0.2N NaOH, then washed again for 5 mins with deionized water. 

Blots were then blocked and probed as above. 

 
Statistical analyses 
All statistics were performed using Prism software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA). All data sets were 

subject to D’Agostino’s normality tests and ROUT outlier tests with Q set to 1%. All groups that met the 

criteria for normality were analyzed with an unpaired two-tailed student’s t-test (2 comparison) or with 

a one-way ANOVA (3+ comparison), followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison tests for comparisons 

between means. For all nonparametric data sets, Mann-Whitney tests (2 comparison) or Kruskal-Wallis 

tests (3+ comparison) followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison tests were performed. Different test were 

used based on normality as directed (GraphPad Prism). Parametric tests, including t-tests and 

ANOVAs, assume normality while non-parametric test do not. Therefore, non-parametric tests (Mann- 

Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis) were used when data did not pass normality standards. For all data sets 

n=number of animals (imaging data) or n=number of independent protein extractions (Western blots), 

with scatter plot graphs used in all figures to show every data point. Significance in all figures is 

designated as follows: p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.), p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**), p<0.001 (***) and 

p<0.00001 (****). 

 
Data availability 
All data supporting the findings of this study are provided within the paper and its supplementary 

information. A source data file is provided with this paper. All additional information and Drosophila 

lines generated for this study will be made available upon reasonable request to the authors. 
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Chapter IV 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

Proper neural circuit remodeling is paramount for optimized brain function. This is apparent from 

neurological disorders both during developmental refinement and neurodegenerative disease states 

during later aging. In the context of development, diseases such as Fragile X syndrome (FXS) present 

characteristic neural circuit hyperconnectivity, as well as the inappropriate retention of supernumerary 

neurons, features hypothesized to be the root cause of the behavioral symptoms stemming from the 

disease state. Identification of the mechanisms contributing to FXS defects has formed the foundation 

of my dissertation research. My goal has been to uncover treatment strategies and therapeutic drug 

targets to correct these mechanistic defects. Utilizing a powerful Drosophila FXS disease model, I have 

made multiple discoveries in new areas that had previously been unexplored. In the following 

discussion, I expand upon my findings, placing them in context within the field, while also offering 

directions for future investigations. At the end, I include my unpublished work that has revealed a 

number of interesting glial defect phenotypes in the Drosophila FXS model, which lay the foundation 

for future projects dissecting glia involvement in this disease condition. 

 
Shrub 

 
 

In Chapter 2, I describe the discoveries that 1) endosomal sorting complex required for transport 

III (ESCRT-III) core protein Shrub (human Chmp4) is elevated in the FXS disease model, and 2) that 

this elevated expression is responsible for projection neuron (PN) innervation errors in the central brain 

Mushroom Body (MB) learning/memory center. Prior to this work, an ESCRT link to the FXS disease 

state, or any autism spectrum disorder (ASD), had not yet been made. Indeed, the role of ESCRTs in 

nervous system development and refinement had been scarcely investigated. Due to this lack of 

understanding, my dissection of how ESCRT-III overexpression leads to FXS synaptic connectivity 

defects was quite challenging. However, the literature offered two possible mechanisms: 1) Shrub could 

be acting canonically in protein trafficking to regulate cell surface molecules (Issman-Zecharya and 

Schuldiner, 2014; Zhang et al., 2014), or 2) Shrub could be acting locally within neuronal processes to 

fragment branches (Loncle et al., 2015) (Fig 1.3). ESCRTs were first described for roles in cell surface 

protein trafficking and degradation, with ESCRT-III acting in late-stage multivesicular body (MVB) 

formation (Babst, 2005; Babst et al., 2002b; Katzmann et al., 2001). ESCRT-III loss-of-function (LOF) 

and gain-of-function (GOF) results in similar enlarged vacuolar compartments presumed to be stalled 
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endosomes, which fail to efficiently mature into MVBs and fuse with lysosomes (Teis et al., 2008). 

Consistent with this function, my work using endosome labeling (anti-Rab5) for light microscopy 

coupled with transmission electron microscope (TEM) ultrastructure studies show endocytic errors with 

enlarged endosomes in both dfmr1 nulls and Shrub GOF mutants. 

For ESCRT-III LOF, enlarged endosomes are reportedly due to lack of intraluminal vesicle (ILV) 

formation blocking MVB maturation (Arlt et al., 2011; Babst et al., 2002b; Sweeney et al., 2006; Teis et 

al., 2008). How could Shrub overexpression lead to stalled MVB formation? One might anticipate 

increasing Shrub levels would have the opposite effect. However, ESCRT-III studies show proper 

stoichiometry is essential for function (Aoyama et al., 2013; Arlt et al., 2011; Teis et al., 2008). During 

MVB formation, Shrub polymerizes into spiral helical arrays that drive inward budding and ILV 

formation. Normally this polymerization is terminated via “capping” proteins such as Vps24 (Teis et al., 

2008). Work on yeast Snf7 (yeast Shrub homologue) demonstrates that overexpression results in 

polymer accumulation on membranes, overwhelming the Vps24 capping activity, which in turn 

enhances homo-oligomerization of Snf7 (Teis et al., 2008). Similar to LOF, this enhanced 

oligomerization impedes progression to MVB formation and thus enlarged endosomes accumulate, as 

I report in Chapter 2. One consequence of “run-away” oligomerization is enlarged ILVs. Consistently, I 

observed enlarged ILVs in both dfmr1 nulls and with Shrub GOF. However, ILV formation due to a 

Vps24 mechanism has yet to be tested. This could be done via PN-targeted Vps24 overexpression in 

dfmr1 nulls or Shrub GOF to assess rescue. However, Vps24 overexpression may be deleterious, so 

the inducible GeneSwitch Gal4 system might be needed to “dial in” appropriate Vps24 levels for these 

experiments (Gatto and Broadie, 2008). 

Reducing Shrub levels in the FXS disease model restores endocytic dynamics and rescues 

neural circuit defects, suggesting membrane mistrafficking as the potential mechanism. Candidates for 

mistrafficked proteins have yet to be identified, however a few possibilities are presented from the 

literature. Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) are known targets of the ESCRT-III pathway. For example, 

Shrub regulates Neuroglian (Nrg) in Drosophila dendritic arborization (DA) neurons during 

metamorphosis dendrite pruning (Zhang et al., 2014). In DA neurons, Nrg present in dendrites must 

first be removed in a Shrub-dependent mechanism before branches can be pruned. Shrub mutants fail 

to degrade Nrg, leading to persistent branching and connectivity abnormalities. Transmembrane 

receptors are also ESCRT pathway targets. For example, Hedgehog (Hh) receptor Patched (Ptc) is 

regulated by Shrub in MB gamma neurons during metamorphosis pruning, and Shrub mutants fail to 

down-regulate Ptc (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014). Likewise, Notch receptors are reported to 

accumulate on endosomes in Drosophila ESCRT-III mutants where continued signaling occurs (Hori et 

al., 2011), and Notch signaling has known roles in circuit development (Giniger, 2012). Shrub GOF 

could disrupt membrane trafficking to cause cell surface recycling of anti-pruning molecules, such as 
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Nrg, Ptc and/or Notch. PN levels could be tested in FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF, with restoration assayed 

when reducing Shrub dfmr1 nulls. Manipulating Nrg/Ptc/Notch levels as indicated could assess 

phenocopy of dfmr1 PN phenotypes and interactions with FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF. 

Continued cell surface signaling could occur due to lack of internalization and MVB-dependent 

degradation, indicated by accumulation in endosomes (Hori et al., 2011). This could be tested with 

antibodies and endogenously labeled Rab proteins (Dunst et al., 2015). Nrg/Ptc/Notch accumulation in 

endosomes from FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF could be tested by co-labeling in PNs. Similar experiments 

utilizing lysosomal markers (such as anti-Lamp1) could assess trafficking to the lysosome. If continued 

signaling was occurring due to a lack of internalization and lysosome fusion, one might expect to find 

less Nrg/Ptc/Notch localized with Lamp1 in FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF compared to controls due to a lack 

of progression from endosome to MVB to lysosome. Light microscopy studies could be followed by 

immuno-EM probing Nrg, Ptc and Notch. One might expect occurrence of proteins in ILVs within MVB 

in controls, but a lack of internalization and thus increased occurrence on the surface of endosomes. 

For both light and electron microcopy studies, rescue could again be attempted through reducing Shrub 

in dfmr1 nulls. Although such candidate mistrafficked proteins exist, an unbiased genetic screen may 

provide other alternatives. Utilizing Drosophila RNAi, knockout and CRISPR lines, future work could 

target cell surface molecules to assay for defects in PN branching, and genetic interaction studies 

could be performed with FMRP and Shrub followed by rescue experiments. This would be a large 

undertaking, but should provide a more comprehensive view of mistrafficked proteins and potential 

therapeutic targets for the FXS disease state. 

Of the roles attributed to ESCRT-III, a function in extracellular vesicle (EV) biogenesis is a 

particular area that I feel warrants investigation for FXS circuit defects (Hurley, 2015). Exosomes form 

via Shrub/ESCRT-III-dependent MVB formation, followed by subsequent fusion with the plasma 

membrane (Kalluri and LeBleu, 2020). Exosomes have recently been well documented to have roles 

in intercellular signaling, and disrupting MVB formation through elevating Shrub levels could impede 

exosome secretion/function to affect neural circuit formation (McGough and Vincent, 2016; Meldolesi, 

2018). Exosomes have recently been shown to facilitate neuron pruning via upregulating compliment 

factors necessary for microglial phagocytosis (Bahrini et al., 2015). Furthermore, cultured glial cells 

have been demonstrated to secrete microRNA-containing EVs that lead to reduced number of 

neuronal dendritic spines (Prada et al., 2018). Blocking exosome secretion could thus led to excessive 

branching and dendritic spines, a hallmark of the FXS condition. More recent work has also directly 

linked FMRP to exosomes/EVs and their cargo (Wozniak et al., 2020). Prior to secretion, exosomes 

are loaded with microRNA in a FMRP/ESCRT-dependent mechanism. Cultured cells then secrete 

exosomes during an inflammation response. Finally, exosome/EV defects have been suggested in a 

number of other neurodevelopmental disorders (for review see Gomes et al., 2020). Taken together, 
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these new findings suggest a possible disruption in exosome/EV signaling as a contributing factor in 

neural circuit defects due to elevated Shrub expression in the FXS disease state. 

Examination of exosomes/EVs in the nervous system has been hampered due to inherent 

challenges from the compressed nature of nervous tissue and the small size of exosomes. EV isolation 

from tissue is difficult compared to culture cell media. For these reasons, the vast majority of studies 

have been performed in vitro. Testing FMRP-ESCRT defects may thus require similar approaches. 

Exosomes could be isolated from dfmr1 null and Shrub overexpression primary neural cultures, then 

composition and cargo could be analyzed via proteomics, lipidomics and RNAseq. Isolated exosomes 

could be re-applied to cultured neurons to assay changes in dendritic/axonal morphology, synapse 

formation and neuronal function. Alternatively, the Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ) could 

provide an in vivo model. For example, recent studies utilized this system to test exosome mechanisms 

of trans-synaptic signaling (Koles et al., 2012; Korkut et al., 2009, 2013) identifying Wingless (Wg), 

Evenness Interrupted (Evi), and Synaptotagmin 4 (Syt4) in trans-synaptic exosomes. Immuno-EM 

further showed exosome associated labeled proteins in the subsynaptic reticulum (SSR), the space 

between presynaptic bouton and postsynaptic muscle (Korkut et al., 2009). Recent work has used 

transgenic tetraspanin (CD63-GFP) to label exosomes and examine their dynamics via live imaging 

(Corrigan et al., 2014). This approach could test FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF impacts on synaptic 

exosomes. Moreover, this approach could be used in combination with exosome cargo markers (e.g. 

Wg, Evi, and Syt4) to assess FMRP/Shrub affects on exosome composition and exosome-dependent 

signaling. 

Although I did not assay whether Shrub acts to fragment neuronal processes in the work 

presented in Chapter 2, my results from Chapter 3 suggest Shrub does indeed function in this plasma 

membrane mechanism, with Shrub polymers accumulating at thinned regions of PDF-Tri neurons. This 

fission mechanism could be related to the endocytic defects described above, or represent a separable 

process. It is possible Shrub is involved with multiple functions in developing neural circuits, behaving 

canonically in membrane cycling organelles, while acting at the plasma membrane to sever whole 

processes. This may not be surprising given the number of functions that have been attributed to Shrub 

and its homologues in other model systems. For example, Shrub homologues have identified roles in 

dividing cell cytokinesis (Carlton et al., 2008), plasma membrane repair (Jimenez et al., 2014), and 

autophagosome formation (Takahashi et al., 2018), among other membrane functions. In light of these 

varied tasks, a number of questions are posed regarding the FMRP/Shrub interaction. For example, 

does FMRP regulate Shrub only during neuronal remodeling, or does this interaction go beyond circuit 

refinement to other Shrub-dependent processes earlier (cytokinesis) or later (membrane repair)? 

Drosophila neural development is particularly well documented for this systematic analysis. Therefore, 
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a future direction I would like to see explored is a thorough examination of FMRP-Shrub interactions 

throughout the course of neurodevelopment. 

Shrub homologues have known roles in cell division and FMRP/Shrub interactions in this 

process could be tested in flies. Drosophila stem cell neuroblasts (NB) undergo asymmetric cell 

division to produce a ganglion mother cell (GMC), which in turn divides into two neurons/glia (Lee et 

al., 1999). This lineage could be utilized to test FMRP/Shrub interactions in cytokinesis. One could first 

assay whether FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF impacts cell division. Labeled NBs with a membrane-tethered 

GFP in brain explants could be live imaged to evaluate defects (Lerit et al., 2014). FMRP and Shrub 

co-labeling could be used to determine whether FMRP/Shrub localize to the midbody as would be 

expected for cytokinesis roles. During membrane repair, CHMP4b (human homologue of Shrub) 

accumulates at sites of damage (Jimenez et al., 2014). This was shown following reversible laser-

induced damage to membranes. To assess potential FMRP/Shrub roles in membrane repair, one 

could similarly induce membrane damage, immediately fix tissue and co-label for Shrub and FMRP. If 

FMRP regulation of Shrub is important, it might be expected that FMRP and Shrub would be localized 

at damage sites. To further test Shrub/FMRP roles in membrane repair, membrane reclosure 

following damage could be assayed using a small, wound-permeant dye, such as propidium iodide 

(PI; Jimenez et al., 2014). In FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF, applying this dye after damaging neural 

membranes and evaluating fluorescence intensity of PI in live tissue would reveal how FMRP/Shrub 

LOF/GOF affect wound closure (Jimenez et al., 2014). In controls, intensity should reach a plateau as 

the membrane is repaired, however if FMRP or Shrub manipulations impede wound closure, then one 

would expect a lack of plateau and increased signal. 

The RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) experiments in Chapter 2 show FMRP regulates Shrub at 

the translational level, yet the molecular details of this mechanism remain to be explored. Although no 

consensus RNA-binding sequence for has been confirmed for FMRP, four RNA-binding domains have 

been identified within FMRP; 3 KH domains and 1 RGG box (Brown et al., 1998). Using CRISPR 

mutants for each of these domains, one could perform RIP experiments to ascertain how FMRP is 

interacting with shrub mRNA. Shrub Western blots in the FMRP RNA-binding domain mutant 

backgrounds could further test this regulation. FMRP has five predicted isoforms (FlyBase, 2021), most 

of which have completely unexplored functions. It is possible that only one (or a subset) of these FMRP 

isoforms is responsible for the Shrub interaction. A lack of isoform-specific genetic tools makes this 

currently challenging to explore, however CRISPR could be used to generate mutants against each 

isoform, followed by RIPs and Western blots to test this hypothesis. FMRP is also known to interact 

with numerous other RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), such as Staufen (Barbee et al., 2006). Could FMRP 

require other RBPs to facilitate specific regulation of Shrub expression? One could test this idea using 

RIP experiments. For example, if FRMP requires Staufen to interact with shrub mRNA, then no RIP 
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signal should appear in Staufen nulls when immunoprecipitating FMRP. FMRP drives activity-

dependent circuit remodeling (Doll and Broadie, 2014, 2015; Doll et al., 2017; Tessier and Broadie, 

2009). For example, following Drosophila eclosion onset of sensory exposure, both PNs and MB 

Kenyon cell innervation refinement is an FMRP/experience-dependent mechanism (Tessier and 

Broadie, 2009). More recently, work evaluating activity-dependent remodeling of upstream olfactory 

sensory neurons (OSNs) revealed that exposing animals to odorant (e.g. ethyl butyrate; EB) during an 

early-life critical period results in a dramatic loss of OSN synapses in an FMRP- dependent mechanism 

(Golovin et al., 2019). Importantly, my work in Chapter 2 demonstrated Shrub expression is activity-

dependent, with optogenetic stimulation increasing Shrub levels in a similar FMRP-dependent 

mechanism. Does the FMRP/Shrub interaction extend to experience-dependent circuit remodeling? 

This could be tested with the above EB odor exposure paradigm (Golovin et al., 2019). Using this 

approach, one could first examine how EB exposure impacts Shrub expression, with brain confocal 

imaging and Western blot measurements. One would examine changes over time to identify exactly 

when and where Shrub expression changes. This experiment could then be repeated with targeted 

FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF. Neural activity could further be manipulated with Orco nulls to block olfaction 

or OSN-targeted tetrodotoxin to block synaptic activity (Golovin et al., 2019) followed by assessing 

Shrub changes as above. One could overexpress Shrub in OSNs to mimic FMRP LOF and examine 

changes in EB-dependent reduction in OSN innervation. This could be combined with targeted dfmr1 

RNAi to test whether Shrub GOF phenocopies FMRP LOF. 

Neuronal fragmentation seems a prerequisite for glial engulfment during circuit remodeling, and 

Shrub localizes to scission sites (Kanamori et al., 2015; Loncle et al., 2015). In Chapter 3, I report Shrub 

accumulation at potential PN fragmentation locations, suggesting Shrub acts to pull membranes 

together, similarly to cytokinesis, to induce scission and fragmentation. However, Shrub localization yo 

thinned regions of neurites could also be canonical Shrub activity. Work in Drosophila sensory DA 

neurons suggests endocytosis is required for process pruning at thinned/fragmented regions 

(Kanamori et al., 2015). This work used a phlourin tool to track active endocytosis at thinning sites, 

and Rab5 mutants to inhibit endocytic machinery resulting in reduced thinning. Therefore, the results 

others and I report (Shrub puncta at thinned neurites) could be Shrub facilitating removal of cell 

surface proteins and not scission. If Shrub is acting in endocytosis then endocytic markers (e.g. Rab5) 

should co-localize to Shrub puncta at thinned regions. Alternatively, if Shrub is not acting in 

endocytosis, then ESCRT-0 or -II should be dispensable as has been demonstrated previously 

(Loncle et al., 2015). One could test this idea using ESCRT-0,-II mutants followed by Shrub labeling at 

thinned regions. To accurately assess these alternatives, it may be necessary to move beyond light 

microscopy to TEM studies. This would likely require serial section neuron reconstructions combined 

with immuno-EM of Shrub. If Shrub acts in the endocytic pathway, Shrub+ endosomes and MVBs 
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should be apparent at thinned regions. If Shrub acts in fragmentation, then one would expect it along 

the plasma membrane at scission sites.  

 

Glia 
 

Historically, FXS studies have focused on neurons since FMRP was reportedly not found in 

glia. However, recent work now reports FMRP expression in various glial types (Gholizadeh et al., 

2015; Higashimori et al., 2013, 2016; Pacey and Doering, 2007), and mounting evidence supports the 

role of glia as active players in synapse/circuit remodeling (Cheng et al., 2016; Fernandes et al., 2017; 

Wilton et al., 2019). Publications on FXS-associated glial defects have increased 6-fold since 2009, 

but still comprise only ~1% of FXS publications. In Chapter 3 and the following unpublished work, I 

sought to test disrupted glial function in the Drosophila FXS model. In both FXS patients and animal 

models, a consistent disease hallmark is neural circuit hyperconnectivity, and impaired glial 

phagocytosis is a well-documented mechanism for this phenotype (Wilton et al., 2019). At the time I 

began the work in Chapter 3, only two studies examining glial phagocytosis in FXS models had been 

published (Jawaid et al., 2018; O’Connor et al., 2017). The first study used 3-D transmission electron 

micrograph reconstructions to reveal reduced microglial engulfment of neuronal processes in the 

mouse FXS model hippocampus (Jawaid et al., 2018). The second identified delays in glial-dependent 

neuronal pruning during Drosophila metamorphosis and in glia-dependent removal of injury-damaged 

neurons (O’Connor et al., 2017). Neither paper, however, probed deeply into the mechanism for 

FMRP-glial interaction beyond involvement of the glial engulfment receptor Draper documented in the 

second study. This background was the motivation for the work I present in Chapter 3. 

I found that neuronal FMRP drives insulin-like signaling to glia, which mediates the phagocytic 

removal of brain neurons. Specifically, FMRP in neurons positively regulates activation of insulin-like 

receptors on glia to clear developmentally-transient PDF-Tri neurons. A previous study reports FMRP 

negatively regulates insulin-like signaling in the Drosophila FXS model (Monyak et al., 2017), but the 

study differs in both timing and cell type. I tested early neural circuit remodeling by glial cells, while the 

earlier work studied mature adult neurons. This comparison demonstrates a need to investigate FXS 

defects in insulin-like signaling across developmental stages, cell types and brain regions in the well- 

mapped Drosophila brain. Specifically, glial engulfment assays are established across brain regions 

and developmental times, including apoptotic neuron removal in the embryo and larvae (Kurant et al., 

2008), MB pruning during metamorphosis (Issman-Zecharya and Schuldiner, 2014; Loncle et al., 2015), 

and clearance of damaged neurons in adult antennal lobes (Doherty et al., 2009). Furthermore, FMRP- 

dependent removal of developmentally-transient neurons similar to the PDF-Tri neurons (CCAP and 

bursicon neurons) enable cross-comparison studies (Gatto and Broadie, 2011). Labeling activated InRs 

in dfmr1 nulls would allow tests of this pathway across the range of glial engulfment occurrences. InR 
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mutants could be used to test insulin-signaling functions in different glial phagocytosis mechanisms. 

Finally, examining pathway components downstream of InR activation, such as phosphorylated Akt, 

would reveal more insights into the signaling cascade. 

A complexity in cross-comparisons is the number of insulin-like peptides (Ilp) driving signaling, 

including 8 in Drosophila with known compensatory activities (Musashe et al., 2016). Ilp labeling with 

transgenic tagged lines provides a means to test changes, although not every Ilp has tools available. 

Comprehensive studies could employ mRNA fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) to examine Ilp 

expression in glia before, during and after engulfment. I assayed a few Ilp lines (Ilp2,5,3) to reveal 

positive cells that run along the same tracts and potentially interact with PDF-Tri neurons. This may 

indicate a multi-cell network for removing PDF-Tri neurons, with signaling to Ilp-expressing cells which 

in turn relay information to glia. My work and other studies (Musashe et al., 2016) have thus begun to 

identify in llp signaling in cell-cell communication in both developing and mature brain, but this signaling 

has been extensively documented for roles in metabolism downstream of feeding and nutrient uptake 

(Nässel et al., 2015). Thus, the llp signaling reported in Chapter 3 raises the question: what role, if any, 

does feeding play in PDF-Tri neuron removal? Interestingly, the gastrointestinal tract esophagus 

traverses the brain through the esophageal foramen, a region close to PDF-Tri neurons (see chapter 

3). Moreover, the removal of these developmentally-transient neurons coincides with the end of the 

four-day pupal fast and onset of adult feeding, suggesting that feeding may trigger PDF-Tri neuron 

removal. Future studies could investigate this possibility by restricting feeding after eclosion to assay 

activated InR signaling and PDF-Tri neuron clearance. 

Glia can facilitate neural circuit development through encouraging synapse formation (Allen and 

Eroglu, 2017; Eroglu et al., 2009; Kucukdereli et al., 2011), as well as phagocytotic pruning of synapses 

(Wilton et al., 2019), both of which involve tightly regulated signaling mechanisms within and between 

cells. The work in this dissertation examined the removal of both neurons and synapses, revealing 

Shrub and insulin signaling roles, yet there are a number of other molecules involved. For example, 

matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) are required for proper removal of damaged Drosophila neurons 

(Purice et al., 2017), similar to the insulin-like signaling mechanism discussed above. Specifically, glia- 

secreted MMP1 facilitates removal of injury-damaged neurons. Importantly, MMP1 is a direct target of 

FMRP translational regulation and strongly misexpressed in dfmr1 null mutants (Dear et al., 2017). This 

raises the possibility of glia-secreted MMP1 involvement in removal of developmentally-transient PDF- 

Tri neurons. One could test extracellular expression of MMP1 surrounding PDF-Tri neurons during 

the glial engulfment time course. Reducing MMP1 specifically in glia through RNAi or glial-targeted 

CRISPR (Dear et al., 2017), one could assess PDF-Tri clearance defects to test MMP1 roles in the 

pruning process. MMP1 involvement in the injury response suggests a likely link to insulin-like 

signaling during PDF-Tri removal. Assaying InRP with glial MMP1 manipulations similar to Chapter 3 
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could be one way to test this mechanism. Furthermore, combining glial MMP1 reduction with 

constitutively-active InR, or InR reduction with glial MMP1 overexpression, could help identify the 

order of these components within the pathway. 

An area of FXS research I was unable to investigate are potential glial roles in synaptogenesis 

(Allen and Eroglu, 2017; Chung et al., 2015). It is well known that cultured neurons form more and 

stronger synapses when supplemented with astrocyte-conditioned media (ACM; (Chung et al., 2015). 

Astrocyte-secreted extracellular Thrombospondins (Tsp) are one class of important ACM proteins 

known to drive synapse formation (Eroglu et al., 2009). Interestingly, recent work has shown that 

cultured astrocytes from the mouse FXS disease model produce reduced levels of Tsp1, and that 

adding Tsp1 back to FMRP null cultures restores characterized synaptic defects (Cheng et al., 2016). 

Likewise, astrocyte-secreted Hevin is another prosynaptogenic protein whose removal dampens 

synapse formation (Kucukdereli et al., 2011). This developmental function is antagonized by yet 

another secreted protein; SPARC (Kucukdereli et al., 2011). Importantly, the mouse FXS disease 

model exhibits altered developmental expression of both Hevin and SPARC (Wallingford et al., 2017). 

Moreover, astrocyte-secreted glypicans are yet another class of extracellular prosynaptogenic proteins 

(Allen et al., 2012). Drosophila contains conserved Tsp, SPARC and glypican genes making this system 

ideally suited to examine in vivo roles and genetic interactions (Adams et al., 2003; Dear et al., 2017; 

Portela et al., 2010). 

For example, one of the two Drosophila glypicans (Dally Like Protein; Dlp), has a range of 

available tools, and established links to the FXS disease condition making this a particularly attractive 

candidate (Dear et al., 2017). Importantly, work from our lab has shown elevated Dlp expression in 

dfmr1 null mutants at the peripheral NMJ synapse (Dear et al., 2017), although this work did not 

specifically evaluate glial roles or involvement in brain circuit hyperconnectivity. Targeted knockdown 

of Dlp in the glia of dfmr1 null mutants to assay restoration of synaptic and circuit defects like 

those describe throughout this dissertation could test this Dlp hypothesis. Similarly, Dlp 

overexpression in glia to mimic the presumed FXS disease state could further test glial-specific Dlp 

roles in FXS model phenotypes. Interestingly, work from our lab has also shown that reducing Dlp 

levels in dfmr1 null mutants restores normal MMP1 expression (Dear et al., 2017), indicating a 

mechanistic intersection between extracellular glypican and protease roles in the FXS disease model. 

This poses the question: could glial Dlp regulate MMP1 proteolytic function at central synapses? 

Targeted Dlp knockdown in glia of dfmr1 null mutants followed by co-labeling of MMP1 and synaptic 

markers (e.g. presynaptic active zone Bruchpilot (Brp; Kopke et al., 2020) could be used to test this 

idea. Finally, neuron-astrocyte contact also regulates proper synapse formation (Chung et al., 2015). 

An unpublished finding that I discuss more in the next section is that glia in dfmr1 null mutants have 

morphological aberrations that could disrupt neuron-glial contact and thus may contribute to impaired 
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circuit formation. 

My results in Chapters 2 and 3 suggest Shrub acts in neurons, yet Shrub is also expressed in 

glia. Might FMRP regulate Shrub in glia? Although my Chapter 3 results show FMRP is not required in 

glial for engulfment, Shrub may have non-phagocytic functions. For example, astrocyte GABA and 

glutamate transporters (GAT and EAAT, respectively) regulate synapse development in the Drosophila 

brain ((Besson et al., 1999; Muthukumar et al., 2014; Parinejad et al., 2016), and Shrub could control 

cell surface levels of these transporters to drive proper excitatory/inhibitory (E/I) balance. Interestingly, 

E/I balance defects are widely proposed in FXS models (Doll and Broadie, 2014; Gatto et al., 2014). 

Experiments for protein mistrafficking similarly to those described above could test this hypothesis. 

Specifically, UAS/Gal4 co-labeling of glia with endosomal and GAT/EEAT markers in FMRP/Shrub 

LOF/GOF could test this mechanism. Furthermore, targeted manipulation of both Shrub and FMRP 

while probing E/I neural circuit activity with calcium sensors (such as GCaMP) could more directly test 

how the FMRP/Shrub interaction in glia may affect E/I balance. Targeted Shrub/FMRP manipulations 

in glia while labeling for E/I-selective synaptic markers could further test how FMRP/Shrub glial 

functions may affect E/I balance. Similarly, utilizing the GFP reconstituted across synaptic partners 

(GRASP) method (Feinberg et al., 2008) in E/I circuits while manipulating glial FMRP/Shrub could test 

whether a glial FMPR/Shrub interaction impacts E/I circuit balance. Aberrations could then be restored 

through changing expression of GAT and/or EAAT in glial FMRP/Shrub LOF/GOF as identified initially. 

Another interesting finding that came from my work is the discovery that two glial subtypes are 

required for complete PDF-Tri neuron removal via phagocytosis, and that this dual requirement is due 

to spatial compartmentalization of these two glial classes within the Drosophila brain (Chapter 3). 

Specifically, cortex glia (CG) are located superficially in the brain, surrounding the cortical neuronal 

soma, and are thus positioned for the removal of the proximal neuron regions (Freeman, 2015). In 

contrast, the ensheathing glia (EG) envelope the synaptic neuropils deep within the brain, and are thus 

positioned for engulfing the distal neuron regions (Freeman, 2015). The shared phagocytosis 

cooperation between these two glial classes for the combined PDF-Tri neuron clearance suggests a 

potential glia-glial signaling mechanism. It would be appealing to knockdown candidate signaling 

ligands and receptors to explore this cooperative glial mechanism. It would also be interesting to test 

whether distinct neuron to glia signaling cascades are involved with the phagocytotic removal of the 

proximal (cell bodies) versus distal (neurites) PDF-Tri neuron regions. As I discovered in Chapter 3, 

InR signaling appears to be required for both proximal and distal phagocytosis processes by the CG 

and EG classes, but it is likely that additional mechanisms are at play. This is evident from the various 

other mechanisms described for glial-dependent neural circuit remodeling. 
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A recent study of glial engulfment of apoptotic neurons during Drosophila larval development 

revealed that targeted neurons secrete Spätzel ligand to activate glial Toll-6 receptors, driving dSarm- 

dependent upregulation of Draper for glial phagocytosis of neuronal cell bodies (McLaughlin et al., 

2019). Interestingly, this work identified a cortex glia specific function suggesting potential glial subtype 

specific mechanisms for this phagocytotic engulfment. This mechanism could be tested using the PDF- 

Tri neuron system developed here (Chapter 3). Specifically, genetic reduction of either the Toll-6 

receptor or downstream dSarm in either cortex glia or ensheathing glia could be followed by assaying 

proximal versus distal phagocytotic PDF-Tri neuron removal as in Chapter 3 (Fig. 3.4). Such 

experiments would determine whether there are glial subtype specific mechanisms. Finally, this dual 

role for proximal soma vs. distal process removal brings back the question of what role Shrub is playing 

in the glial phagocytosis mechanism. I present evidence in Chapter 3 that Shrub acts to sever neuronal 

processes, yet Shrub function in the cell body has not been investigated. Could Shrub be acting 

canonically in protein trafficking for soma removal? Genetically reducing Shrub in dfmr1 null mutants 

strongly restores PDF-Tri neuron soma clearance (Chapter 3), suggesting such Shrub involvement. 

Similarly to the fragmentation experiments described above, one could test this hypothesis by 

manipulating ESCRT-0,-II components and assaying proximal PDF-Tri neuron cell body removal. 

Canonical Shrub function requires ESCRT-0,-II (see above) and thus disrupting this step could lead to 

retained PDF-Tri neuron somas if Shrub-dependent protein trafficking is involved. Directly assaying 

endocytic machinery, along with TEM to visualize membrane trafficking, could also help answer these 

outstanding questions. 

 
Unpublished Data 

 
 

In this last section, I discuss new unpublished data along with interpretations and conclusions. 

This work was intended to be a follow up to studies described in Chapter 2, but due to issues 

discussed below and time constraints, it has not yet been published. I would like to acknowledge the 

contribution of Payam Fathi, a rotation student who helped in the acquisition of a small subset of these 

data. As a refresher, I remind you that Chapter 2 findings investigating MB neural circuit abnormalities 

in the Drosophila FXS model found that projection neurons display overelaborated axon innervation 

and enlarged presynaptic boutons in the MB calyx. Related work had suggested defective pruning as 

a mechanism for similar defects (Comery et al., 1997). Indeed, previous work from the Broadie lab 

had shown defective pruning of MB γ neurons in the Drosophila FXS model (Tessier and Broadie, 

2008). Glial phagocytosis is the primary proposed mechanism for pruning (Wilton et al., 2019). To test 

this hypothesis, my first goal was inhibiting glial engulfment to compare PN innervation in controls 

and FMRP null mutants. This required use of two binary transgenic expression systems (Gal4/UAS 
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and QF/QUAS; (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; Riabinina and Potter, 2016), with several months of 

crosses and validation. As these lines were being developed, I tested the hypothesis through other 

established, albeit less direct, methods for assessing glia engulfment defects. These included assays 

examining glial morphology, lysosome function, colocalization of glial and neuronal material, and 

ultrastructure changes. As with the data in Chapter 2, all of this work was performed in the MB calyx 

within 3 hours of eclosion. 

Multiple Drosophila studies have identified changes in brain glial morphology in cells actively 

engulfing synaptic material following nerve damage (Doherty et al., 2009, 2014; Lu et al., 2014). When 

glia are labeled with a membrane-tethered GFP (mCD8::GFP), ring-like structures appear in 

degenerating brain regions following nerve damage. These rings are likely phagocytic cups, although 

not directly described as such in the literature (Doherty et al., 2009, 2014; Lu et al., 2014). Following 

nerve damage, glia are also reported to undergo hypertrophy, or swelling, during the subsequent 

engulfment period. It is not clear why this cellular enlargement occurs, or what it means, but it could 

potentially result from transport of phagocytized material from the site of engulfment to the periphery of 

neuropiles where hypertrophy is observed (Doherty et al., 2009). Based on these studies, I tested glial 

morphological differences between controls and FMRP null mutants hypothesized to be indicative of 

glial engulfment errors. Labeling all brain glia with the pan-glial driver repo-Gal4 expressing membrane- 

tethered mCD8::GFP, I assessed changes in rings and hypertrophy in the MB calyx. Glial ring-like 

structures are apparent in the early-use critical period during normal development in the controls, but 

significantly fewer rings occur in the Drosophila FXS model (Fig. 4.1). This suggests a decrease in glial 

phagocytosis. Moreover, glia also display a significantly less inflated area in FMRP null mutants 

compared to controls along the border of the MB calyx (Fig. 4.2). This shows reduced hypertrophy, 

again suggesting disrupted glial phagocytic activity. 
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Figure 4.1: FMRP null mutants exhibit reduced glial ring structures in MB calyx. Brains 0-3hr post-eclosion 
expressing membrane-tethered mCD8::GFP in glia (repo>GFP) in controls (w; repo-Gal4>mCD8::GFP) and dfmr1 
null mutants (w; repo-Gal4,dfmr150M>mCD8::GFP). Images show individual optical slices from z stack. Inset is a 
magnified ring structure from the boxed region. Arrow points to another example glial ring. Right: Quantification of 
glial rings normalized to control average. Scatter plots represent individual data points with mean +/- SEM. 
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Figure 4.2: FMRP null mutants exhibit reduced glial hypertrophy in the MB calyx. Brains 0-3hr post-eclosion 
expressing membrane-tethered mCD8::GFP in glia (repo>GFP) in controls (w; repo-Gal4>mCD8::GFP) and dfmr1 null 
(w ;repo-Gal4,dfmr150M>mCD8::GFP). Images show individual slices from z stack. Left: Low magnification image of MB 
calyx. Arrows indicate glial membranes with hypertrophy (controls) or lack of hypertrophy (dfmr1 nulls). Right: High 
magnification of region indicated by arrows. White dotted line represents measurement region. Far right: Quantification 
of glial thickness normalized to control average. Scatter plots represent individual data points with mean +/- SEM. 

I next investigated functional differences in glial lysosome degradative organelles, hypothesizing 

that glial engulfment defects should be accompanied by decreases in lysosomal number or function. If 

the glial rings identified above are degradative, they should be positive for lysosomal markers. To test 

these ideas, I used two methods: 1) LysoTracker dye that accumulates in acidic compartments, and 2) 

labeling lysosome associated membrane protein 1 (anti-Lamp1) that predominantly resides in 

lysosomal membranes. Staged brains co-labeled with repo>GFP and LysoTracker or Lamp1 show 

clearly labeled glial rings with either probe (Fig. 4.3a,b). The labels also co-localize with glial 

membranes along the periphery, suggesting trafficking of material to the border. These data suggest 

glial rings are areas of active degradation of engulfed synaptic material. I next compared LysoTracker 

and Lamp1 labeling in controls and FMRP nulls. LysoTracker is prominent throughout the control 

neuropil, but mutants show a near complete loss of signal (Fig. 4.3c). This defect could represent an 

inability to acidify lysosomes and/or reduction in overall lysosome number. To test these possibilities, I 

performed anti-Lamp1 labeling. Unlike LysoTracker labeling, Lamp1 occurs throughout MB calyx in 

both controls and mutants, but Lamp1 is consistently reduced in the nulls (Fig. 4.3d). To assay glial- 

specific lysosome abnormalities, brains were co-labeled with repo>GFP and anti-Lamp1. In glial 
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processes of individual optical slices, Lamp1 is significantly reduced in FMRP nulls (Fig. 4.4). Taken 

together, these results suggest MB calyx glial phagocytosis is disrupted. 

Figure 4.3: LysoTracker and Lamp1 labeling in the MB calyx reduced in the FXS disease model. 
Glial rings co-labeled with membrane-tethered GFP (w; repo-Gal4>mCD8::GFP, left), LysoTracker 
(middle, magenta in a) or anti-Lamp1 (middle, magenta in b), and merge right. c. 0-3hr post-eclosion 
brains co-labeled for glia (green) and LysoTracker (magenta) in controls (w; repo-Gal4>mCD8::GFP, 
left) and dfmr1 nulls (w; repo-Gal4,dfmr150M>mCD8::GFP, right). LysoTracker is almost completely 
absent in mutants. Arrows indicate LysoTracker positive puncta in glial rings. d. 0-3hr post-eclosion 
brains with anti-Lamp1 in controls (w; repo-Gal4, left) and dfmr1 nulls (w; repo-Gal4,dfmr150M, right). 
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Figure 4.4: FMRP null mutants exhibit reduced glial-specific Lamp1 in MB calyx. Brains 0-3hr post-eclosion labeled 
with membrane-tethered mCD8::GFP in glia (top, green), anti-Lamp1 (middle, magenta), and merge (bottom) in controls 
(w; repo-Gal4>mCD8::GFP) or dfmr1 nulls (w; repo-Gal4,dfmr150M>mCD8::GFP). Images show individual optical slices. 
Left: Low magnification images of MB calyx. Cyan outline indicates region for Lamp1 intensity measurements. Right: High 
magnification of white-boxed region. iCyan outline represents region for measurements. Quantification of Lamp1 intensity 
normalized to control average. Scatter plots represent individual data points with mean +/- SEM. 

 

A common method to assess glial-dependent synaptic pruning is to co-label preparations for a 

synaptic marker (such as PSD-95) to image internalized material (Jawaid et al., 2018). To test if glia 

are engulfing less synaptic material in FMRP null mutants, I performed this experiment with anti-Disc 

Large (Dlg), a Drosophila PSD-95 homolog (Kopke et al., 2020). With glia co-labeling in the MB calyx, 

anti-Dlg intensity is significantly reduced in FMRP null mutants compared to controls (Fig. 4.5), 

suggesting less synaptic material is being engulfed. To better reveal glial phagocytosis errors, I next 

used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) focusing on the MB calyx (Fig. 4.6). Glia are easily 

identified as electron-dense cells, with glial processes within the calyx amongst synapses (Fig. 4.7a) 

and surrounding the calyx periphery (Fig. 4.7b). The peripheral glia form “pockets” that appear to 

contain engulfed synaptic material (Fig. 4.7b,c) including apparent synaptic vesicles (Fig. 4.7d,e). Due 

to consistency and ease of identification, I focused on theses glial pockets along the MB calyx periphery 

for quantified analyses. While pockets in controls are obvious, even at low magnification (Fig. 4.8, top), 

pockets in FMRP nulls are considerably smaller. Moreover, increased magnification reveals far less 

enveloped material in the mutants (Fig. 4.8, bottom). Quantification of both area and perimeter confirms 

this with mutants being significantly reduced in both measurements (Fig. 4.8). Taken together, these 
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data suggest decreased glial engulfment in the FXS disease model, supporting the hypothesis that PN 

innervation overelaboration is the result of diminished glial phagocytosis. 

 
Figure 4.5: FMRP null mutants show reduced synaptic engulfment within MB calyx glia. 0-3hr post-eclosion brains 
labeled with membrane-tethered mCD8::GFP in glia (top, green), synaptic marker anti-Dlg (middle, magenta), and the 
merge (bottom) in control (w;repo-Gal4>mCD8::GFP) or dfmr1 null (w;repo-Gal4,dfmr150M>mCD8::GFP). Images show 
individual optical slices. Left: Low magnification images of entire MB calyx. Cyan outline indicates region of interest for 
Dlg intensity measurements. Right: High magnification of region indicated by white-boxed region. Cyan outline 
represents region for measurements. Far right: Quantification of Dlg intensity normalized to the control average with P 
value indicated above graph. Scatter plots represent individual data points with mean +/- SEM. 
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Figure 4.6: Glia are easily identified by increased electron density under TEM within the MB calyx. Electron 
micrographs of brains 0-3hr post-eclosion. a. Low magnification MB calyx. White-boxed region shows example 
glial cell identified by higher electron density compared to adjacent neurons. b. Increased magnification of white- 
boxed region from (a). Arrows indicate electron-dense glial processes into the MB calyx synaptic neuropil. White 
boxed region indicates a glial cell body. c. High magnification of white-boxed region from (b). Arrows point to fine 
glial projections entering calyx. N represents nucleus. Scale bars are indicated on images. 
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Figure 4.7: TEM examples of engulfed synaptic material and potential degradative compartments. 
Electron micrographs of 0-3hr post-eclosion brains. a. Glia projecting in MB calyx. Cyan outline indicates 
glial cell. Magenta arrows point to unidentified electron-dense vacular-like compartments. b. Glial with 
engulfed material along the calyx border. Calyx region indicated in green, non-calyx region indicated in 
magenta. Cyan outline indicates a glial cell. Magenta arrows point to unidentified electron dense vacular- 
like compartments. c. Image of glial “engulfed” material. Glial cell indicated by cyan outline. “Engulfed” 
material shown in shaded blue region. d. Low magnification of glial “engulfed” synaptic bouton. Cyan outline 
indicates glial cell. Calyx and soma regions indicated. e. High magnification of bouton from (d). Cyan outline 
indicates glial cell. Magenta arrowheads point to potential synaptic vesicles. Abbreviations: N-nucleus, 
iACT-inner antennocerebral tract, M-mitochondria. Scale bars are indicated on images. 
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Figure 4.8: FMRP null mutants exhibit reduced MB calyx glial pocket size. Electron micrographs of brains 
0-3hr post-eclosion in control (left, w1118) and dfmr1 null (right, w1118; dfmr150M). Top: Low magnification of MB 
calyx in control (left) and dfmr1 (right). Arrows indicate glial pockets along MB calyx periphery. Middle: High 
magnification glial pockets in control (left) and dfmr1 (right). Cyan outline indicates glia. Bottom: Quantification 
of pocket area and perimeter. Left two graphs show analysis for all pockets as individual data points. Right two 
graphs show analysis of all pockets averaged per brain (two brains). Scatter plots show the mean +/- SEM. 
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Figure 4.9: Blocking glial engulfment is not proven to cause PN 
overelaboration in the MB calyx. 0-3hr post-eclosion brains with a 
projection neuron subset labeled (Nrv3-Gal4>GFP). a. Animals shifted 
to 30OC for 48hrs in control (top, UAS-mCD8::GFP,QUAS- 
shibireTS;Nrv3-Gal4), dfmr1 null (middle, UAS-mCD8::GFP,QUAS- 
shibireTS; Nrv3-Gal4;dfmr150M), and shibireTS (bottom, middle, UAS- 
mCD8::GFP,QUAS-shibireTS;Nrv3-Gal4/repo-QF).Right: Quantification 
of PN area normalized to control. b. Animals 30OC shifted for 3hrs in 
control (top, UAS-mCD8::GFP, QUAS-shibireTS;Nrv3-Gal4) and 
shibireTS (bottom, middle, UAS-mCD8::GFP,QUAS-shibireTS;Nrv3- 
Gal4/repo-QF). Right: Quantification of PN area normalized to control. 
Scatter plots show all data points with mean +/- SEM. 

At this point, I felt confident 

inhibiting glial engulfment to compare 

PN innervation in controls and FMRP 

null mutants would confirm a glial 

phagocytosis pruning defect. Lines had 

finally been generated, and I could now 

test how conditionally blocking glial 

phagocytosis affects PN innervation. I 

labeled the PN with Nrv3-Gal4 driven 

GFP (Jenett et al., 2012), and drove a 

temperature-sensitive Shibire in glia 

with repo-QF. As shown in Chapter 3, 

shibireTS blocks glial phagocytosis in 

animals shifted to 30OC. For this 

experiment, I raised animals at the 

permissive temperature (18OC) through 

late pupation, then shifted them to 30OC 

for 24 hrs (Fig. 4.9). Compared to 

controls, FMRP null PNs were 

characteristically overelaborated with 

significantly increased area (Fig. 4.9a). 

In shibireTS expressing animals, PNs 

were not overelaborated, but had a 

simpler morphology compared to both 

controls and null mutants with 

significantly smaller areas (Fig. 4.9a). 

This result was surprising compared to 

all data generated. One possibility is a 

confounding glial function. Another 

possibility is timing. All experiments to 

this point were done at 0-3hrs post- 

eclosion,   while   here   animals   were 

~24hrs post-eclosion. To test this, I 

repeated the experiment but shifting 

animals to 30OC for 3 hrs following 
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eclosion. In this round, PNs in shibireTS expressing animals no longer presented reduced area, but they 

were still indistinguishable from controls with no significant difference observed (Fig. 4.9b). Thus, I have 

been so far unable to demonstrate that glial engulfment plays a role in the PN innervation phenotype. 

This was frustrating to say the least, and required me to re-evaluate the data from the previous 

experiments. 

How can this project be moved forward? In reconsidering the data, I felt the original 

interpretations were likely not completely inaccurate. LysoTracker acts by accumulating in acidic 

organelles, and the near complete loss of signal in FMRP null mutants suggests a lack of acidification. 

Blocking acidification with compounds such as bafilomycin A1 (Hughes and Appel, 2020) could be one 

way to assess this idea. Further, testing for V-type ATPase changes in the FXS model may reveal 

causative changes. It is also possible lysosome integrity may be compromised to reduce acidity. 

Interestingly, ESCRT-III has known functions in membrane repair, including in lysosomes (Radulovic 

et al., 2018). The Shrub defect I report in Chapter 2 may be impeding lysosome membrane repair 

leading to a compromised barrier. Co-labeling Shrub and Lamp1 could examine ESCRT and lysosome 

interaction. Genetic interaction experiments reducing Shrub in FMRP nulls to assay for rescue of 

LysoTracker could also test this hypothesis. 

The morphological changes I saw at both light and electron microscope scales were the most 

intriguing to me. While it is again possible these reflect true phagocytic defects, I feel there is another 

possible explanation that came about after reconsidering the TEM glia pockets. I had originally 

assumed the contents of these pockets were engulfed material. After discussing my findings at 

conferences with leaders in the glial phagocytosis field, it was brought to my attention that the material 

I was seeing was likely too ordered to be engulfed material. Furthermore, if this were internalized 

material then moving through serial sections should reveal a tapering and eventual disappearance. I 

saw no evidence of this with the limited serial sections I was able to obtain. To further investigate this 

hypothesis, I inspected the ultrastructure of the calyx from a published data set of a complete 3-D serial 

section reconstruction the insect brain using the open source online tool neuPRINT+ (Clements et al., 

2020). This tool allows researchers to search the TEM data set by brain region or even cell type. 

Moreover, one can click on a cellular profile within in an individual section and the program will 

automatically generate a 3-D reconstruction of that cell while also revealing where in the 2-D images 

that cell exists beyond the profile selected. With this tool I was able to identify the same glial pockets in 

the calyx (Fig. 4.10a arrows). Selecting material within one pocket demonstrated this was not engulfed 

material but rather a cross section of a neuron ensheathed in glia and that this neuron appeared in 

multiple other locations within the calyx (Fig. 4.10b-d). Examination of multiple other pockets showed 

similar results suggesting the pockets I observed are likely ensheathed nerve bundles and not engulfed 

material (Fig. 4.11). 
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Figure 4.10: Glia pockets are glial ensheathed nerve bundles. All images are screen shots from neuPRINT+ online 
dataset. a Low magnification of mushroom body calyx. Red arrows indicate glial pockets similar to those in my work. 
Red and green lines in center are from the program. b Same low magnification image from a with one cellular profile 
selected (yellow) in pocket (white box). Red arrows indicate where the program has identified this same neuron in the 
rest of the section. c Increased magnification of boxed region from b. Red dotted line indicates glial pocket. Individual 
cellular profile selected in b highlighted in yellow. d neuPRINT+ 3-D rendering of yellow cell highlighted in b and c. 
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Figure 4.11: More examples of glial pockets as ensheathed nerve bundles. All images are screen shots from 
neuPRINT+ online dataset. Left images show individual section of a glial pocket with several cellular profiles highlighted 
in different colors. Right image is corresponding neuPRINT+ 3-D rendering of cells highlighted left images. Red and 
green lines are from the program. In all examples, glial pockets are clearly ensheathed bundles. 
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Figure 4.12: FMRP LOF causes reduced glial pocket size of 
ensheathing glia of MB calyx. Two representative brains 0-3hr post 
eclosion in controls (upper, R56F03-Gal4>mCD8::GFP) and dfmr1 nulls 
(lower, R56F03-Gal4,dfmr150M >mCD8::GFP). Arrows indicate example 
glial pockets analyzed. Images are individual optical slices from z stack. 
Bottom: Quantification of pocket volume and pocket GFP intensity with 
P values above graphs. Scatter plots show all data points with mean +/- 
SEM. Scale bars and genotypes are shown on image. 

As discussed in chapter three, 

Drosophila have several types of CNS 

glia, ensheathing being one class that 

surrounds the neuropile. I reasoned if 

these were indeed ensheathed tracts 

then I should be able to identify a 

similar phenotype from labeling just 

this class of glia. To test this, an 

ensheathing glia specific Gal4 was 

used to label these cells with GFP. As 

seen in Fig. 4.12, varicosities can be 

identified along the boarder of the 

calyx akin to the pockets observed with 

TEM. Similar to the TEM images, 

these structures were far less apparent 

in FXS animals compared to controls. 

In quantified comparisons, the 

volumes of these varicosities were 

significantly smaller in FMRP nulls 

compared to controls (Fig. 4.12). This 

suggests the possibility that TEM glial 

pockets may represent ensheathed 

axon tracts, representing a defect in 

glial ensheathment rather than glial 

phagocytosis. 

 

A likely confounding issue is that FMRP may regulate glia development and/or localization, 

possibly via neuron-to-glia signaling as in Chapter 3. For example, glial ensheathment in the antennal 

lobe requires neuron-to-glia FGF signaling (Wu et al., 2017). During development neurons secrete the 

FGF ligand Thysbe (Ths), which then interacts with glial FGF receptor Heartless (Htl). Conserved FGF 

signaling in mammals drives non-myelinating Schwann cell wrapping of nerve fiber Remak bundles 

(Furusho et al., 2009). FMRP was also recently shown to regulate myelination in developing zebrafish 

(Doll et al., 2020). These data suggest a potential glial signaling mechanism between FMRP and FGF. 

Interestingly, astrocyte development also requires neuron-to-glia FGF signaling in Drosophila (Stork et 

al., 2014). If a defect this signaling does indeed occur in FMRP null mutants, glial development and/or 
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morphology in these animals should be disrupted. In line with this hypothesis, I report here preliminary 

data indicative of aberrant astrocyte development. Using an astrocyte-specific Gal4 to drive GFP, I see 

a significant reduction in within the MB calyx of FMRP nulls compared to controls (Fig. 4.13). This 

finding shows the Drosophila astrocyte-like glia are affected by lack of FMRP. These data are 

interesting; however, it remains to be tested whether FGF is involved in this glial defect. Numerous 

mutants and transgenic tools are available for both FGF ligands and receptors, making this a relatively 

amenable hypothesis to further explore. This unpublished work reveals several glial phenotypes for 

continued investigation, and strongly implicates glial dysregulation in the Drosophila FXS disease 

model. 

 

 

Figure 4.13: FMRP null mutants exhibit reduced astrocyte-like glial processes in MB calyx. 0-3hr post-eclosion 
brains in control (left, R86E01-Gal4>mCD8::GFP) and dfmr1 null (lower, R86E01-Gal4,dfmr150M >mCD8::GFP) labeled 
for astrocyte-like glia in green (top), Bruchpilot in magenta (Brp, middle) and the merge (bottom). The MB calyx is indicated 
by cyan outline. Right: Quantification of astrocyte-like glial GFP intensity normalized to the control average. Scatter plot 
shows all data points and the mean +/- SEM. 
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Concluding Remarks 
 

This thesis work expands understanding of neural circuit remodeling and identifies pathways 

disrupted in a Fragile X syndrome (FXS) disease model. These studies demonstrate the utility of 

Drosophila as a powerful system for understanding neurological disease. As the fields of neural circuit 

remodeling and FXS pathology expand into glial biology, Drosophila should prove instrumental for 

uncovering genetic and molecular mechanisms. Multiple targetable transgenic expression systems 

(Gal4, Lexa, QF) and complete reconstruction of neural circuitry in Drosophila brains provide a study 

platform of unprecedented sophistication. New algorithms for machine learning assisted behavioral 

studies link brain circuitry to behavioral outputs in a quick automated fashion. Despite decades of 

intensive research, we still lack any effective FXS treatment options. I suggest the best road forward is 

large-scale Drosophila screens to mitigate major circuit and behavior phenotypes. Such screens using 

new CRISPR/Cas9 technologies could disrupt every gene in the genome, or increase gene expression 

using a catalytically-dead Cas9 tethered to an effector protein. Genetic screens such as these offer 

advantages over drug screens by ensuring every possible target is selectively assayed. Using a genetic 

approach one can target specific cells and tissues, and test temporal requirements of different 

pathways, to develop an understanding of where and when to best administer treatments. In closing, 

Drosophila has proven a fantastic model to understand FXS, and it has been my pleasure to work with 

this system. I look forward to seeing what new insights we gain from the humble fruit fly. 
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Appendix I 
 
 

Supplementary Figures 
 

Supplemental Figure 1: Brain Shrub levels with shrub genetic manipulations 
A) Brain Western blot comparing elav-Gal4/+ driver control to elav-Gal4/+>UAS-shrub at 0-3hr post-eclosion (3PE). Proteins 
probed are indicated on left, molecular weights on right. B) Quantification dot plots showing all data points, with mean±SEM. 
C) Brain Western blot comparing the dfmr1 null mutant to shrub4/+ null heterozygote in the dfmr1 background (shrub4/+; 
dfmr150M/dfmr150M) at 3PE. Proteins probed are indicated on left, molecular weights on right. D) Quantification dot plots of 
data points, with mean±SEM. E) Brain Western blot comparing control (Nrv3-Gal4/+) to shrub/+; dfmr1 (shrub4/+; Nrv3- 
Gal4, dfmr150M/dfmr150M) at 3PE. Proteins probed are indicated on left, molecular weights on right. F) Quantification dot 
plots of data points, with mean±SEM. Statistics were done with two tailed unpaired t-test, indicated as P<0.05 (*) and P>0.05 
(N.S.). 
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Supplemental Figure 2: draper null mutants show TUNEL-positive PDF-Tri neuron apoptosis 
a. Representative central brain PDF-Tri region images (0 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF (green, left), TUNEL (magenta, 
middle) and the merge (right) in control (w1118, top) and draper null mutant (draperΔ5, bottom). Arrows indicate TUNEL 
positive PDF-Tri neuron cell bodies. Scale bar: 25µm. b. Quantification of the total number of PDF-Tri neuron cell bodies 
(left) and the percentage of TUNEL positive PDF-Tri neurons (right). Box and whisker plots show quartiles with max and 
min values, with plus sign indicating the mean. Total PDF-Tri neurons: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.763, 0.878±0.0551 
n=15 control, 0.875±0.0897 n=12 draper. TUNEL positive neurons: Two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.227, 2.333±0.1260 n=15 
control, 2.000±0.213 n=12 draper. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance: p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.). Source 
data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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Supplemental Figure 3: PDF-Tri neurons lack candidate cell death/phagocytosis markers 
a. Representative central brain PDF-Tri region images (0 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF (green, left), anti-Pretaporter 
(magenta, middle), and the merge (right). No enrichment is observed in PDF-Tri neurons. b. The same brain regions labeled 
for anti-PDF (green, left), phosphatidylserine (Annexin V, magenta, middle), and the merge (right). No enrichment is 
observed within PDF-Tri neurons. Scale bar: 10µm. Images are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Supplemental Figure 4: Glial class PDF-Tri neuron clearance in spatially restricted domains 
a. Quantification of anti-PDF area (5 DPE) in the proximal subesophageal zone (SEZ, left) and the distal medial bundle 
(MDBL, right) from the brains imaged in main text Figure 4a. SEZ: CG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0003, 5.236±2.481 
n=7 control, 94.62±13.93 n=8 draper-RNAi; EG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0034, 13.19±11.31 n=8 control, 58.98±13.89 
n=8 draper-RNAi. MDBL: CG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.4126, 3.305±2.524 n=8 control, 9.466±5.906 n=7 draper-RNAi; 
EG, two-sided t-test, p=0.0059, 6.738±4.501 n=8 control, 33.33±6.844 n=8 draper-RNAi. b. Quantification of PDF+ puncta 
(5 DPE) in the SEZ (left) and MDBL (right) from the same series of experiments. SEZ: CG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, 
p=0.0020, 2.429±1.232 n=7 control, 18.88±3.573 n=8 draper-RNAi; EG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.0006, 1.25±0.9955 
n=8 control, 13.88±2.642 n=8 draper-RNAi. MDBL: CG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.4126, 1.375±0.9437 n=8 control, 
4.286±2.643 n=7 draper-RNAi; EG, two-sided Mann-Whitney, p=0.00373, 3.625±2.464 n=8 control, 12.00±2.360 n=8 
draper-RNAi. The cortex glia (CG) transgenic driver control (R54H02-Gal4/+) and CG>draper-RNAi experimental (R54H02- 
Gal4>draper-RNAi) are shown in black/grey, respectively. The ensheathing glia (EG) driver control (R56F03-Gal4/+) and 
EG>draper-RNAi experimental (R56F03-Gal4>draper-RNAi) are shown in dark/light blue, respectively. Scatter plots show 
mean ± SEM. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance: p>0.05 (not significant N.S.), p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**) and 
p<0.001 (***). Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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Supplemental Figure 5: Full Western blots from Figure 6a in the main text Chapter III 
Western blots of whole brain lysates (2 brains per lane, 0 DPE) for control (w1118) and dfmr1 null mutants (w1118; dfmr150M). 
a. Anti-Draper Western blots with molecular weights listed to the left (kDa). L1 indicates ladder with reduced brightness to 
show bands. L2 indicates ladder with identical brightness/contrast settings as anti-Draper probe. b. Anti-α-tubulin with 
molecular weights listed to the left (kDa). L2 indicates ladder with identical brightness/contrast settings as the probe. The 
Western blot number is indicated, matching Draper and α-tubulin blots. Boxes indicate bands in main text of Chapter III. 
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Supplemental Figure 6: Full Western blots from Figure 6b in the main text Chapter III 
Western blots of whole brain lysates (2 brains per lane, 0 DPE) for control (w1118) and dfmr1 null mutants (w1118; dfmr150M). 
Molecular weights to the left (kDa), ladder (L) indicated and probes designated above. Top: Anti-Ced-12 Western blots 
(white arrowhead) with α-tubulin (black arrow). Middle: Anti-Drk (left, white arrowhead) and anti-Ced-6 (right, white 
arrowhead) Western blots. Bottom: Anti-Src42a (left, white arrowhead) and Anti-α-tubulin (right, white arrowhead) Western 
blots. The Western blot number is indicated in each case. Boxes indicate bands in main text of Chapter III. 
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Supplemental Figure 7: InRP labeling with anti-Repo glial and glial class GFP markers 
a. Central brain slices (2 DPE) with repo-Gal4 driven mCD8::GFP in glia (green) co-labeled with anti-InRP (magenta) and 
anti-Repo (blue). Top: Lower magnification images with the merge (right). Scale bar: 40µm. Bottom: High magnification of 
boxed region in top panel, showing co-localization. Arrow indicates Repo+ cell. Scale bar: 10µm. b. Central brain slices (0 
DPE) with mCD8::GFP (green) driven in cortex glia via R54H02-Gal4, co-labeled with anti-InRP (magenta) and anti-PDF 
(blue), and the merge (right). Arrows indicate InRP+ glial membranes adjacent to PDF-Tri cell body. Scale bar: 10µm. c. 
Central brain slices (2 DPE) with mCD8::GFP (green) driven in ensheathing glia via R56F03-Gal4, co-labeled with anti-InRP 
(magenta), and the merge (right). White arrows indicate InRP+ cell bodies. Scale bar: 25µm. Inset is enlarged boxed region. 
Scale bar: 6µm. Images are representative of two independent experiments. 
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Supplemental Figure 8: Shrub gain-of-function (GOF) roles in PDF-Tri neuron clearance 
a. Representative central brain PDF-Tri region images (2 DPE) with PDF-Gal4>mCD8::GFP (anti-GFP, cyan, left) and anti- 
Shrub (red, middle) in PDF-Tri neuron processes, with the merge (right). Arrows indicate thinned PDF-Tri neuron domains 
co-localized with anti-Shrub puncta. Scale bar: 5µm. Images are representative of two independent experiments. b. Whole 
brains (5 DPE) labeled with anti-PDF in transgenic control (PDF-Gal4/+, left) and PDF-Tri targeted Shrub overexpression 
(PDF-Gal4>UAS-shrub, right). PDF-Tri neurons (arrows) absent in controls, persist when Shrub is overexpressed. Scale 
bar: 50µm. c. Quantification of PDF area (left) and PDF+ puncta (right). Area: Two-tailed t-test, p=0.0.0248, 26.85±8.134 
n=14 control, 84.22±18.34 n=23 UAS-shrub. Puncta: Mann-Whitney, p=0.0384, 3.769±0.7775 n=13 control, 26.39±6.579 
n=23 UAS-shrub. Scatter plots show mean ± SEM. Sample size is n=number of animals. Significance shown: p<0.05 (*). 
Source data for this figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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Supplemental Figure 9: FMRP and Shrub interact to drive glial insulin receptor activation 
a. Whole brains (2 DPE) co-labeled for glial targeted mCD8::GFP (anti-GFP, green, left), anti-phosphorylated insulin 
receptor (InRP, heat-map intensity, middle) and the merged image (right) in transgenic control (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; repo- 
Gal4/+, top), dfmr1 null mutant (UAS-mCD8::GFP/+; dfmr150M, repo-Gal4/dfmr150M, middle) and heterozygote null shrub/+ 
in the dfmr1 null (UAS-mCD8::GFP/shrub4; dfmr150M, repo-Gal4/dfmr150M, bottom). The white outline indicates glial area 
used for InRP intensity measurements, and arrows indicate glial cell bodies. Scale bar: 25µm. The range indicator below 
shows InRP intensity levels. b. Quantification of normalized InRP levels from the images in panel a. Kruskal-Wallis followed 
by Dunn’s multiple comparison test, p=0.0030, 1.00±0.1200 n=8 control, 0.3246±0.04922 n=7 dfmr1; p=0.5309, 
1.00±0.1200 n=8 control, 0.7064±0.1076 n=9 shrub; p=0.1138, 0.3246±0.04922 n=7 dfmr1, 0.7064±0.1076 n=9 shrub. 
Scatter plots show mean ± SEM. Significance shown: p>0.05 (not significant N.S.) and p>0.01 (**). Source data for this 
figure are provided in Source Data file. 
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Supplemental Figure 10: FMRP and ESCRT-III Shrub interact to facilitate Draper expression 
a. Full Western blots of whole brain lysates (0 DPE, 2 brains per lane), probing for anti-Draper (top) and anti-α-tubulin 
(bottom) in the genetic background control (w1118), dfmr1 null mutant (w1118; dfmr150M), and heterozygous null shrub/+ in the 
dfmr1 null mutant (w1118; shrub4/+; dfmr150M). The molecular weights are shown to the left (kDa), ladder (L) indicated, and 
genotypes shown at the top. b. Quantification of Draper-I (left) and Draper-II/III (right) bands normalized to α-tubulin Draper- I: 
Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test, p=0.0160, 1.00±0.1162 n=7 control, 0.8227±0.03697 n=6 
dfmr1; p=0.6266, 1.00±0.1162 n=7 control, 0.9295±0.03188 n=8 shrub; p=0.2870, 0.8227±0.03697 n=6 dfmr1, 
0.9295±0.03188 n=8 shrub. Sample size is n=number of independent protein extractions (2 brains per extraction). Scatter 
plots show mean ± SEM. Significance shown: p>0.05 (not significant, N.S.) and p<0.05 (*). Source data for this figure are 
provided in Source Data file. 
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